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FOREWORD

The Flight Control Technology studies were conducted by the Convair
Aerospace Division of General Dynamics Corporation under USAF

Contract F33615-71-C-1754, Project 643A, 'STOL Tactical Aircraft
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of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The USAF Project

Engineer was G. Oates (PT) and the Convair Aerospace Program
Manager was J. Hebert. The principal contributors were G. Campbell
(Low Speed Control Methods), R. Halstenberg (Control System
Mechanization Trade Studies), and E. Price and L. B. White (Flight

Simulation).

The research reported was conducted during the period from 7 June 1971

through 31 January 1973. This report was submitted by the author on

31 January 1973 under contractor report number GDCA-DHG73-001.

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

E. J. CROSS, JR.
Lt. Col, USAF
Chief, Prototype Division
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ABSTRACT

The flight control studies conducted during the STOL Tactical Aircraft Investigation
by the Convair Aerospace Division of General Dynamics were directed toward the
development of flight control systems for three versions of the Medium STOL Trmnsport.
The following baseline vehicles were used for the flight control studies: Externally
Blown Flap (EBF), Internally Blown Flap (IWF), and Mechanical Flap/Vectored Thrust
(MF/VT) configurations. The requirements for aircraft handling qualities in the
applicable military specifications (MIL-F-8785B and MIL-F-83300) were the guiding
criteria for the control system study.

The selected approach for the flight .ontrol studies was to:

1. Develop analytical models of the three baseline configurations.

2. Generate baseline control systemr.

3. Analyze each configuration for compliance with the applicable MIL

Specifications.

4. Determine the stability augmentation system requirements for specification
compliance.

5. Conduct flight control mechanization trade studies.

6. Develop piloted flight simulations and conduct evaluations of control

performance and handling qualities.

The analytical studies indicated that each baselie was deficient in some aspect of
low-speed handling qualities during the SINOL mode. The baseline control systems

for each configuration were similar: I.e. , Longitudinally - pitch dlampin and an
attitude-hold function wore included, Latorally - a roll rate conmand system was
definod, and Directionally - a yaw damper awl turn coordinator wore provided. Tho
desirability to decouple airorxft reeponses to power adjustments and to pitch allitude
changes led to the development of interconnects betwet.- throttle and flaps. Increased
flight path stability was attained by adding angle-of-attack feedback into power. A
speed control scheme was designed to modulate flap poeitioe in the STOL-approach

configuration to regulate airspeed,

The control system was analyzed for gain and filtering requirement using r ot locus

techniques. 'the interconmects to decouple aircraft respori'es apeared qultc effective.
The baselines were re-evaluated with an augmented conlrol eystom for spocification
compliance using a non-roal-it me digital simulation.
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The mechanization trade study concluded that fly-by-wire mechanization is prefeTred
over the more mechanical version, primarily because the more mechanical version
requires significant fly-by-wire features to achieve the required augmentation and
decoupling. The maximum mechanical implementation was rated second.

The piloted flight simulations and evaluations indicated the following.

1. Initially, the IBF was found totally unacceptable in the presence of even
mild disturbances at low approach speeds. Modifications were incor-
porated to vector engine thrust. This proved quite acceptable and was
the basio for all subsequent IBF/VT simulation activities.

2. All three baseline configurations could be flown under normal flight conditions
without augmentation. The addition of the augmentation features decreased
pilot workload and improved pilot rating to acceptable or satisfactory levels.

3. The AUTOSPEED function, provided by modulation of flap position In the
STOL-approach configuration, proved an efficient speed control. It was
rated essential in the presence of turbulence and/or wind shear.

4. The APPROACH function, design to decouple aircraft response to stick and
throttle inputs, was considered helpful under turbulent conditions and of
questionable value for smooth conditions.

5. There was a clear preference for the STOL mode of flight control - power-
lever adjustments for flight path error corrections with relatively constant
pitch attitude maintained by a pitch-attitude-hold mode and airspeed regulated
by the AUTOBPEED function.

6. Each baseline required config'uration changes from the STOL-appoach mode
to minimilz altitude losa to 60-70 feet ailor go-around initiation.

7. Control after failure of the critical engine in the STOL-approach was con-
siderably moro difficult on the EBF. The Cooper/fHarper ratings assigned to
the evaluations were poorest when tho two-socond delay preceded recovory
attempts. An automatic system with an arming capability is high!y desirable
to enhance engine-out recovery.

8. Transition from cruise to SI'OL-approach using constant flap deflection rateas
was a chuallongiN, pilot task. It is nr:onimemlod tlrt transition be porformnd
in two steps by using an intermediate ,onfiguration and -peed to maneuver
the glide path engage point to alleviate tho•e control difficulties.

9. Cooper/Harper ratings ass.gned duri.%g flight s imutlator eva luatt ar showd
that none of the STOL configurations was significantly auperior to others.
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SymbolUnt

A Total external force divided by 'weight along body axes, x g s
x

A Total external force divided by weight along body axes, y g's
y

A Total externalI force divided by weight along body axes, z gtsz

b Wing span Ft

a, 11A C Mean Aerodynamic Chord F~t

D

C LfŽt CoefficientL

CA Bolling Moment Coefficient

CL x Maximum Lift Coefficieit

C Pitching Moment Coefficient

C Yawing Moment Coefficient
n

C ~ Thrust Coefficient

i'lf G2  Transfer functions of control system elements

OT Gross Thrust Lb

h Altitude Ft

iiAltitude Ft/Sec

I Moments of Inertia about the c.g. Slug/Sq El

IMoments Of inertia about the c. g. Slug/Sq Ft.
y

L Momnents of inerla about theo. g. Slug/Sq Pt
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NOMENCLATURE, Contd

Symbol Units

I Product of inertia about the c.g. Slug/Sq Ft
xz

iH Stabilizer Incidence Angle Deg

K SAS Gain Var

L Dimensional rolling moment derivative with 2
respect to 

I3

L Dimensional rolling moment derivative witht respect to P 1/See

L Dimenstlnal rolling moment derivative with
r respect to r l/See

L Dimensional rolling moment derivative with
r respect to6 /Sec2

r

.L6 Dimensional rolling moment derivative with 2a respect to 6 1/Sec
a

L6 Dimensional rolling moment derivative with 2sp respect to 6 1]Seu2
ep

L N0Dimensional rolling moment derivative with R,•So

resp .: ENG RudSec

Distaince orom MAC/4 to the 1/4 c of the horizontal tall Ft

MI Dimensional pitching moment derivative with respect
to A S

M Dimensional pitching moment derivative with tespectw 1 /ft-••o

M Dimensional pitching moment derivative with respect
to qt/e

M. Dimensional pitching moment derivative with reWpoct
toli 1/&ou
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NOMENCLATURE. Contd

Symbol Units

M0  Dimensional pitching moment derivative with respecte to 6 1/Seec

e

M6  Dimensional pitching moment derivative with respect
F to 6F 1/Sec2

M Dimensional pitching moment derivative with respect
31 to TiH 1/Sec-%

M Externally applied moments about the x axis Ft-Lbx

M Externally applied moments about the y axis Ft-Lb
y

M Externally applied moments about the z axis Ft-Lb

N• Dimensinal yawing moment derivative with respect to 13 1/Sec 2

N Dimensional yawing moment derivative with respect to p I/See

P
N Dimensional yawing moment derivative wi.bh respect to r 1/See

r

N6  Dimensional yawing moment derivative with respect to 6 1/Sec2
rr

i/e2N Dimensional yawing moment derivative with rtspeo. to 6 I/Soo6 a
a

N Dimensional yawin; moment derivative with resjvct to 6 1/Soo2

Bp

NENG Dimensional yawing moment derivative with respeot toENO Had/Seo2

n Normal aoceleration Ft/sce2
z

n Acceleration sensitivity parameter W8s0e

p Hou Rate Dog/Sec

or
Rad/Soe

Pose/P Roll oscillation parametor
Pav
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NOMENCLATURE, Contd

Symbol Units

q Pitch Rate Deg/Sec

q Dynamic Pressure Lb/Sq Ft

lt/q Dynamic pressure ratio of horizontal tail to free stream

r Yaw rate Deg/Sec
or

Rad/Sec

S Wing area Sq Ft

Ss Laplace transform variable 1/Sec

T T!im to double amplitude of an experinrntal motion Sec
z

T, TH, THR Throttle position in percent of engine thrust

u Incremental forward body-axis velocity Ft/Sec

V True airepeed Kts or
Ft/Seo

w Incremental downward body axis velocity Ft/Seo

X Dimensional X-aW-s force derivative with respect to u 1/Sec
u

X Dimensional X-axb force derivwtive with respect to w 1/Sea

X Dimensional X-axis force derivative with respect to q Ft/S0cq

S• X• Dimensional X-axis force derivative with respect to

2

JX Olnonsional '-axis force derivative with respect to Ft/Soc
F

2
Dimensio~nal X-axis force dorivr~tlvo with respect to THII Ft/SCOc
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NOMENCLATURE, Contd

Symbol Units

Y Dimensional yawing moment derivative with respect to 1 1/Sec

Y Dimensional yawing moment derivative with respect to p
p

Y Dimensional yawing moment derivative with respect to rr

Y Dimensional yawing moment derivative with r6spect to 6 1/See
r

• i ~aDimensional yawing moment derivative wth respect to 6a /Sea
Y6 a

a S

Dimensional yawing moment derivative with respect to 6 1/Sec

ENG ENG

Z Dimensional Z-axis force derivtive with respect. to u 1/Sec
it

z Dimensional Z-axis force derivative with respect to q Ft/Seoq

z Dimensional Z-axis force derivative with respect to 1iw

2Z6 Dimensional Z-axis force derivative with rospect to 6 Ft/Seo
e

z Dimensional Z-axis force derivative with respect to Ft/Sec2

F
ZTi Dimensional Z-aul force derivative with respeot to THR Ft/Sec2,

Greek

- Angle of attack Deg

CI da/dt Dog/SeB

AULAX/K Sidealip excureion parameter Dog

STOI. sideslip exoursion parameter

1
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NOMENCLATURE, Contd

Greek Units

Sy Flight Path Angle Deg

dY/YV Flight Path Stability Parameter Deg/Kt

6 Aileron Deflection Angle Deg, ad

• i 6e Elevator Deflection Angle Deg, Bad

6e/g Maneuver Stability Parameter Deg/g

d6 /dV Static Stability Parameter Deg/Kte

d6 /dO STOL Static Stability Parametere

6 Flap Deflection Angle DegF

6, 6STAB Stabilizer Incidence Angle

6R Rudder Deflection Angle .- g, •ad

68p Spoiler Deflection Angle Deg, Rad

6 Longitudinal Stick Deflection DegSTICK

Downwasb Anglo Deg

"Damping Ratio of Complex Root

Gross Thrust Vector Angle Deg

0 Pitch Angle Deg, Bad

" O,q Pito R~ate Dog/Soc
or

Rad/Sec

Control System Time Constants Soo
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* 'NOMENCLATURE, Contd

T R. Roll Mode Time Constant See

Natural Frequency of Complcx Boot Rad/Seo

Bank Angle Deg

STOL Roll Oscillation Parameter
S'avg

d[ Ratio of to I in the Dutch Roll Mode

d Phase Angle of the Dutch Roll Sideslip R.zponse Deg

Subscripts

•a Aileron

B Body

ENG E,.glne Out

e Elevator

f Flap

H Horizontal Tail

o Trim Value

ph Phugoid

SP Short Period

S•p Spoiler

w wing

xvilU
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCI iON

This report presents the flight control technolcrgy aspects of the STOL Tactical Aircraft
jhvestigation conducted by the Convair Aeroo•,ce Division of General Dynomics.
Baseline flight control systems were generated for each of three versions of the

Medium STOL Transport. An externally blown flap (EBF), an internally blown flap with
veectoring of non-diverted engine flow (IBF/VT), and a mechanical flap/vectored thrust
(MF/VT) configuration were the three baseline vehiclks used fnr the flight control
studies.

The analyses used to generate the baseline control systems and the results thereof are
presented in Section 2. Analytical models are defined and handling quality characteris-
tics are plotted relative to applicable specifications. A preliminary stability augmen-
tation system (SAS) is Identified where required to satisfy handling quality specift-
cations.

Section 3 presents the findings of the control system mechanization trade study. Base-
T line control systems were analyzed and reviseQ' to generate both & maximum-mechanical

control implementation and a fly-.ky-wiTre implementation. Revised systems are diagram-
-nied and a comparison of the mechanical versus - fly-by-wire version is discussed.
A rcommended system is described.

Validation of th*: b•seline control systeias was effected through extensive flight simu-
lator evaluations usitg both fixed-base and tmoving-base simulators. Section 4 de-
scribes the flight shuulatcr- used and significant aspecos of the sinulation models.
The larger part of this section deals with the pilot qualitative evaluations of the three
STOL configurations. Evaluation orfturia are desoribed and pilot opinion data in the
form of narrative description and Cooper/Harper ratings are presented. Evaluations
on the moving-base simulator for the EBF version are compared to the fixed-base
results Cor the same EBF configuration. Finally, there is pilot commnitMy re-
pgrding the relative merits of various levels of flight simulation for flight control
studles, e.g., fixed base versus moving base.

The appendixes inlude descriptions of aalytical programs, turbulence model adapta-
... .tons , evaluation questionnaires, the evaluation test plan, and a collection of representa-

tive simulated flight run data.

• 1-1
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SECTION 2

LOW SPEED CONTROL METHODS

This section covers the analyses performed to generate a baseline contr 3l system
used in the control mechanization trades in Section 3 and the simulations of
Section 4. The emphasis is on the generation of handling qualities, comparisons
to the handling quality specifications, and in generating a stability augmentation
system (SAS) to show compliance.

_ticluded is a brief description of the three baseline vehicles and the analytical
model used. The sourees for the data base are referenced.

2.1 VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

The control analyses in this report concern three specific configurations. These
are three of the six configurations described In detail in Reference 2-1, and are:

1. EBF. Externally blown jet flap wit GE13/F2B cruise engines.

2. IBF-2. Internally blown jet flap with STF369 eugines.

3. MF/VT. Mechanical flap plus vectored thrust with GS13/F2A cruise

engines.

Reference 2-1 describes each of these vehicles, including general arrangement
three-views, dimensions, weights, and mission performanoe. The criteria and
amdyses used for configuring and sizing the vehicles an also Included, as well as
the majority of the aerodynamic and propulsion data bases needed for control
analyses. These conf•gurations are presented briefly herm to identify the data base
and points of departure for the controls analyses. A siguificant modification was
made to the IBF-2 vehicle described hi Roference 2-1 due to ootrols awalysis and
simulation, The IBF-2 vehicle used in this report is assumed to have vectoring
capability of the undivorteed flow. This modification was needed to better watch Its
propilsion carbility to the landing configuration. Without vectoring, the low
throttle setting to balance drag during the approach reduces the divert• flow and
thus reduces the flow ct•itoiett (CM) aW mamum coffie•°nt of CL M4

2.1.1 EXPfIALLY LOWN F• ARP The xtermlly blown flap (EBF) ooadiguratUu

wan steed using E13/1"2B engine scaled to a rut thrust of 18,600 pounds per
engine for a takeoff gross weight of 148,200 pounds, General arraungmnt of the
EBF confliutlon Is shown in Figure 2-1. The engines are hastalled in single
nacelles azd use annular =csades to reverse thrdat. Auxiliary engines ar• also

2-1
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blocated in the ffur,1age to supply boundary layer control on the wing leading edge
device for engmie-out lateral control, on the elevator for longitudinal control, and
on the rudder for engine-out direction"l control. Figure 2-2 shows a cross section
of the engine nacelle/vwng relationship to illustrate the features of the variable-
geometry leading edge flap and the double-slotted trailing edge flap. Dimensional
data and the weight statement are presented in Tables 2-1 and 2-2, respectively.

DOUBLE-SLOTTED EXTERNALLY
BLOWN T.E. FLAPS (IN LANDING

VARIABLE GEOMETRY L. E. FLAP - SPOILER \ CONFIGURATION)
(INTERNALLY BLOWN)

SPEED CONTROL SEGMENT

Figure 2-2. EBF Engine Nacelle/Wing Relationship

2, 1.B INTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP, IiBF-2. The internally blown flap configuration
(IBF-2) --as sized using STF369 engines scaled to a rated thrust of 22,840 pounds per
engine for a takeoff gross weight of 170,350 pounds. General arrangement is shown
in Figure 2-3. The engines are installed in single nacelles and use annular cas-
cades to reverse thrust. Dimensional data and the weight statement are presented
in Tables 2-3 and 2-4, respectively.

2.1.3 MECHANICAL FLAP PLUS VECTORED THRUST. The mechanical flap plus
vectored thrust configuration was sized using GE13/F2A cruise engines. A scaled
engine thrust of 24,500 pounds was required for the selected takeoff gross weight
of 168,750 pounds.

General arrangement of the MF/VT configuration is shown in Figure 2-4. The design
used a twin-podded nacelle arrangement to accommodate the single-bearing thrust
deflection devices. Auxiliary engines (two RB176-11s) were located in the fuselage
to supply boundary layer control on the wing leading edge devices for high lift and on
the elevator if required for additional longitudinal control. Figure 2-5 shows a
cross section of the engine nacelle/wing relationship, illustrating the features of
the variable-geometry leading edge flap and the triple-slotted trailing edge flap.
Dimensional data and the weight statement are given in Tables 2-5 and 2-6, respec-
tively.

2-3
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Table 2-1. EBF Dimensional Data

Wing Horizontal Tail
Span 111.36 ft Span 40.66 ft
Area 1550.00 ft2  Area 367.33 ft2

Aspect Ratio 8.00 Aspect Ratio 4.80
Taper Ratio 0.33 Taper Ratio 0.40
Incidence Deflection +5 to -10 deg

At Root 3.5 deg Sweep at c/4 30 deg
At Tip -1. 0 deg Chord

Dihedral -3.5 deg Root 154.88 in.
Sweep at c/4 25.0 deg Tip 6..95 in.

Chord Mean Aerodynamic 115.06 in.
Root (at Aircraft Centerline) 250.60 in. Airfoil Section
Tip 83.45 in. Root 64A012
Mean A..odynamic 180.97 in. Tip 64A008

Airfoil Section Pivot Centerline o/4MAC
Root (at W.S. 69.0) 64A3 (13.12)
Tip 64A4 10 Elevator

Span Full
Leading Edge Device Chord 0.35
(Variable Camber) Deflection +15 to -50 deg

Span Full Hinge Line 0.35c
Chord 0.155%c
Deflection 56 dog Vertical Tail

Span 24.68 ft

Trailing Edge Flap Area 510.0 ft2
SSpan 0.80 b/2 Aspect Ratio 1.18

Chord 0. 75c Taper Ratio 0.65
Deflection 60 dog Sweep at o/4 39.0 deg

Chord
Spoilers Root 301.38 in.

Span 0.80 b/2 Tip 195.00 in.
Chord 0.195o Mean Aerodynamic 252.37 in.
Hinge 0.548c Airfoil Section 64A012
Deflection 60 deg

Rudder
Aileron Span Full

Span 0.20 b/2 Chord 0.300
Chord 0.25c Deflection * 50 dog
Deflection * 50 deg

Fuselage
Langth136 ft. 4 in,

Maxuinunm Width 212 ia,
Cargo Env•lope

* Len0tb 85 ft
Width 12 ft
Heoight l• ft ____

2.



Table 2-2. EBF Group Weight Statement

STRUCTURE 62704.6 lb SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT 16386.4

Wing 20639.5
Basic Structure 14758.0 Auxiliary Power

Box Structure 10856.3 Unit 525.2
Ribs + LE Instruments 602.5

+4TE 3056.1 Hydraulic and
Penalties 845.6 Pneumatic 725.2

Secondary Electrical 2058.8
Structure 737.9 Avionics 2000.0

Flaps 3867.6 Armament 1200.0
Leading Edge Furnishings 4504.0

Device 995.2 Air Conditioning/
Spoilers 280.8 Anti Ice 1741.4
Wing Fold 0.0 Auxiliary Gear 2959.2

Horizontal Tail 1411.2
Vertical Tail 3488.7 WEIGHT EMPTY 93363.5
Body 25238.1
Landing Gear 7107.6 Basic Operating
Surface Controls 2012.3 Items 1829.0
Nacelle 2807.0

BASIC OPERATING
PROPULSION 14282.5 WEIGHT 95192.5

Engines 9495.0 Payload 28000.0
Propulsion Systems 2943.2

Thrust Reversers 2157.8 ZERO FUEL
Inlets 163.2 WEIGHT 123192.5
Exhaust 189.6
Cooling 83.2 Fuel 25000.0
Lubrication 29.1 Wing 25000.0
Starting 201.7 Fuselage 0.0
Engine Controls 118.7

Fuel System 1844.3 TAKEOFF GROSS
Plumbing 872.6 WEIGHT 148192.5

Pumps 212.8
Distribution 238.0 DESIGN WEIGHT (lb) 1480715.6
Vent 175.4

Controls 23.1 MAXIMUM WEIGHT (lb) 148075.6
Refuel 191.3
Dwynp 34.0

Tankage 971.7

Foam 480.0
Sealing 124.2
Cello 367.6



Table 2-3. IBF-2 Dimensional Data

Wing Horizontal Tail
span 119. soIt Span ý, ft
Area 17.65 ft2 Area 453.94 ft4

Aspect Ratio 8.00 Aspect Ratio 4.50
Taper Ratio 0.33 Taper Ratio 0.40
Inoidence Deflection +5 to -10 deg

At Root 3.S 6deg Sweep at o/4 30 deg
At Tip -1.0 deg Chord

Dihedral -3.S deg Root 172.2 in.
Sweep at 0/4 26.0 deg Tip 68.9 in.
Chord Mean Aerodynamic 128.0 in.

Root (at Aircraft Centerline) 279.0 in. Airfoil Section
Tip 89.5 in. Root 64A012
Mean AKUdPMio 194.0 in. Tip 64A008

Airfoil Section Pivot Centerline c/4MAC
Root (at W.S. 69.0) 64A3 (13.12)
Tip 64A4 10 Elevator

Span Full
Leading Edge Device Chord 0.35
(Variable Camber) Deflection +15 to -50 deg

Span Full Hinge Line 0.35o
Chord 0. 155% c

Deflection 56 deg Vertical Tail
span 27.81 ft

Trailing Edge Flap Area 655,5 ft2
span 0. 80 b/2 Aspect Ratio 1. 18
Chord 0.35cc Taper Ratio 0.65

Deflection 60 deg Sweep at o/4 39.0 dleg
Chord

Spoilers Root 342, 6 in.

Span 0.80 b/2 Tip 223.0 in.
Chord 0.1950 Mean Aerodynamic 286.8 In.
Hinge 0.548c Airfoil Section 64A012
Deflection 60 deg

Rudder
Aileron Span Full

Span 0. 20 b/2 Chord 0.300
Cbont 0.25o Dlection *5O deg
Deflection 50 deg

Maximum W'dth 212 In.

Cargo Evlp

Width 12 ft
Height 12 ft
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Table 2-4. IBF-2 Group Weight Statement

STRUCTUR~E 73188.6 lb, SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT 13884.6

wing 24103.2
Basic Strnoiure 18384.4 Auxiliary Power

Box Str tture 13141.3 unit 552.8
Ribs + LE Instruments 737.2

+TE 3632.4 Hydraulics and
Pextaltleti 1810.7 Pneumatic 859.4

Secondary Electrical 2110.5
structure 919.2 Avionics 2000.0

Fl,ýps 3300.7 Armament 1200.0
Leading Edge Furnishings 4504.0

Dlevice 1182.4 Air Conditioning!
Spoilers 316.5 Anti Ice 1842.6
Wing Fold 0.0 Auxiliary Gear 68.1

Horlzontai Tail 1742.9
Vertical Ttill 4602.8 WEIGHlT EMPTY 107088.1
Body 20319.4
Landing Gear 8174.4 Baaei Operating
Surface Controls 2334.0 Items 1964.0
Nacelle 5910.0

BASIC OPERATING
PROPUISION 20014.9 WEIGHT 109050.1

Engines 14240.0 Payload 28000.0

Propulsion Systems31 .
Thrust Reversers 2548.1 ZERO FUEL
Inets 214.1 WEIGHT 137050.1
Exhaust 234.1
Cooling 100.5 Fuel 33300.0
Lubrication 39.0 Wing 33300.0
starting 262.5 Fuselage 0,0
Engiue Controls 118.7

Fuel system 2257.0 TAKEOFF GROSS
Plumbing 1027.1 WEIGHT 170350.1

Pumps 257.1
Distribut~ion 280.3 DESIGN WEIGHT (lb) 110300.0
Vent 211.9
Controls 2.6. MAXIMUM WEIGRT (1b) 1170300.0
Refuel 2.10.3
Dump 40.0 LANDING WEIGHT (lb) 153650.0

TwAkage 1229.0
Faitm639.4

Scaling 154.0
Ceuta 430.6

2-0
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Table 2-5. MF/VT Dimensional Data

Wing Horizontal Tagl
Span 116.96 ft Span 43.76 ft
Area 1710.0ft2  Area 425.63ft9
Aspect Ratio 8.00 Aspect Ratio 4.50
Taper Ratio 0.33 Taper Ratio 0.40
Incidence Deflection +5 to -10 deg

At Root 3.5 deg Sweep at o/4 30 deg
At Tip -1.0 deg Chord

Dihedral -3.5deg Root 166.5 in.
Sweep at 0/4 25.0 deg Tip 66.8 In.
Chord Mean Aerodynamic 124.0 in.

Root (at Aircraft Centerline) 263.0 in. Airfoil Section
Tip 87.6 in. Roo', 64A012
Mean Aerodynamic 190.0 in. Tip 64A008

Airfoil Section Pivot Centerline o/4MAC
Root (at W.S. 69.0) 64A3 (13.12)
Tip "4A4 10 Elevator

Span Full

Leading Edge Device Chord 0.35
(Variable Camber) Deflection +15 to -50 deg

Span Full Hinge Line 0.350
Chord 0.155% o
Deflection 56 deg Vertical Tail

Span 26.93 ft
Trailing Edge Flap Area 614. 69 ft

Span 0.80 b/2 Aspect Ratio 1.18
Chord 0.45c Taper Ratio 0.65
Deflection 60 deg Sweep at C/4 39.0 deg

Chord

Spoilers Root 332.0 in.
span 0.80 b/2 Tip 216.0 In.
Chord 0.195c Mean Aerodynaic 278.0 in.
Hinge 0.548o Airfoil SectiO 64A012
Defletion g60 deg

Rudder
Aileron Spn Full

Spau 0. 20 b/2 Chord 0.300
Chord 0.260 Deflection AS0 dog
Dellection Ag0 d&g

Fuselage
136 ft. 4 in

Maimum Wd 212 In.

65 f
Width
W1i0tM 12 ft
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Table 2-6. MF/VT Group Weight Staternent

STRUCTURE 72096.0 lb SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT 16716.6

Wing 23844.8
Basic Structure 17039.6 Auxiliary Power

Box Structure 12750.2 Unit 549.4
Ribs + LE Instruments 732.2

+ TE 3478.0 Hydraulic and
Penalties 811.4 Pneumatic 822.5 I

Secondary Electrical 2113.4
Structure 862.0 Avionics 2000.0

Flapw 4F)7.6 Armament 1200.0
Leading Edge Furnishings 4504.0

Device 1."A 6 Air Conditioning/
Spoilers 311.1 Anti Ice 1827.4
Wing Fold 0.0 Auxiliary Gear 2967.5

Horizontal Tail 1662.4
Vertical Tail 4345.0 WEIGHT EMPTY 110862.7
Body 26250.5
Landing Gear 8103.2 Basic OperatiUg
Surface Controls 2230.2 Items 1887.5
Nacelle 5660.0

BASIC OPERATING

PROPULSION 22050.1 WEIGHT 112750.2

Engines 13570.0 Payload 28000.0
Propulsion Systems 6377.8

Thrul t Reversers 5420.0 ZERO FUEL
Inlets 207.3 WEIGHT 140750.2
Exhaust 228.3
Cooling 110.6 Fuel 28000.0
Lubrication 38.5 Wing 28000.0
Starting 264.4 Fuselage 0.0
Engim Controls 118.7

Fuel System 2102.3 TAKEOFF GROSS
Plumbing 1036.1 WEIGHT 186750.2

P•imps 283.0
Distribution 260.1 DESIGN WEIGHT (Ib) 168817.4
Vent 233.4
Controls 24.4 MAXIMUM WEIGHT (Ib) I1817.4
Refuel 108.60
Dunp 36.06

"Tankage 10630.2
Foam 53748

135.2
Coils 393.4

• t'.4-I
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VARIABLu GEOMETRY
L.E. FLAP -I TRIPLE SLOTTED TE, FLAPS

_ _ """ _ (IN LANDING CONFIGURATION)

Gross Thrust Veotor

SX .281 + .7119 Cos 71

y .449 (Cost) -1)z -849 sin?)

"TAIL PIPE. UP THRUST
TAIL PIPE- REVERSE THRUST

Figure 2-5. MF/VT Engine Nacelle/Wing Relationship

2.2 ANALYTICAL MODEL

Most of the analyses have been performed by digital computer, primarily using two
existing programs:

1. TRIM-STAB, capable of performing six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) trim,
separate longitudinal a"d lateral-directional linearized stability analyses

about a trim point, and non-real-time, six DOF transients. This program
is described in Appendix I.

2. Real -time piloted simulations, both fixed-base mnd moving-base, as described
in Section 4.

This procedure requires an analytical model for each of the three vehicles. Sub-
routhies were formulated to describe all forees and moments on the vehicles, based
on those considerations:

1. Matching the data base as generated, primarily In Reference 2-1.

2. Maximtm compatibility with existing programs.

3, Minimum reprogra~nmn•n necessary to shift from on• vehiole to •aother,

4. Minimum roprogrnmminug neoccsary to shift from ion-roa1-tmini progra-is
• • to the roal-time ptiotod simulations.

The following moducl'es •vom gvoncrtUe as s•.ubrotthtR, sovpar,.tely, for .i-o of the
thive vehicles wheiv required. Th'y contain ill differeoncs betwen the Wow-

figurations.

."+. '"'+•+ • + + ,.• : , . ., .+ .. ,.+ :. . . . . . . , :..-,12• i•



2.2.1 WING/BOD'" LONGITUDINAL AERODMILAMICS. These subroutines include
tabulated data tha, is interpolated to obtain the desired parameters. The outputs are
CL, %, Cm, Ot:'q, c, and dE/da. The inputs are angle of attack and flap angle.
For the EBF vehicle, CAIs also an input. For the IBF configuration, CA based on the
diverted flow is an i4ut. The data stored are points taken from the curves in
Section 5 of Reforenoe 2-1.

2.2.2 HOR[ZONTAL TAIL AERODYNAMICS. Contributions of the horizontal tafl
are included in a module that is common to all three vehicles. The principal data is
tall lift coefficlent as a function of tail angle of attack and elevator angle. The con-
tribuion of the elevator is given both with and without blowing, and is the data shown
in Figuri 96 of Reference 2-1.

Values of q raio and downwash are determined in the wing/body module, and are

.different or each vehicle. Tail angle of attack is then computed by:

X aH- ++ at + t
E da V

K. Talt C and C are then evaluated. These are reselved to body axes and, based on
the proper tarea anW q ratio, converted to forces and moments about the aircraft
0g.

2.2.3 LATERAL DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMICS. This module includes the tabu-
lated lateral directional data as it appears in Reference 2-1. Complete aircraft
stability derivatives In stability axes are included. These are tabulated as functions
of angle of attack and flap position. For the EBF vehicle, these are also functions of

P. For the IBF vehicle, these derivatives are functions Jf the Cp computed from
the ,lMverted flow. The airframe derivatives are those due to sideslip, roll rate, and
v,.kw mw. Control effectiveness is included (not as derivatives but as a control
moment (j. forcm versus deflection) to accommodate nonlineaxities. Aileron effective-
ness is glveL. two ways: with and without surface blowing. Spoiler effectiveness is

41 particularly nonlinear and is 8tored as a four-dinensional function of angle of attack,
flap angle, thrust cefficiant, and spoller deflection for both the EBF and IBF (,-on-
figurations. The ruamor offectivemess data base is the same for each vehicle, and is
thus called as a separate oubiwtine.

-'1s siability axis data about thu Taat&r chord Ws thon Input to stanard !s~broutinos
that conwrt them to bNky wxos about th-• •g by ti latiots zi" mtattou for various
time histories or limarized analyses.

2.2.4 PROPULSION. Thlse subr.,utines art reatrni d to data for 2500 f,:ot of
altitude on a hot day (93, 1;j. Data is gowrnally VLor(xd am gross )aUrust ;wd mm drag
for full throtlo as a fwictlwi of viooltoy. IU ip AOM'd al t214 , y lu 800•k'd •,".•zlw,



and the sca.e factors are stored separately. From Reference 2-1, the figure =,ni-

bers for the hot-day data and the scale factors used are:

-C 0 Reference 2-1 Fir'ure No. S*

EBF 49 0.815
IBF 67 1.015
MF/V'lT 65 1.1

The subroutines that describe each concept differ greatly in how the thrust-related
forces are formulated. Y3or the EBF, the outputs are:

1. Thrust coefficient based on gross thrust, Cg = GT/qs, which is used in the

the longitudinal wing body and the lateral directional subrouaines.

2. Engine-out rolling moment, A C = f (a, 6FI CA)

3. Engine-out yawing moment, ACn= f (Cj)

* ERam drag effects 'or the EBF are all included in the data base as functions of CA
including drag, pitching moment, and sideslip derivatives.

The propulsion model for the MF/VT configuration is a self-contained momentum
model. Gross thrust and ram drag maspitudes for full throttle are stored as functions
of velocity. The oenters of pressure for each component are estimated from the
three-view and stored as constants. Gross thrust and ram drag are then resolved
into three body-axis components, with gross thrust as a function of vector angle and
ram drag as a function of angle of attack and sideslip anglk. The vectoring assumed
is the GE single-bearing thrust deflecting device, which results in significant side forces
for each engine. Those engines are installed side-by-side in pailed pods as shown in

t Figures 2-4 and 2-5.

Moments about the ag are calculated in pitch, roll, and yaw from the force components
and the stored centers of pressure. There is no asymmetry when all engines art
ole-rating equally except for sideslip ram dung offocts. The model. however, accom-
inodates an engine loss or differential throttle setthngs.

The propulsion model for the IBF vehicle is a spl.t-flow type. Stored data )nsists
of tabulated vilucs of diverted gross thrust, undlvert gross thrust, ad ram drig
for full throttle as functlons of velocity (Figurv 67, Reference 2-1). The diverted
gross thrust is used to compiute a thrust co,-fMiclont, CA. This is used aa a data
*The data in Fig~re 49 of Referonce 2-1 as origiudly issued was In error. The cor-

roct 2500-foot hot day ilnstalled static thMust is 19,000 pounds for the unity scalod
GEi3/F2U ongine.
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a=gment in the other subroutines in the same manner as for the EBF vehicle except
that a plenum and cross plumbing is assumed, and no engine-out rolling or yawing
moments are evaluated due to the diverted flow.

The undiverted gross thrust and the ram drag are used in a momentum model. Com-
ponent forces are calculated, centers of pressure determined, and moments cal-
culated as for the MF/VT. The vectoring capability for this IBF vehicle (described
in Paragraph 1.1) is included in the model as a pitch plane rotation of the gross
thrust vector.

2.2.• MASS PROPERTIES AND DIMENSIONS This module includes the weights, cg,
and moments and product of Inertia for each vehicle using the mid-mission weights
identified in Reference 2-1.

Some analysis was performed by arbitrary variation of one of these parameters; e.g.,
GW o eg, without altering the remainder of the baseline mass properties package.
Also stored in this data package are toe physical dimensions and areas required.
Table 2-7 shows the baseline parameters used in the analyses and simulations.

Table 2-7. Baseline Vehicle Maus Properties

EBF IBF-2 VT/MF

Takeoff Weight (lb) 148,192 170,350 168,750

Mid-mission Weight (lb) 134,200 152,450 153,500

Fuselage stattion cl cg (in.) 660.3 657.7 672.7
% MAC 20.1 19.0 26.8

Water Line (in.) 182.0 186.9 177.8

S(slug-t 2 ) 1,14,000 1468,000 1,574,000

ly (slug-it 2) 2,687,000 2,936,000 3,033,000

1I (slug-ft2) 3,459,000 3,966,000 4,141,000

z(Glt -f6 222,500 276,700 293,50

2.2,6 LANDING GEAR. This module calculates tho six-dgrm-of-freedum folxc
and momont contributions of the main and nose landing gear. SinOe each of the
three vehioles is dcsipged around the same fuselage, .and snce the gear location is
nomialiy the same for each, this module is common. Input data Is itcluded for each
guar for, lumped spring constants, lu'llipd daptnig contants, Coufficients of friction.

xwenulod no-load coorndinta for whwgi mtoAr, and wheel radius.

Lk-Ik
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This subroutine requires a set of direction cosines that relate aircraft position and
attitude relative to the ground. It also includes aircraft linear and rotational velocities.
The subroutine then calculates the deflection and rate of each gear from the no-load
position and the gear load normal to the deflection. Finally, based on calculated
skid angles, stored coefficients of friction, and Iuput steering angles (if any), body
axis forces and moments are calculated for each gear.

2.3 LONGITUDINAL HANDLING QUALITIES

In this section, the longitudinal handling qualities characteristics of the three vehicles
are presented and compared to the handling quality specifications (MIL-F-8785B and
MIL--'-83300). This data has been generated by the TRIM-STAB program described
in Appendix I. The analytical model interpolates on tabulated non-linear aeiodynw-nic
data as discussed In Section 2.2. The trim-type data uses this continuous model. '~he
linearized stability aralyses are based on derivatives evaluated from the non-line.-r
model at the trim point. Scatter vs. speed in any one of the plotted parameters in
Sections 2.3 and 2.6 is not considered significant, but is primarily due to the process
of evaluating local derivatives of the non-linear multi-dimensioned stored data. Most
of the data presented is bare airframe data. A baseline longitudinal stability aug-
mentation system (SAS) is developed in Paragraph 2.4; some of the curves in this
discussion also include values with this nominal SAS.

Characteristics that had flrxt-order effects on tail size were evaluated in establishing
the baseline configurations in Reference 2-1. Decisiont were made on tail size,
including tadl blowiwg. Figure 2-6 is repeated from Reference 2-1 as a starting point.
The data base has been refined, but no attempt Is made here to either update or com-
pletely review Reference 2-1. The most critical aft cg limit for the EBF is that
marked Stability with Takeoff Flap-High a in Figure 2-6. This curve denotes the
pitch-up characteristics (mtstly a high d/da effect) that occur at high power settings,
takeoff flare, and high a and that reduce inherent stability. The steep slope of the
curve shown that m uch additional tail aiv is neoled to allow aft cg's and inherent stability
aat this flight Cwltloa. With the fairly elaborate SAS required for goo flying
qualities, tWd ft og requiriemnt Is somewhat alleviated.

I we forwunr eg limits are showns nose wheel liftof! and trimminng high angles of
attack with landing flap. These are both shown with anl without elevator blowing,
indlliating that at least some of the tail blowing shown in the data base (iMe•wrenoo 2-1,
Figure 96) w~ll be ••qurd. The bemn nal og i 20 Omul for a tail arva of 3u7 2 .

The data in ts section is shown for each A the three vehicles. Sinme the bhandling
quality charactoristlcs for those vehicles are fuvctions of power and high liKt
coniiguratlon, three specifoc fltght on'gurtati4w are also definWd:

2- 16
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400 .______ ____ _

NCEEWHEEL
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0- ELEVATOR-
W 360 "., \ _BLOWING" ...... _._

N,

1-' 320

N0 \'_-LANDING FLAP

280 __TO TRIM HIGH of -

I NO ELEVATOR BLOWING
I. j__ _.j...- WITH ELEVATOR BLOWING

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

CENTER OF GRAVITY (%MAC)

Figure 2-6. EBF Horizontal Tail - cg Criteria

1. Landing, Flaps at 60 degrees, Thrust Vector at 60 degrees for both the

IBF/VT and MF/V.. Vehicles. This is a Category C flight phase and cor-

responds to (L) of Reference 2-2 and (SL) of Reference 2-3. Trim condi-

tions are a steady-state speed at a seven-degree descent and speeds from

minimum to 100 knots.

2. Takeoff, Flaps at 30 degrees, Thrust Vector at 30 degrees for IBF/VT and

MF/VT. This is also a Category C flight phase and corresponds to (TO) of

Reference 2-2 and (ST) of Reference 2-3. Trim conditions are accelerating

at full power (Vr> 0) at Y = 0, and speeds from minimum to 160 knots.

3. Cruise, Flaps and Thrust Vector at 0 degrees, Power for Level Flight,

Speeds from Minimum to 200 knots. This corresponds to (CR) Category B

of Reference 2-2.

All cases use 2500 feet of altitude and a hot day (930 F). Where possible, longitudinal

trim was by the stabilizer with the elevator at neutral, At speeds below 80 knots,

N the elevator was also used.

2-17
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-4 STOL vehicles such as MST must meet two handling quality specifications, References

2-2 and 2-3. In the cruise conditions, the aircraft specification applies; at mininum
landing speeds, the V/STOL specification applies. Reference 2-2 refers to a dis-
cussion in Reference 2-4 on the establishment of Voon, the speed that establishes
the demarcation. Three parameters are listed as potential measures of Vcon:
nz/a dY/dV, and stall margin. Stall margin is difficult to establish with blown
flaps, since CLm is not sharply defined.

Figures 2-7 through 2-9 show plots of nz/a and dY/dV for the three vehicles for
cruise, takeoff, and landing configurations. As expected, the estimates of Vcon vary,
generally between 90 and 110 knots. Since the landing approach covers this speed
regime, and since the landing approach has been emphasized in this cont:-act work,
responses are compared to specifications from both. It is generally assumed that
below Vcon the pilot will tend to use the STOL technique of controlling glide path
with throttle, and above Vcon he will use elevator. When SAS is used to give closed-
loop characteristics that improve nz/k and dY/dV, Vcon becomes especially con-
fusing. The approach has been to use SAS so that both specifications are met, and to
use piloted simulations to develop a preferred technique. The sinulation program

J and repults reported in Section 4 show the prevailing preference to be the STOL
technique on landing approach.

9 -0.24 - -

LND

7 . -- .-. 0.16 - - ------
TO

CR. 0. 12-

.4,. 0 10 14 ,•O I-0 200 0 I0 I 0' 14 10 8 20

~TO 0.' - .8330-)

ir -. �n / /- •Y/V 0 es 00.04_ 8785-

2 -1

-- 0.04
IINDI 83:100 C3
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Flgures 2-10 through 2-12 show phugoid damping for all three vehicles. The
boundIaries from Reference 2-3. Paragraph 3.2.1.2 are shown. The requirement
from Reference 2-2, Paragraph 3.3.2 is-.

Level Reuirement

1 ~ > 0

2 T< 12

3 2< 5

The EBF airframe is especially deficient. An aritificlal Muj derivative due to pitch
angle~ feedback to the elevator effectively damps the phugoid. The effect of the nominal
gain schedule as determined in Paragraph 2.4 is also shown in these figures.

NONMI'AL SAS BARE AIRFRLAME
1.4 -7- 0.20

1.3 -- 0.16

TO.2 0.12 IH
LND.

0..0

1. - 0.04 - -04)o L. LNJDT --T-

Figuro 2-10. ElU. Niugoid DMmphing
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Figure 2-11. IBF/VT Phugoid Damping
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The short period responses are shown In Figures 2-13 through 2-18. The boundaries
from Reference 2-2, Paragraph 3.2.2.1.1, are shown in Figures 2-13 through 2-15.
As expected, the low speeds in both landing and takeoff fail to meet the Reference 2-3
specification. The responses do meet the Level 1 boundaries of Paragraph 3.3.2 of
Reference 2-2, as shown in Figures 2-16 through 2-18. These are somewhat dif-
ficult to present, since the upper boundaries are functions of wn and t and the
lower boundaries of nz/a.

CATEGORY C CATEGORY B
CLASS Hl-L, Ill

10

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1LEVEL1

2 - C HC R
K200K

4L

.65K 120K

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

1. 2 '"5 10 1 2 5 10

n /0(g/radhan) /a
z z

Figure 2-13. EBF Short Period Frequency and Acceleration Sensitivity

Longitudinal static trim data is shown in Figures 2-19 through 2-21. These are plots

of the slopes calculated at each trim point, corresponding to changing trim speed with
the elevator (without changing power). The term d6 e/de is specified to be stable
in Paragraph 3.2.1.1 of Reference 2-3. Paragraph 3.3.1 of Reference 2-2 specifies

both d6e/dV and d6e/do for this maneumr.

Figure 2-22 shows 6e/g for the three aircraft, as specified in Paragraph 3.2,2.2 of
Reference 2-3. No detailed analysis of force gradients has been performed. A full
power system is assumed, and no difficulty is anticipated in tailoring feel springs to
meet the control force gradient specs, both in maneuvering flight (Fs/g) and spe I
trim (dFa/dV and dF8/d 0 ). Since the position gradients look good, the combina-

tion of a q-sprlng and a fixed spring is almost certain to meet all of the specifications.
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Figure 2-14. IBF/VT Short Period Frequency and Acceleration Sensitivity
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Figure 2-15. MF/VT Short Period Frequency aid Acceleration SensitivIty
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Figure 2-16. EBF Short Period
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Figure 2-17. IBF/VT Short Period
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Figure 2-18. MF/VT Short Period
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Figure 2-20. IBF/VT Longitudinal Static Stability
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2.4 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AUGMENTATION

The longitudinal stability augmentation was performed In several stages over the
period of the contract work. The major steps are to:

1. Select a critical flight cond_'on, s-y iz a complete system, and

analytically determine all gains.

2. Verify and adjust gains in the manmed simulation for the critical flight
conldition.

3. Synthesize nominal gain schedules for the attitude loop and calculate
responses for all flight conudttlons and vehicles.

4. Examine flap and throttle feedback and croes-coupling gains using
lineai-zed analog unmanned simulations.

5. Verify all three vMloles in the approach condition using manned simulation.

This Paragraph (2.4) covers most of Steps 1, 2, md 3. The respouses for Step 3
are in Paragraph 2.3. Step 4 Is shown in Paragraph 2.5 and Step 5 in Section 4.

The flight condition empbastzed for initial longitudinal stability augmentation of the

j EBF conflguation was:

EBF Vehicle

Landing Flaps (60 deg)

[ ~A lWttxle =2500 f

Velocity 80 knots

Gross Weight 134,200 lb (mid-mission weight)

OUde Path -7 dog

Trim values for this flight condition axe;

x 6. 10 deg

6 -0. 80degstab

Throttle 76%
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trim point. The Convair Aerospace TRIM-BTAB digital program is used for the

majorfty of the analysis. A summary description, of this program is given in
ApperiEix 1.

The stability derivatives for this condition are:

zW -4.6283413461WSeE-011

zu * 02TV660i6+4

-4.4 * 5093~Q1464Y28q1E.O1

xa -0.S45 585b521ta3?f.00

XWOOr -4.2q'1?657E-02,

ZWDOT - .1 .5I36q E-,

04WOI - 0.'.13099?'4136563E-C1,

rIDE *-..6?9525~@

The mnatrix equations used are.-

0'J F TII

(M 5 )jo~ M~ Mr DA,

Ui U,,6  U/6 '/

J L~6W/6 w /6 W/ 6
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The numerical transfer functions are:

FF

D ~ j_34 S2 I'D2. 016L S~ r 2 2(0.878)8D - .0 0 0.288 L 0o.64) o.4o

N =6. 1130 2(.0 2(0:962)8 1 ( 8 iU ° T,. -0 7) + 1.00-0--7 (<-12.0")

N N f=-4.142 ) 2(0.176)8 + +1)

N = -0. 0235---1) -- 11

e (.~ ) -(( .. ',
S8\0. 158 0.3

N 0 . 7 0 2 7 x 1 0 " [ ( ) 2 ( 4,-- - S -)

S,-o 5. 276 • 0.276, (s__ 41)S~WT
N -0. 165.ox-4 8j- 2 .) 1

-0167 0150 jS2 (0.150) 11

N -1.636 ]2(0838)S S

1).494 0.94

N 0.8 .02- 1 '
F - 0.80 2

N -0.01495 S ) (6 1)

Paragraph 2.3 presents an evaluation of th bare airframe handling qualities, in-
. eluding this pouer approach condition. Items that are defloint are:

as / d'/5v, SP PH

"In addition to the elvator, throttle and flaps ar available for flight path and i zrspeed
control. Reference 4, among others, indicates that pilots would ik• to control
flight path with the throttle on a power approach, where signifirsant lhi is due to tie
throttle. tlowever, the eouplig of airspood and flALht path through each of these
controls w-s~er brare alrfraxme control deficient.

A direct lift system via throttle control gives the pilot two distinct meaus of control-
I iiq flight path:

* 1. Hoave control wijt the throttlo, with minor pitch changws.

2. Pitch control wiLh the clevator, ae ich depends on ain adiqugtW pa/a, to
;aiaijnle a ebanges awd imake pitch muz* moeult Wn flight path chauges.

T.. •usjion Y - a exprossee the two t"-hnquos, the h!ave control cor-
respoifling Wo 6hag•Vzg VYwith a and pitch control c4,nging "with ,.
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The linear derivatives indicate the throttle to be a better d.rect lift control and the
flaps as better speed control, as seen by:

Fi Z
ZTHR_ -0.1316 Z F- -23.48 +1.575

XTHR +0.0351 XF -14.89

Decoupling requirements between throttle and elevator along with transient responses
are shown in 2.5.

Thus, the aims of the low speed longitudinal SAS development were defined as:

1. Improve phugoid damping, short period frequency, n. /a , and dY/dV when
controlling through the elevator.

2. Provide a throtV'.z control that controls flight path with minimum disturbance

to pitch angle and airspeed.

3. Provide an airspeed control through the flaps with minimum disturbancep to
pitch angle and angle of attack.

A primary man-in-the-loop simnulator task has been identified to determine which of
the two flight path control schemes results in better performance and pilot acceptance.
Figure 2-23 is a block diagram of a preliminary longitudinal control system to meet
these requirements. Considerable analysis was performed at the 80-knot EBF land-
ing condition to set gains. These were then checked for other flight conditions of the

k !EBF and for use in the other vehicles.

The first step in the analysis is to close a pitch attitude loop. Figure 2-24 is a block
diagram of this loop, giving the numerical airframe transfer function for the selected
flight condition and indicating K0 and '.r to be the principal variables. Figure 2-25
shows a locus of the short period and phugoid roots for values of KO up to 6 and for
T. equal to 0, 1, and 2. On initial interpretation, values of K0 = 0.64 and To = 0were
selected as showing good damping of both phugoid and short period modes. However,
early real•me simulation Indicated this response to be extremely sluggish. Sub-
sequently, values of K0 = 4 and T = 1 were selected as nominal values. Figure 2-25
indicates the response to be well damped in both modes and the short period to be sig-
nificantly faster than for the original gain. Also, Figure 2-25 shows that + 10% changes
in gain around the nominal also results in good responses, indicating sharp tuning is
not required. For the nominal pitch loop, the K0 gain of 4 at 80 knots is multiplied by
an inverse-q schedule normalized to I at the 80-knot condition.

Along with a To = 1, these attitude loop gains are applied to other EBF flight con-

* ditions and to the IBF/VT and MF,/V vehicles. The SAS-on responses of Para-
* graph 2.3 include these gains.
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Figure 2-25. EBF Pitch Root Locus at 80 Knots and 60 Degrees of Flaps

2.5 THROTTLE/FLAP INTERCONNECT

Once the pitch augmentation da 's the oscillatory modes, problems appear in the
areas of flight path and speed c( :ol: throttle changes and flap changes strongly
influence both forward speed and flight path. Examples of this coupling can be seen
in Figures 2-26 and 2-27, which are traces from the linearized MF/VT analog
computer study. Figure 2-26 shows the responses to a step change of throttle.
The biggest change is in downward speed (w), but there is -0. 6 fps change in forward
speed (u) for every fps change in w. A similar result can be seen in Figure 2-27.
where a change in flap gives -0. 76 fps of w for a 1.0 fps change in u. These
characteristics obviously present a difficult control problem: changing throttle to
adjust rate of descent also changes forward speed, but if flaps ae.v then used to
correct speedthe rate of descent is changed about halfway ((-0.6) x (-0.76)] back
toward where it was before the correction sequence was initiated. For precise
control during approach, the pilot requires some additional help from the control
system.

One possibility for reducing the interaction between u and w is the use of automatic
control loops around airspeed and angle of attack, as shown in Figure 2-28. These
loops would improve the situation but not eliminate it, since both throtle and flap
still produce responses in u and w. Figuros 2-29 and 2-30 show the responses with
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K is the flap perw gain
w c

FL

K is the throttle per u gain
UTH 

C

The desired contribution to w from u in Equation 2-1 is zero, as:

wSwK u (-T)s +u () =0
UTH c TH ss c ss 0

w
-(5 ssK =

UTH~ T (Hss

Identical reasoning with u and w in Equation 2-2 gives:
ss 1

""TH) SS
K =WFL F)s

To demonstrate the procedure, the following equations were obtained from MF/VT

configuration digital computer runs with the pitch augmentation loop operative.

7x1-2-1.~-0 118310fp

F• )ss 1.012 x 10" - .83

-3
7.63x10.0TH )s=-I %3
1.012 x 10

w~~w" = -6.28___x 10__=-62 -

-6.2
I•(5U~ s-.6 radfu

F 1.012 x 10"



UTI1 -0.1183 rad

_____rad •

K- (003)0.*01364 •'
WFL -5.56

• Several things should be noted at this point, the first of which is the units of K.
The diagram in Figure 2-31 was set up to express the w and u commands in terms
of percent of power lever and radians of flap, respectively. The commands could,
have been expressed in fps, but since the pilot must make his inputs via percent
power lever and angular displacement of flap, these latter input units were used.
The second item of note is that the transfer functions used included closed-loop
pitch augmentation. If pitch augmentation was not included, the problem would

S~become one of determining six interconnects since throttle and flap influence
atiue whichintr influences forward and downward velocities. Tetidie

S~is that the approach is not limited to decoupling u from power lever and w from flap;
i the same procedure can define interconnect gains such that the power lever controls

speed and the flaps control w.

S~The dynamic responses using these gains are shown in Figure 2-32 for a power
•: lever step and in Figure 2-33 for a step of flap input for the MF/VT vehicle. In
Sboth cases, the steady-state behavior is as desired. Fiue2-32 shows avr

small u transient for a step of power lever. Since this transient would be even
smaller for a more realistic pilot input, it appears that the steady-state approach

! without transient reducing filters is adequate to decouple u from the power lever.
i However, Figure 2-33 shows that the simple approach has given a comparatively

large w transient in response to flap. Although this could be noticed in the pres-
i once of rapid speed corrections, the transient would not result in objectional con-

trol characteristics. The speed loop will generate most of the speed commands,
and these can be expected to be smooth enough to excite only mininmal transients.

S~In any event, fair transient and good steady decoupling will prevent one variable
S• from going into another variable and thereby undoing the original correction. In
S~view of this, simple decoupling appears adequate.

S~The analysis was extended for the EBF vehicle to evaluate filtering. This analysis
S [ was performed using a combinattion of TRIM STAB and a graphics program with root

Slocus ant, Blode plot options. TRIM-STAII was used to generate trnmsfer functions (>1

u and w to throttle commands and to flap commands, with the attitude loop closed.
Then, usig the graphics program, each of the pertinent transfer functions (01, 02,
G3 , and G4) in Figure 2-23 was represente•d by a gain and a first-order numerator
over a first-ordur denominator. The frequency decade that hncluded both the phugoid
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and short period was then used for a graphics display and the analyst could vary
of these transfer fuwntions while looking at a display such as Figure 2-34. The param-
eters plotted in Figure 2-34 are the amplitude in db for the variable w/u for a throttle
input and for a flap input. This ratio should be large for a throttle input, correspond-
ing to a large w change for a small velocity change. Similarly, a large negative db
value corresponds to a large velocity change for a small flight path angle change.
Figure 2-34 shows that the minimum closed-loop separation is about 40 db, from an
open loop value of about 10 db. The phase plots are also available, and were used
mostly to helk. approAimate higher order "exact" deeoupling with first order terms.
The set of gains including second-order gust filters corresponding to Figures 2-34
and 2-23 are:

2.36 (- + 1)

G "02 %/deg
G( + 1) (ý + 1)

4.84 a + 1)

G2 (s) - s s deg/knot+• 1 ) ( I •

-0. 126
G3 (a) = ---- deg/%

1.2

G (s) = -1.22 %/deg
4

G (s) = 4 (s+1) deg/deg

The transfer functions corresponding to these gains were mechanized on the manned
simulator for the EBF vehicle as described in Section 4. The linearized analog re-
suits were used to update the croascoupling from oc vehicle to another, but the feed-
back gpins were beld constant.

K, 2.6 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL HANDLING QUALITIES

Lateral directional handling qualities have been calculated for all three vohicles for
the speeds and flight conditions itemized in Paragraph 2.3. T1 numinal scheduled

gains determined in Paragraph 2.7 were used to calculate SAS-tn responses plotte
in this discussion.
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Figure 2-34. Frequency Response for Bare and Augmented Airframe

Figure 2-35 is a baseline lateral directional control system. The data in Figure 2-23

of Reference 2-1 shows that ailerons and spoilers are both required for EBF engine-
out trim. The spoilers are mechanically driven and the ailerons are fly-by-wire,
providing "aerodynamic mixing" as opposed to the mechanical series micer required
when mechanical inputs and fly-by-wire signals drive the same surface. Since there
are problems in defining 'bare airframe" handling qualities, the following ground rules
have been chosen. For engine-out trim data, a fixed ratio of 60 degrees of spoiler
to 100 degrees of aileron Is used, although the control system would not alwrays give
this except at the point where lnteral control runs out. The aneoynamic data base
assumes 100 degroes (450 degrees) of aileron arm available when surface blowing is
actuated. For those ongine-out calculatiimo. the nonlinear spoiler data is used.

For the small-amplitude handling quality paramotors, the aileron and spoiler effec-
tivoness derivatives are bhisod on small defloctions, Thiv is also true of the sideslip
trim parameters. In those cases, reoponses are calculated separatuly for spoiler
and aileron, giving a beftor basis for formula•ting a SAS.

2.t.1 ENGINE-OUT TRIM DATA. Figures 2-,36 through 2--3- show f:ngine-out
characteristics for the three vehicles. Those curves shlmv Otat thl EBF is the most
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Figure 2-35. Baseline Ilteral Directional Control System

critical of the three with neither lBF/VT nor MF/VT using all the available control.
Flaps and thrust vector are adjusted for landing and power is 100 per cent. The
data is shown for a range of speeds and sideslip anglis. Takeoff calculations were
not completed; these are less critical in roll but more so in yaw.

For the PBF, Figure 2-36 ehows that at 66 knots and 5. 5 degrees of aideslip, all
yaw and roli contr.ol is used. The roll control becomes critical if less rudder or
more 0 is used, due to dihedral effects. Likewise, yaw control becomes critical
for less 0. A sideslip of 5.5 degrees gives a balanced limit at 66 knots. These
curves are based on using blowtig, giving aileron effectiveness up to 100 degrees
(*50 degrees), together with 60 degreea of spoiler. No differential blowing of the
leading edge or any mrneuver margin above trim was aasumod.

The lBF/VT dAta !i- Figure 2-37 reilecL4 tlm plenum usMd and no asymmetric input
duo to the diverted flow•, Only the undivertLA tail pipe thrust oxcites the arcraft.
The as•utmed WHF/VT vectoring reduces the yaiw moment, and this data indicates
that blowtig is not needed for either aileron or rwuder.
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The MF/VT data in Figure 2-38 reflects the unique single-bearing engine vectoring,
which pivots outboard and down for the outboard engines as shown in Section 2.2.4.
At 60 degrees, the thrust vector points near the cg to minimize engine-out rolling and
yawing moments. A significant side force affects the trim bank angles, and may become
critical on ground roll engine-out conditions. The data in Figure 2-38 shows that even
with zero rudder, only 5 to 10 degrees of sideslip is needed and no excessive roll is 4
required. If roll requirements tended to be excessive, then reducing 03 with 6 would
help.

Steady-state sideslip trim data for the three vehicles is shown in Figures 2-39 through
2-41. The figures indicate that all three vehicles are all stable in sideslip, requiring
positive (left) rudder, negative (up right) roll control, and positive (right) bank angle

to trim positive (right) sideslip, as prescribed in Paragraphs 3.3.11 and 3.3.6 of
References 2-2 and 2-3, respectively.

Since the data in Figures 2-39 through 2-41 is based on linear derivatives for small
deflections, it would not be appropriate to combine them for large-amplitude results
(e. g., maximum crosswind capability). The spoiler data is the most nonlinear
(Reference 2-1, Figure 152). The aileron and rudder data is more nearly linear,
and the resultant 6 r/9• for large values will lie between the aileron and spciler data
shown. With combined aileron and spoiler, the aileron will be somewhat less than
that shown. Paragraphs 3.3. 6 and 3.3.7 of MIL-F-8785B require at least 10 degrees
sideslip. Thus, multiplying the largest ba/0 or 6r/O3 values shown by 10 would be
a conservative estimate of control required for maximum sideslip. This is well with-
in the limits of 100 degrees of 6 and 50 degrees of 6 r.

2.6.2 ROLL MODE AND SPIRAL MODE. The roll mode and spiral mode bare air-
frame data for all three concepts is shown in Figures 2-42 through 4-47. The roll mode
data shows that for the EBF and IBF vehicles, the time constants are better than
Level 1 for all three flight configurations. For the MF/VT vehicle at lowest speeds
in the landing mode, the time constant approaches the Level 1 value. This time
constant is approximately equal to 1/L , which is approxi'qately inversely pro-
portional to CL . Thus, the one concegpt that does not increase CL by blowing shows
up more nearly~eficient.

The SAS assumed in Figure 2-36 and in Figure 2-77 Paragraph 2.7 has a large roli
rate feedback, which greatly reduces this time constant. The closed-loop data is not
shown in Figures 2-42, 2-44, and 2-46 because the high order of the closed loop
(including spoiler and aileron actuator lags and yaw damper high-pass ttme constant)
loses the one-to-one correspondence of any one real root to this time constant.
Figures 2-48 and 2-49 shown typical open and closed loop response corresponding to
the EBF 80-knot landing condition. Referring to Figure 2-77, Figure 48 represents an
open-loop 1 degree 6a input to the airframe. Figure 49 represonts a unity ROLL C
input, where ROLL C varies over the range ± 1 for full scale inputs. The output of
these linearized responses in both cases is roll rate in dog/sac.
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Dutch roll characteristics are shown in Figures 2-50 tinough 2-52 for the three
vehicles. The specification values from References 2-2 and 2-3 are shown. The
bare airframe responses in EBF landing and takeoff configurations meet the speci-
fications in Reference 2-2, but not those in Reference 2-3. The other two vehicles
meet both specifications in landing, takeoff, and cruise. Values for the nominal
SAS are also shown in Figures 2-50 through 2-52 for each vehicle. This SAS corre-
sponds to the gain schedules identified as nominal in Paragraph 2.7. The SAS-on
responses far exceed the Level 1 specifications. Simulations indicate that the SAS-
off responses are worse than these comparisons show, as discussed in Section 4.

Roll-rate oscillation, bank-angle oscillation, and sideslip excursion data is shown in
Figures 2-53 through 2-76. Data is shown for the landing and takeoff configurations
for the parameters from References 2-2 and 2-3. Bare airframe data is shown for
both aileron and spoiler inputs. The results for the normal SAS from Paragraph 2.7
are also shown.

Roll-rate oscillation data is in the form of Posc/Pavg versus Vft. Posc and Pavg
are calculated from the transient response of roll rate to a roll control step. These
step responses are calculated from the linearized matrix from which the dutch roll,
roll mode, and spiral mode roots are determined. Although the specifications define
Pe as measured by the absolute peaks of the total response, close approximations
are obtained from the residues of the dutch roll component only. An alternative form
of the aircraft specification and the form of the V/STOL spec is osc avg, measured
from a bank angle response to a roll control pulse input. Using the linearized re-
sponse, these two forms are mathematically identical, and are interchangeable with
the A value shifted by the angle (90 dog - sin'l1).

Afmax
The sideslip excursion parameter --- is calculated from the sideslip responses
to a step and the bank angle response to a step. It is shown for landing, takeoff, an
cruise, for aileron and spoiler inputs, and for a roll input with nominal SAS. The
sideslip excursion parameters from Reference Z-2 are also shown for landing and
takeoff. These are and• x •I•-1 d wculated from sidealip and

bank agle rnspe3e to Oulse roll Inputs.

2.7 LATERAL DIRECTIONAL SAS

The lateral dlreottonal SAS, like the lon•tl•dital, was developed for the EBF vehicle
at 80 knlo• in a landing appruach configuration. rtw trim cdltiwcm dolhioated
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in Pa•agraph 2.4 are used. The block diagram of Figure 2-36 was the starting

point for tbis analysis, and was modified to Figure 2-77. The n=1 rical dimensional
derivatives for this flight condition are:

a ýC A~ l It ll4 l 110 -C I{i .
{11t -. I$S 111§ *0

*it 0 6I4 I %I 
?e-t

Sideslip feedback was considezed better over the -peod uage Wtan lateral acclertion,
.ospeolally at t~ppro apeot. A roll at~tliud bl.d and a rol rate loop luwd both been
meebaaited, but th- rate loop was prettrrod by the pilot and the SM vat anlyzd on

this basis.
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SECTION 3

CONTROL SYSTEM MECHANIZATION TRADE STUDIES

The procedure used in the control system mechanization trade studies was to:

I. Examine the baseline system to establish requirements.

2. Modify the baseline mechanization to reflect the benefits of later know-
ledge.

3. Prepare mechanizations for both a maximum mechanical and a fly-by-wire
approach.

4. Review the various mechanizations to establish the selected system.

3.1 FLIGHT PATH CONTROL SYSTEM

The basic features of the flight path control portion of the longitudinal system are an
angle-of-attack hold loop, an airspeed hold loop, and flap-to-throttle and throttle-
to-flap interconnects.

The original baseline flight path control system as used in the simulation is shown in
Figure 3-1. As utilized in this study, there is appreciable dependence on olec-
tronic techniques: the angle-of-attack and speed loops both requiie synchroni-
zation, the flap-to-throttle and throttle to-flap interconnects must be discon-
nected for conventional flight, and there is a variable limiter on the automatic
inputs to the throttle. Further, the lead filters on angle of attack and airspeed
would almost certainly be electronic. In view of 1his, the original baseline has
been shown as fly-by-wire. The purpose of the variable limiter is to ensure that
the pilot can command full throttle even if the automatic systems arc trying to
reduce power. Its desmrability wav not specifically Investigated on the simulator.
although the pilots made no adverse comments. Thus, it his not been firmly
ostablished that this device is 4 requirement tor the olass of aircraft under invost.,
gation. ,eaturo• such as this which wore usud on the si'mulation are takull :oi
i iquirumonts fur this study.

The first modification to the basvuline simulation was to eliminate one of thb two
survoaotuators drvivg tuto the flap power actuators. Alt4rugh eith,,r z twt',:.r will
prm.il•ul adequite backup tor the ,)thcr in tht) meoharJmil •Ui.3tlon, the sce•nid
ictuator for trum Inputs on.y and the a% nompying, indchniacal suinter :,av un-
necossau ry.
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The maximum mechanical version of the flight path control system is shown in
Figure 3-3. Mechanical linkage is used from the throttle to the engines and from the

aSIENSOR FILTER VRAL

V TSELECTA]

SAIS P- ACUAOR

Figure 3-3. Maximum Mechanical Flight Path System

flap lever to the flap actuators. Series-type servoactuators are used to add the
automatic inputs to the respective paths. The angle-of-attack and speed loops both
use transducers with electrical outputs that must be converted to mechanical
motion by the servoactuators. Therefore, electrical crosseoupling is used for the
automatic loops since there would be no advantage in having these oroascouplings
operative if the rest of the automatic system is Inoperative. On the other band, the
interconnect from the power lever to the flaps Is useful during STOL approaoh with-
out the automatic system- use of flaps to adjust longritudinal velocity (u) will produce
a disturbance in vertical velocity (w), but this can be controlled by the throttle
without appreciable coupling back into u if the throttle-to-flap Interconnect is
operative. Provision is included to declutch the mechanical interconnect for con-
ventional flight.

3.2 PITCU- ATTI'TUDE SYSTEMS

In addition to the usuul requirement for improving sheti-period damping, the pit"h
system for the three configurations under corsideration ntust separte, ih a
frequency sense, the short period %nd the phugold behavior. The pitch system, of
course, must also provide pitch moment trim capability.
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3.2. 1 ORIGINAL BASELINE. The )riginal baseline pitch-control system

is shown in Figure 3-4. Pilot inputs are by mechanical linkage to the power

AIR DATA

ATTITUDE

NONLINEAR
MECHANICAL rE

• FILTERTEM

INTEGRATORI

Figure 3-4. Pitch Axis Control Original Baseline

actuator and through a linkage position pickup, which feeds into the automatic portion
of the system. The automatic system was generated to provide attitude hold with
rate command. Displacement of the control colunn puts a voltage into the integrator,
which in turn generates a ramp command to effect a ramp change of attitude. There
is one basic problem with the system as shown: the elevator can move to angles
where stabilizer trim opposes and limits the desired pitching moment. This could
be readily eliminated by a trim followup connection from the elevator position to the
stabilizer Inte6-ator,

Elevator manual and automatic inputs are combined by a conventional mechanical
suuming linkage, which is fed by the mechanical connection from the control colmun
and a servoactuator. The servoactuator provides adequate force reaction for manual
inputs, but force reaction for the servoactuator inputs can present a tricky problem.
The simulation used the equation for a perfect summing device and there were no
forco reaction problems.

The stabilizer ,.s actuatod by a pot ittion powevr servo. Trin commande from the
trim button arm integrUtad ol,:ýArontcnIal, requlring either a •. voactuator to pMido
tha meclu-nicidl inpt I er a meol ical feedback position power servo or an electrical
1nput/fm/rectlck power sorvo.

(.2.2 RFrV!ISI. bASEI)NE. The ruvlza pitch control system baseline is shown in
Figure 34-t;, .1ou i'ble Smtfilkttion huas Won achieved by usizng a rate gyro
instead of tho attit"4- -vo .Wnd by using the stabilizer integrator for both autonatic
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There is still another choice to b' made for the maximum mechanical stabilizer
mechanizationr- should the stabilizer actuator be a linear piston and cylinder or a
hydraulic motor and ecrew Jack? The appeal of the screw Jack is thal it can be made
irreversible such that there is no drastic trim change in the event of •draullc
failure. However, this feature of Irreversibility and the correspondb. inefficiency
causes objections to screw jacks in that many small motions, such aw, would result
from augmentation system inputs, cause excessive wear. Since the rcraft under
consideration is dependent on hydraulics anyway, screw Jack irr( .Oibility offers
essentially no failure protection but does give increased actuatoi .oads. Everything
considered, the piston and cylinder configuration is better fC horizontal stabilizer
actuation.

Trim inputs co':id be mechanical, with cables from a wheel at the pilot's station
providing a position to one end of a swuming beam and a servoactuator fT nm the
augmentation system driving the other. This arrangement is not giveni serious
consideration because if the problem of backup for the servoactuator could be solved,
both the servoactuator and the input linkage would need excessive authority- so thcy
could subtract from each other to provide the required position. In summary, the
maximum mechanical stabilizer mechanization consists of a linear power actuator
with mechanical feedback, a servoactuator for providing mechanical input-, to the
power servo, and an electronic integrator that receives signals from a trim buttor.
and '.he augmentation and provides the electrical input to the servoactuator.

3.2.4 FLY-ByY-WIRE. l'Iy-by-wrixv mechanization of the pitch control systITm is
shown in Figure 3-6. Because of the existing elements of the augmentation system,
the change to the elevator charnel block diagrarn consists only of removing the stick-
to-elevator mechanical linkage and th me ehanical sunmier, A change would bc
rxquired in the dynamic prossum (q) schtululo, but this -oes not Ohange the diagram.
Since elevator chanael summing is lxj -ormod oiectronictuly, thei.' is no baokup
problem and the feel and cehute g ewmcn-is owi e pW4cod near tho control column
where bremakout and friotion can be besqt coatrolled.

The horizontal stabilizor mcclanuization of UIt teviaed Ibailin1 is controlled by
electronics and could be classod tu lly-by -w.Iv. Riowuve-Vo. it 3.1)(r thtt a IWIM
deslrable sysetm ca be ehtaftiodl with very Uitte clmig. Aii proviow•ly statod, 4
position powur sorvt, iW preforiru tcweastt of itogrtr•ion quality conratlons. If

•,he stick posltion w|na1 Were Iadled lnto thc s5U)$lizr AILotaltion colm'mnd, al,
UldI| unrh An k'1eat, p Lo the clev 4wor wtmld m'wudt. 1ri.vidA.g fWll equivont olt-vtor
C.b.OIL.y hIn of Wtw eoosLavt .... 3urfha.cv X wovid pIIha wvs1ysive rq•. UI, '
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Figure 3-6. Pitch Axis Fly-by-Wiro Mechanization

the horizontal stabilizer is at the 'Wrong" position because of a slow time constant or
a mate limit, the automatic elevator channel will make adjustments so that the aircraft
pitch response is as commanded by stick ?osition. If the elevator has been disabled
by battle damage or other causes, the limited stabilizer rate may limit the short
landing capability of the aircraft, but the alternative is an undesirable increase in
"hydraulic system power during normal operations.

3.3 LATERAL DIRECTIONAL SYSTEM

The lateral system is relatively straightforward, as the basic augmentation require-
i.ments are met by the use of either roll attitude or roll rate. As usual, the direction-
! l system is more complex and requires a yaw rate gyro, a sideslip sensor, and an
aileron/rudder interconnec.

3.3. 1 ORIGINAL BASELINE. Figure 3-7 shows the original baseline lateral dl-
rectional control system. Lateral trim and all lateral automatic functions are
carried on the ailerons, with the spoilers an unscheduled function of pilot input.
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that subtract to give the desired aileron command. However, one would eventually
saturate and a loss of aileron control could result. This problem is eliminated
during the general rearraegement as discussed in the following paragraphs.

The revised lateral dixectional baseline is shown in Figure 3-8. As for the pitch
axis, the attitude gyro Is replaced with a rate gyro and the pilot input tntegrator
that provided the rate zommand is Incorporated into the trim Integrator. There is
a rate gyro available for the roll control system,* however, so an instrument is
eliminated rather than replaced. The revised system provides the same steady-staite
transfer function as the original, but the roll -attitude -to-aileron transfer buicti'nn
has more transient lead. If this additional lead proves undes.-able, It can be
readily compensated by a lag filter after the roll-rate gyro. Once again, although
the diagram of Figuro 3-8 contains fewer elements and interconnections than
Figure 3-7, tht. dynamics and steady-state performance can be made identical.
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Figur3 3-9. Roll Axis Mechanical Mechanization

the pilot ts input. There are actually two options available for the trim input: a
separate trim autuator could be used (which would require another summing meocha-
lsm) or the trim s.&gnal could be put into the system via the servoactuator. Using

the servoactuator would give a "cleaner" system with only one summation, but the
actuator r.iust have relatively large authority so as to carry both trim and automatic
inputs. The separate trii,-, actuator and the second summing pi'nt have been shown,
since this appchci is generally more compatible with the ineuhanicaI philosophy of
tusing r lhnited-authority• high-response aotuatt.r for the damper signals and a

limited-mte, nigh-authority actuator for trim. The aileron/rudder intercomnect is
electrical, since all xrequired elements would b, present even if the mechanical inter-
connect w-as used. Fuiw.ir, the Intercc•nect rudder authority requirements are such
that the ridder servo.ctuta*or authority is not changed appreofiibly.

3.3,4 ItL'L-BY-WiOE. The fly-by-wire mechanization of the lateral directional

system 1- shown in Figure 3-10. There is an option as to just how the spoilers are
ubed. In the baseline systems, tua spoilers recelved pilot Inputs only and all auto-
matic signals went to th.' ailerona. If the spoilers ,re to be controlled electronical-
ly, howcmver, there is little or no additional =omplication in also using them for the
non-trim portion of the automatic siCnls, Roll trim is not carried on the spoilers
because of drag considerations. By choooing to use the spoilers as part of the auto-
matie system, enharca roll control can be maintained even if the ailerons are
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Figure 3-10. Lateral-Directional Fly-by-Wire Mechanization

disabled by battle damage. Of course, the pilot would have to exert a constant forceI on the wheel to hold trim, but this would be a relatively minor increased pilot work-
load following a failure.

In reviewing the cop, g 'urface backup capabilities of the fly-by-wire mechanizatloiis,6the ruder is the or lface that does not have an alternative to provide control in
(Either the elevator or the horizontal stabilizer can beused for pitch control and either spoiler or aileron can provide roll control.) Toelminate this shortcoming in the directional axis, a split rudder with separatepower servos for each section was chosen. Severe damage to one of tho ruddersections could, of course, limit short or high-cixsswind landings but the aircraft

could still be flown to a larger field and lauded safely.

3.4 SYSTEM SELECTION

Selecting a specific system frequently involves at least a moderate amount ofemotlon and prejudice. However, an attempt at a rational appraisal of the relativemerits of the more inochanical versus fly-by-wire mechanIzations is presented in
the fo'lowing paragraphs.
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3.4.1 MECHANICAL VERSUS FLY-BY-WIRE COMPAI•ON. The first point
considered is in favor of the mechanical approach: the aircraft can be controlled
without electronic augmentation. A statically unstable aircraft as found in some
control configured vehicle (CCV) designs has not been used here and the few un-
desirable aircraft characteristics are slow enough to be controlled by the pilot.
As compared to the conventional aircraft control system, however, more extensive
modification of bare airframe handling qualities is required.

Reviewing the mechanizations indicates that either approach will work reasonably
well with proper design. Accepting the fact that augmentation and the interconnects

reaction for the servoactuators in the summing mechanisms of the mechanical im-
plementation. Although not previously discussed, using the horizontal stabilizer
as a position control to provide backup for elevator damage can be incorporated
mechanically, but not quite so cleanly as in the fly-by-wire approach. This,
coupled with a split rudder, can give a mechanical system with backup for all
maneuvering control surfaces. If having the automatic signals on the spoilers in the
event of aileron damage is desired, the mechanical approach could provide this
capability by adding a summing linkage and a servoactuator to the spoiler linkage.
In view of these considerations, it is concluded that there are no overriding con-
siderations to dictate th., the control system must be either fly-by-wire or mechani-
cal with fairly extensive augmentation.

3.4.2 RECOMMENDED SYSTEM. Since extensive augmentation is necessary to
achieve the required handling qualities, much of a fly-by-wire system is cor-
respondingly required. Further, the basic short field mission of the aircraft would
be compromised by failure of all or part of the augmentation system, so it is
reasonable to assume that the augmentation system will have enough redundancy to
approach a fly-by-wire system in reliability. The more mechanical version would
already contain appreciable fly-by-wire features to achieve the required augmentation

and decoupling. The full fly-by-wire system is chosen as the recommended system
primarily on this consideration. There are many side benefits, such as eliminating
the mechanical summing mechanisms and placing the feel system close to the pilot's
control without attzc.hing appreciable linkage to compromise desirable centering
and friction characteristics.

Mechanization using the mechanical linkages should not be discounted entirely.
Direct mechanical connections between the pilot's controls and the power servcm,
coupled with limited-authority servoaotuators, places the pilot in maximum com-
mand of emergency situations and the adaptable human operator has often demon-
strated a unique ability to cope with these situations. Thus, fly-by-wire is recom-
mended, but the moye mechanical approaoh is it close second and should be given full
consideration in future configurations.
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SECTION 4

FLIGHT SIMULATION

Flight simulations were conducted using both fixed-base and moving-base simulation
facilities to permit pilot evaluation of flight control performance and general handling
qualities of the three STOL transport configurations; i.e., externally blown flap
(EBF), Internally blown flap (3BF), and vectored thrust (VT). ApproxImately 120
simulated flight hours were accumulated at the fixed-base facility with the following
distribution among the three configurations:

EBF 80 hours (These are not simulator facility occupancy
IBF 20 hours hours but are the cumulative simulated flight
VT 20 hours times for productive evaluation runs.)

Moving-base simulation studies, which followed the fixed-base studies, were confined
to the EBF configuration. Approximately 30 hours of productive moving-base evalua-
tion were accomplished. In all. well over 3000 data runs were flown.

The results of simulated flight evaluations and conclusions derived therefrom are
presented in this report. Also included are detailed descriptions of the flight slmu-
lation implementation, hardware, evaluation tasks and procedures$ and pertinent data
samples. General objectives of the flight simulation tasks were to:

1. Evaluate flight control performance and general handling qualities of the alterna-
tive STOL configurations for terminal flight phase operations.

2. Modify the design and/or control scheme as required to provide a level of STOL
flight control performance and handling qualities for which pilot evaluations can
be made using Cooper/Harper rating techniques.

3. Evaluate alternative flight control techniques for accomplishing flight path control
during the applicable subcategories of STOL flight associated with the terminal

* flight phase. Determine the most effective techniques.

4. Evaluate overall control design and assess the suitability of the flight control
scheme to provide acceptable handling quality ratings for STOL flight under
operational conditions. This Is to include adverse environmental conditions,
critical system failures (e.g., engine out), and evaluation of off-nominal flight
maneuvers,
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5. Condute flight simulations using both fixed-base and moving-base simulator
cockpits to determine the significance of moving-base flight simulation on pilot
evaluations obtained in a fixed-base simulator.

4.1 FLIGHT SIMULATORS

The two simulator facilities are described in this section. General implementation of
the STOL transport flight shmulz. :r at both the fixed-base simulator (FBS) and the
moving-base simulator (MBS) consisted of a hybrid (digital plus analog computers)
representation of the aircraft, its subsystems, flight geometry, visual scene,
atmospheric effect, etc. Program software differences necessitated by computer
equipment limitations at the MBS facility are discussed in a later section.

4.1.1 FIXED-BASE SIMULATOR. The fixed-base simulator was developed using
equipment available at the Convair Aerospace Hybrid Simujation Laboratory in
San Diego. Characteristics of this simulator are described in the following sections.

4.1. 1.1 Pbysical Characteristics. An existing cockpit was modified extensively to
provide a baseline STOL cockpit configuration. A single pilot station was devised
representing one-half of a STOL transport cockpit. The control arrangement pro-
vided a center-stick for pitch and roll inputs (with conventional trim button), standard
rudder pedals with rudder trim, and a single throttle at the left console for pro-
pulsion control. The force-deflection characteristics of the center-atick and pedals
were provided by simple spring assemblies. Nominal linear gradients established
were:

Stick Gradient (Pitch) 4.3 lbf/in.
Stick Gradient (Roll) 3.7 lbf/ln.
Pedal Gradient (Yaw) 40.0 lbf/in.

The pilot's seat and flight controls were arranged in general accordance with Military
Standard MS33574, Dimensions, Basic, Cockpit. Stick Controed, rixed Wing AiM,
""t. The seat/instrument panel relation was designed to provide the pilot with a
nominal look-down angle of 20 degrees (as in a helicopter) to accommodate the
steeper descent angles expected for STOL approaches. At the left console, -witches
were provided for selection of control augmentation modes, computer control, data
control options, and engine failure inittation. General cockpit arrangement is shown
in Figures 4-1 through 4-3.

A half-cockpit instrument panel was constructed using state-of-the-art flight instru-
ments In a rather conventional T-pattern. An attitude deviation indicator (AD)D and
compass were centered in line with the pilot's seat, flanked by an airspeed Indicator
and an altimeter. The airspeed indliatoi- used was an older version because it
provided better airspeed resolution (3.6 degrees of dial angle per knot). A rate-of-
climb indicator was rescaled to provide vertical velocity Indorration. It and an
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Figure 4-1. STOL Simulator Cockpit

Figure 4-2. Clise-up of Simulat.)r Cooltpit
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angle-of -attack indicator were placed to the sides of the compass location. Figure 4-4
shows the flight instrument panel layout before the ADI was replaced by a more modern

Figure 4-4. Flight Instrument Panel Layout

unit and before the compass was replaced by an horizontal situation indicator (HS1).
The radar altimeter was later relocated to the right of the barometric-type altimeter.
The digital indicating instrument just below the airspeed indicator showed the com-
manded airspead when in the Autospeed mode. Changes to this commanded airspeed
were effected ".hrough a slewing switch on the throttle handle, which can be seen in
Figure 4-3.

A visual scene display was added to the fixed-base simulator by mounting a closed-
circuit television monitor ahead of the pilot station. An airport terrini model (scaled
to I inch z 64 feet) was televised to provide the visual scene for simulated flight
operntions. An optics system and television camera was controlled by the computer

to nrpresent the lircraft motions in the terrain model scale, The airport model
Included a 1500-foot-long by 60-foot-wioe STOL runway (superimposed on a larger
existing runway). Other terrain features included taxiways, airpcrt buildings, and
low-lying cloud formations near the horizon beyond the airport. The monitor-to-eye
distance of the inatallation was designed to reproduce the correct viewing angles on
the visual display. Limitations of the monitor area restricted viewing angles to 15
degrees either side of the aircraft nose and to a maxinum vertical angle of 24 degrees.
The center of the vertical look angle was depressed approximately 8 degrees, such
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that the ver~tical field of view was 4 degrees above and 20 degroes below the aircraft
X-axis (or nose positior.). Motion limitations of the terrain mtc'el and related equip-
ment rastrictod simulated flight (using the visua.l scene for refe-rence) to a wedge-

shaped airspace extendilng forward of the v~rway. This airspace is defined as shown
below- ?igurn 4-5 shows the vertical aspects of these limitations.

Maximum Range = 30,00 feet
Marimum Bearing ± 10 degrees
Altitude Limits = (Range - 1500) (tan 5 dog) +650 feet
(Must be >0)

3 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TERRAIN MODEL SCALE: 1 INCH =64 FEET

2 ALLOWABLE ALTITUDE RANGE

RANCE TO RUNWAY PIVOT (ft/10O) 1 6 1

RUNWAY
TI~TPIESHOLD

Figure 4-5. Vis'ial-Scene Vertical Geometry

4.1.1.2 Computing Equipment. This simulation uses a CDC WV*O digital computer
which, for real-time operition, Interfaces with an SDS 930/COMCOR 5000 hybrid
computer to provide oommniuncatiuei with the simulator cockpit and displ~ay subsystem.
Figure 4-6 shows the interconnection of various simulation hardlware components.

The teletype identified in Figure 4-6 servos as a monitor of hybrid operations. It
signals computer seconds remaining, sequence and run number, reU-in a i roll-out
messages, and abort and hybrid-ready mnessages. The teletype can also be used to
modify any significant program parameters that must be changed durin as siulation
session. Output data is stored during die run and provided in tabulated form by a lino

* printer after the run. Print intervals can be specified through the teletypo. Con-
tinuous 8-channel strip chart recordings are available from analog vecorders.

4.1. 1.*3 Simulation Implementation and Validation. The 9V1OL simulations developed
for this study were substantially digital. Analog equipment was used to process cook-
pit control signals and to condition Weg't Instrumentation signals, tbUs making the
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Figure 4-6. Simulation Equipment

.. overall implementation hybrid. The majority of computationt•, were performed in the

CDC 6400, which has a frame time (one complete cycle of all computations) between

15 and 20 milliseconds exclusive of data storage time for line printer output. When

S~data storage (for later printout) was required, frame time increased to 65 to 70

S~milliseconds. By "padding" the shorter cycles of computation, an average frame time

• of 50 milliseconds was provided. Updating the solution 20 times per second was found

Ssuitable for the dynamic charaoteristics of the represented veh~icle and Its subsystems.

• Software programming for this STOL simulation was developed from an existing six-

degree-of -freedom real-time simulation. Software was orpnized to facilitate the

charging of STOL configurations. Only 4 out of ov'ar 50 subroutines bad to be chui4;ed

to produce an alternative STOIL configuration once. the EBF version ba~d been imple-

mented and validated. Simulation ptogramming w-As validated by obtaintrký non-

real-time responses to specific control inputs In both unaugmented ano augmented

control modes. These were chocked against responses to identioal inputs fro~m qn

established six-degrue-of-freedom, non,-ral time digital program used earlier for

• ~ analytical studies of that oaftieular STOL configuration. Validton was performed

Sfor each 8TOL cniuainsmltd

• Non-linear aerodynamic data, was stored in multi-dimensionod tables. Table look-up

tochniques were used to give the roprmsented vehicle larp•-amplitude motion capabili-

ties. Aerodynmicl forces and moments were based on the atmospheric properties
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of the 1962 Air Force-Navy Standard Hot Atmosphere. (Data from ANA Bulletin 421.)
Landing operations were assumed to be on a field 2500 feet above mo.an sea level.
Totel body-axis moments and forces included inputs from the control elements, the
propulsion system, and the landing gear. Modelling of these subsystems is dis-
cussed in later sections.

Vehicle motion and position data was provided through integration of the equations
of motion. Resolution of parameters between body and earth coordinate systems was
achieved using direction cosine matrices. Quaternion rates were generated and
integrated to provide continuous computation of the direction cosines and Eider angles.
This technique avoids the gimbal-lock problem of integrating Euler angles directly and
reduces the number of integrations required when generating direction cosines
directly. The aircraft was automatically trimmed longitudinally prior to each run by
deflection of the horizontal stabilizer. Because the pilot's power lever was not servo-
driven, it was necessary to set the power lever to the trim power setting at the start
of a run. This was facilitated by simple instrumentatior at the cockpit.

gine power dynamics were modelle-• to an existing dynamic engine model with
generally applicable characteristics, 4, shown In Figure 4-7. The propulsion system

T ,• , R A T E T
(ThRTLC SCHEDULEE

(TDAM.)F~ [NAROKtA•N

Tr21 RATE

lFigu '4-1, STOL MST Propulsion DynMmi ,s

!• is ropresotited as a smoo' • order, iion 4inear system whose response is a (uincton of
D ower lhwel, power Inoaoment, and dlr¢ltion of power c•ug. The eohcdulos of

•. baural frequency, dAmpitg, amd rate tri~nts are showe in Figuares 4-.8 am) 4-,9.
• Figure 4-1010s a tim~e hhry of the mnodelled power response to a soqltonc of power

commaand lang
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The landing gear was modelled to generate forces and moments in body-axis co-
ordinates based on inputs from each of two main and one nose gear assemblies.
Static gear deflection was assumed to be proportional to applied force, and a linear
damping force proportional to gear deflection rate was assumed. A damping con-
stant was assigned to prodv.,1,* a damping ratio of about 0.7. Nose wheel steering
was implemented to be controlled through the rudder pedals. The software can pro-
vide for braking inputo, but tMe capability was not used for this simulation.

In implementing the simulation baseline control system, the lateral modes were
selectable at one multiposition switch (MODELAT) in the cockpit and the longitudinal
modes were selectable at another (MODELON). Five positions at each switch were
activated. Position 5 provided only basic airframe controls (L.e., no augmentation).
Decreasing numbers generally added augmentation features, with Position I including

Position 2 in both lateral and longitudinal axes. Table 4-1 shows the augmentation

Table 4-1. Control Mode Switch Selections

MODELON
Switch (Longitudinal Control)

Position
5 BA (Basic Airframe - Elevator Control)
4 BA + CA (Control Augmentation)
3 BA + CA + x (Throttle-to-Flap Crossfeed)

* 2 BA + CA + X + Y (Flap plus Alpha Error-to-

Throttle Crossfeed)
BA + CA + X + Y + PGUID (Auto)

MODELAT

switch (Lateral Control)
Position

5 BA (Basic Airframe - Spoiler Control)
4 BA
3 BA
2 BA + C (Aileron Coutrol)

1 BA + q) + RGUID (Auto) (Aileron Control)C
(Directional Control)

5 BA (Basic Airframe - Rudder Control)
4 BA + YD (Yaw Damper)
3 BA + YD + TC (Turn Coordinator)

*2 BA + YD + TC

1 BA + YD + TC

* Full-Augmentation Mode
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features provided in the various switch positions. Two push-to-select switches were
made available to the pilot to select the AUTOSPEED and the APPROACH functions.
These were assumed to be operationally selectable functions chosen by the pilot in
relation to the flight situation. AUTOSPEED provided automatic control of airspeed
through modulation of flap deflection. The commanded airspeed was the airspeed at
engagement or, as later modified, at the pilot's discretion through the throttle slew-
ing switch. Flaps had to be extended at least 40 degrees for this function to be
operable. If flaps were retracted, this function was faded out at 40 degrees. The
APPROACH function provided the crossfeeds for decoupling heave and pitch effects
of control inputs. This mode was available only if the MODELON switch was at
Position 2 or 1. When MODELON switch was at 2 (or 1) and APPROACH was de-
activated, the MODELON switch function became equivalent to Position 4; I.e., pitch
augmentation only. To simplify the go-around procedures, an automatic flap
reduction circuit was implemented using the trigger switch for initiation of the action.
When the power lever was at 98 percent or higher and the trigger switch was de-
pressed, the flaps would retract to the flap switch (FLPSW) setting, a value chosen to
minimize altitude loss after go-around initiation (nominally 40 degrees).

All control surfaces were assumed to be fully powered by hydraulics. Surface-
positioning dynamics and all other control actuator dynamics were assumed to exhibit
first-order characteristics. Representation of these included actuator rate and
position limits. Characteristics of the various actuators are shown in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2. Actuator Characteristics

Surface Max 'Rate Loop Gain Deflection Limits

(deg/sec) (1/see) (degrees)
Aileron 120.0 10.0 100.0 -100.0
Rudder 75.0 10.0 50.0 - 50.0
Elevator 50.0 10.0 50.0 - 50.0
Stabilizer 2.0 5.0 10.0 - 15.0
Flap 5.0 4.0 70.0 0.0
Spoiler 180.0 10. o 60.0 - 60.0
Rudder Servo 75.0 40.0 25.0 - 25.0
Elevator Servo 50.0 40.0 20.0 - 20.0
Thrust Servo 20.0 5.0 100.0 - 0.0
FlapServo 10.0 4.0 10.0 - 10.0

''The loop gain shown is the reciprocal of the first-ordor time constant assigned.
Pitch and roll signals from the stick ware fed into a nonlinearization subroutine with
.-. able characteristics. Pitch and roll signals were both nonhlitwarizCXd to do-

K sensitize U1ontrol stick motions around the nouLral or trimmed positlon. This wits
fought to N- very dosi-abWo during the earliest evatiutions. Figurt 4-11 shows the
non-linear s!:edulo•a ast.j for the icontrol sick• the ruddcr sigi•al did not require
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shaping. A small electrical dead zone was employed to mask the effects of friction
when no force was applied to the pilot's controls, ensuring zero output for zero input.

100 -..... .. 100

80 - 80---/

S60 • 60--
S/ /

14 E- 40

00
0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100

SDEFLECTION % DEFLECTION

TRIM TRIM
POSITION POSITION

PITCH SIGNAL SHAPING ROLL SIGNAL SHAPING
(SYMMETRICAL ABOUT TRIM POSITION) (SYMMETRICAL ABOUT TRIM POSITION)

Figure 4-11. Control Stick Signal Shaping

Augmentation gains were established for the STOL approach configuration (at 80 lmots).
At the higher dynamic pressures prior to transition, instability occurred until a gain
schedule was incorporated. Gains of the augmentation subsystems were modified by
a function of dynamic pressure to accommodate the higher speed conditions. Figure
4-12 shows the gain schedule and the table of gains used to approximate the schedule
for this simulation. Gain variation with flap deflection may serve equally well to
solve the problem, but this was not evaluhtcd.

A turbulence model was implemented using an existing digital turbulence subroutine.
This subroutine modelled turbulence in accordance with MIL-F-8785B and also
provided for both Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise. Reference 4-1 describes the
clutracteristics of the digital subroutine on which the turbulence model of this simu-
lation was based. The MIL-F-8785B turbulhnce model was found to be too severe
for realistlc simulation worlk, and was even worse when the simulation task required
low altitude flight as in approach and landing. Consequently, the turbulence model
was mxified to avoid the extreme effects of approaching the ground, and the general
scaling of the gust components was reduced bastd on conversations with personnel at
Cornell Aeronaukical Laboratoiy atl on qualitati,'r pilot evaluations regarding
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QBAR GAIN
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0.2 TABLE INTERPOLATION: GAIN 1.014

EQUATION SOLUTION: GAIN 1.011

0 ,I , .
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

QBAR (psi)

Figure 4-12. QBAR Gain Schedule

reasonable amou:its of turbulence for the simulation tasks scheduled. A detailed
account of the modifications adopted for this work is presented in Appendix II.

A wind model, independent of the turbulence representation, was generated for cross-
wind approaches. Wind direction could be assigned any compass heading, and magni-
tudes were stored in a table whose entering argument was altitude. The values used
were taken from a table of mean wind values in Reference 4-2. Figure 4-13 shows
the tabulated values of wind velocity versus altitude used for this work. Where
-records of evaluation runs in Appendix MT! indicate wind to be aL "30 KTS," it was
actually this variable wind model which was used. At the minimum altitude (aircraft
on the ground), the mean wind was about 12 knots. At 1200 feet above ground level,
the mean wind value was about 43 knots.

4Lxperience with the fixed-base simulation visual display demonstrated that it was
difficult to judge lateral displacement from the runway centerline at the initial approach
distance. Also, the visual display limitations made it very difficult to interpret the

simulation flight path angle versus the desired flight path angle. To compensate for
those difficulties, flight director signals were generated and displayed on the ADI.

4. 1.2 McqVING -ASE S•A1 '-ATOR. The i-,,ving-base sinulator facility used for this
woVrk wa., th,. ILair6, -Amplitudc T'iight So''ilator lozxaw,(! at the Aircraft Division of
thv Northa-op Corporation, lawtlhornc, ("a'fornia. This f:cility includes a flight
•sinu'at lCof cet .. ,Ltng taboziLor, and other "•upporting laboi-at.,is and workshops.
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50 300 58.6 5.7
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3500 66.5 3.5

2000 81.1 1.0

20 THESE WIND MAGNITUDES ARE

10 -MULTIPLIED BY WIND SCALE(WINDS) IN THE STOL SIMULATION;
0 400 -00 -0 - -i.e., WINDS = 0 FOR NO WIND.
0 400 800 1260 160 00

ALTITUDE (feet)

Figure 4-13. Simulation Model of Wind Magnitude Versus Altitude

4.1.2.1 Physical Characteristics. The large-amplitude simulator (LAS) shown in
Figure 4-14 uses a cockpit gimbal system mounted on a 30-foot-long beam that, in

turn, is supported by a single two-axis base gimbal on a fixed support pedestal.

The LAS and its wide-angle viewing system consist of a five-degree-cf-freedom
beam-type motion subsystem that carries a single-place cockpit, the projectors
(for sky/earth/horizon and runway or target image), and the display screen of the
visual display subsystem as a unit on the end of the beam. Other elements of the
simulator system, not uounteo on the beam, include the hydraulic supply system,
the runway (or target) image generation subsystem, and the monitor and control
console. The remaining elements of the moving-base simulator facility are con-
taied in the hybrid computer system (EAI-8900) located in an adjacent building and
in the related software programs. Northrop developed these programs to drive the
motion subsystem and the runway (or target) image subsystem and to perform daily
dynamic and diagnostic checks of the various subsystems. Table 4-3 lists the
general capabilities of the motion, visual, and control subsystems.

The cockpit used for this suinulation work was an existing fighter type, single-placo
cockpit equipped with a center-stick, rudder pedals, and a conventional throttle
lover. Stick and rudder pedal forces were provided hydraulically under computer
control. The force-deflection characteristics were programmed to the same
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Figure 4-14. Large Amplitude Shnulator

characteristics as for the fixed-base simulator (FBS) task6. Provision for pilot

selection of the AUTOSPEED and APPROACH modes was made in a manner similar

to that for the FBS cockpit. Other controls were operated at the computer station.

The variation in cockpit features from the FBS cockpit were not significant enough

to warrant the cost and time delays of developing an exact duplicate.

Flight instrunentation was somewhat different from that of the FBS cockpit, An

existing instrument panel (in daily use on alternate work shifts) was modified slightly

to provide the same flight information as the FBS instrumenta, ion. Resolution of

airspeed was slightly more coarse and the placement of cortain instruments was

different. but the ADI and 11Si wore identically located. The minor influence of these

variations far offset the considerable expense and lost time that would have been

incurred in exactly duplicating the FBS cockpit instrumentatiot,. Pilot opinion was

that the differences In flight instrumentation at the MBS required a little mox'e

familiarization time, but aftor that the differences did not significantly influence the

Qvaluationz,.

Tht.' MBS facii ty uwhudes a widc-;nglk Vi'1ual sys4tern (W;VS). In addition to the

1rt:,;t. hewisrihoricai viewing screen and the t1:un-niounted projectors, visuai equip.

,,ont includes a iarget iman±c *:,nenitor subsystem that provides the video informaLion

suppJi-d to the target pIojcvtt. For thr. %,vrk, a ;nple run•v muxlel w.s televisoe

ii,, ot a targt Model arll sujwrimposed onto the varth -'kv imna.ic. Th,. runw•.

.1 *AG



model had motion capabilities to 3imulate various horizontal and vextical approach
angles. The mechanization was limited, however, and the minimum altitude simu-
lated was about 30 feet above ground level (AGL). Terrain features surrounding the
runway were minimal and the target projector was limited to projection of a rather
narrow image (i.e., a 15-degree cone of view centered about the runway model).

4.1.2.2 Computing Equipment. The flight simulation computing laboratory that
supports the MBS facility includes extensive electronic, solid-state equipment able to
accommodate a broad variety of detailed engineering and scientific problem investi-
gallons. One EAI 8900 Integrated Hybrid System was used in implementing the MBS
for this program. This system consisted of:

8800 Analog Computer & Control Console
8400 Digital Computer (32K core)
64 Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Interface Channels
96 Digital-to-Analog (D/A) Interface Channels

Simulator motions were monitored using a COMCOR 175 and two rectilinear 8-channel
strip chart recorders. Problem input parameters were tabulated on a high-speed line
printer, and output parameters were recorded using the strip chart recorders.

4.1.2.3 Simulation Implementation and Validation. Simulation of the STOL (EBF

version) transport at the MBS facility was implemented in the same way ae. fu the
fixed-base simulator (FBS), except for minor differences dictated by computing equip-
melt differences and/or limitations. The more significant of these are discussed
late r. The MBS implementation was validated by submitting that simulation to the
"same series of control pulses as used at the FBS and comparing the aircraft responses.
The 12 test responses taken included uncontrolled (no augmentation) and augmented
control modes in pitch, roll, and yaw axes for two flight conditions: STOL approach
condhions and 10,000-foot cruise conditions. Figures 4-15 through 4-26 show un-
augmented responses to control pulses for pitch, roll, and yaw inputs for both FBS
and 'BS. The FBS pitch response of Figure 4-15 was made early in the fixed-base
wor'k and is slightly less damped than the MBS response. The software was cor-
recwed when it was found that the 6 computation was overlooked in setting up the
reI 1-time software. Adi!t.lon of that computation produced the same response as for
• the Mt �ti~is was later veriffed. Instrumentation of stick deflection (6 .. was

stick
recorded with different scale factors and the apparent magnitude difference should be
discounted. As shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-16, elevator pulses are the same. The
same is true regarding the rudder pedal deflection scale factors - the rudder de-
flections are alike.

Figures 4-27 and 4-28 show FBS and MBS pitch responses of the augmented aircraft.
These illustrate the effect of some limitations of the MBS computer system. The
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small oscillations that follow the transient responses for the MBS are the result of
a dynamic reaction between elevator servo dynamics and the computer frame time
for this problem. Because of the slower computer speed at the MBS, ihe frame
time required to execute all computations once was about five times longer than for
the FBS with identical software. The software program was reduced in length by
careful elimination of certain computations not essential to the moving-base evalua-
tion work. The responses of Figure 4-28 were obtained using the reduced software
program with the noted results. Frame time had been reduced to 69 milliseconds,
the minimum that would accommodate turbulence and engine failure simulation in
conjunction with basic flight operations. This updating of the problem parameters
approximately 16 times per second was too infrequent to accommodate the assumed
elevator servoactuator response bandwidth of nearly 6.4 Hertz. The rudder servo-
actuator had been assigned the same response bandwidth, and oscillations were also

observed in the ruader responses. With the turbulence model off and normal engine
operation, it was possible to reduce the frame time of the MBS program to 58 milli-
seconds and the oscillations did not appear. The expedient adopted to solve the problem
was to alter the servoactuator implementation to produce instantaneous response to
input signals. This permitted full simulation capability at the MBS within the 69 milli-
second frame time. Figures 4-29 and 4-30 show the FBS and MBS aircraft responses

to a rudder pedal pulse. The MBS response was taken after the removal of rudder
servo dynamics, and there are no post-transient oscillations as were seen 'a
Figure 4-28. The augmented responses of Figures 4-29 and 4-30 are essentially
Identical, as were the roll and pitch responses after the high-performance servo-
actuator dynamics were removed.

The changes to software made to reduce frame time at the MBS were generally to
eliminate logic and unnecessary computations. Line printer data storage, for instance,

was not required. In the control subroutines, alternative system gains and network
parameters and the associated logic were removed. Also, control modes not to be

evaluated were removed. The Gaussian form of turbulence was chosen, since the

non-Gaussian form required more frame time to generate. This choice was partly
based on the pilot orinion that the difference between the two seemed negligible.

4.2 STAI PILOT QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

The simulated flight evaluations of the three STOL aircraft configurations, which

included externally blown flap (EBF), internally blown flap (IBF), and vectored thrust
(VT) versions, were generally based on an Experiment Design plan prepared in the
early stages of this work. This section includes a summary of the pilot's qualitative

comments collected over the evaluation period. Additional data includes test plans,

3valuation criteria, and a representative sample of the data nuis, which appear in

;he appendixes.
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The evaluations recorded throughout this program were those of a highly qualified
eng!neering test pilot assigned especially for this work. A graduate of the USAF test
pilot school, the evaluation pilot was experienced in use of the Cooper/Harper (C/H)
Sr~ng scale, Table 4-4 , whichi was used extensively in this work. His primary flight
experience background includes USAF and USN fighter aircraft, with secondary
experience in utility, transport, bomber, and helicopter aircraft. In each STOL

Table 4-4. Cooper/Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale

'
1

)F.OUACY FOR SEL.ECTED TASKC OR AIRCRAFT DEMANDS ON THE PILOT PILOT
REQUIRFO OPERATION* CHARACTERISTICS IN SELECTED TASK OR REQUIRED OPERATION" RATING

SsroI oI lt "P'l.t componsa!ton not a Iactor Io.
N, rjehty d bled ere orance

_ Good PIlot I compenlaonO,• not a factor to..

Negigirble deficiencices desoired perfoirmiance 2
Smlr - Some mildly Minimal pilot compensation reqlured fOr

itin; iasanl dhclicencies oe. ,ed perlorr ncce

Yes ______

Y" Minor but annoying Oes rud pelrormranco t0o1t0rs mod•r•teedeicienlcies plo
t 
c,•moenrsion

s a fi s kJcl or y wI h• ;~l N o D Vh d e. r l. y o b je c t io n a h le A d i l o ru . tl e I") ,o rm ri. . .. . . q u ir e s
Setinf tclory wcihoib o61 mpnw nOrpr,•.onenron . rrryroerrrer dr,,,,one ........... dorrl o.....rly.,o

Very O11jl•,bsi alo e b, t Adequrrate 0eplier 0omit

SY e s A d e q uaot e "f l o -, n co n o l t a a b le . ,I n

rC, dol- ncerrrens '. ivm tolerable pilots omper01 0on. 7
ds aolehtnAlrr, Crontrollablty not in question

0.0.1c o Delrc-eocey -__________
.. ll;ar.rlr4-n W1,1 o. C10 W s- d',o,.in pit n comln, ,on is recur

Orot i ol ki.ad? , OrnvCmrO! l M;rp(r de0'0:"n,01rn 0or cr4nirol

4 iMtjrOr dCIC0cirnce lIrlOr, prior o pn•o1, c~fOI

ee,'c'ý,c"reIr cop0111,0tq~ed1•eln;n c•ontrol

Yes

F r rsejnt }.ybcontrol *dIh ci 01 duncaeprino .0rr. o 0'S

version evaluated, a large number of simulated flight runs wore flown for orientation
to minimize the effects of a learning curve on pilot ratings. Evaluations were re-
Co ,ded after these orientation sesaione. The origiml intent was to have two pilots
perform the simulation tasks but, because of the very large number of tests, it was
decided to limit the evaluations to one engineering test pilot. It was also concluded
that a single pilot's evaluations would provide better continuity to the commonte,
better comparative evaluations of the alternative STOL configurations, ttnd better
comparative observations as to fixed-base versus moving-ba•e simulator effective-

The Terminal Flight Phase as defined in MR,-F-8785-ASG adl MIL-F-83300 providod
the scope of the evaluation. This fligbt ph~ase wai fuirther divided into sub-categorlee of approach, flare/touchdown, go-around, and transition. Except for the

flare/toucbdown subcategory, eaah of the three general aircraft confgurations were
evaluatod over each of these subcatoeories. The flare/touchdown subcategory was
evalaated only for the externally blown flap configuration because there was no gril
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effect data for any of the configurations during the evaluation period. Over 150 hours
of piloted simulation and 3000 data runs were accomplished during the total evaluation
program.

Simulation facilities, cockpit Instrumentation, data facilities, and control systems
(including definitions af .'PPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes) are described in other
sections of this volume.

Evaluation of the approach subcategory of the terminal flight phase began with the
STOL final approach configuration established and the aircraft trimmed on a -7 degree
flight path angle. The aircraft was located two miles from touchdown about 50 feet
below the -7 degree desired glide path and 200 feet to the right of the localizer center-
line parallel to the runway. The evaluation was performed until a 100-foot decision
height was reached. Qualitative evaluation included the ability to control flight path
angle on the glide slope precisely, control airspeed precisely, maintain alignment
with the runway, and maintain visibility over the aircraft nose. Adequacy of the
information displayed and the control techniques required in performing the maneu-
vers were also part of the evaluation. The techniques used included:

1. STOL. Control airspeed with pitch, control flight path angle with power.

2. Conventional. Control airspeed wth power, control flight path angle with pitch.

3o Flapping. Control airspeed with power and pitch, control flight ptth angle with
incremental flap adjustment.

Cooper/Harper (C/E) ratings were used extensively during this phase of qualitative
evaluation to register pilot opinions as to controllability and desirability. The task
was evaluated for VFR conditions, wher desired glide path information wvtri displayed
by the horizontal needle on the ADI flight director and rumway aliglunent was per-formed visually on the 60- by 150-foot target runway. Steering information was
available through the vertical needle on the ADI flight director.

Evaluation of the go-around suboatogory of the terminal flight phase examined
techniques and configurations carriod from the approach subategory evaluation,

F The evaluation began at a simulatod 100-foot decision height (Dl1) on the -7 degree
glide path and centerline aid covered the flight until the aircraft was c Atbbg baOk
through the simulated DIL. The aircraft was initially trimnwd in the STOL approach
configuration. Tht techniques tied lneludod:

1. Power addition only,
2. Power addition and pitch rotation simultaxouowly, followed by flap rotraction

upon reaching target pitch atttude.
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3. Simultaneous power addition, pitch rotation, and flap retraction.

Depending on the technique used, the aircraft was reconfiured to a lesser flap angle
during the go-around procedure. This configuration was assumed to be maintained
throughout a subsequent GCA pattern until arriving at the position to begin re-
configuration for another approach. Many of the tested reoonfiguration combinations
were eliminated early in the Investigation, as they failed to effect a recovery in less
than 100 feet. The remaining combinations were evaluated on the folloring criteria.

1. Airspeed

No large or rapid airspeed losses.
No airspeed loss preferable.
Airspeed Increase and acceleration preferable.

2. Altitude

Minimum altitude loss preferable.
Time below 100 feet at a minimum.

S3. Attitude

A positive attitude increase was felt to be psychologically preferred.
A nominal 3 deg/sec attitude increase appears very comfortable.
Ability to track a new attitude.
Attitude increase over 15 degrees not felt desirable from a visibility-over-the-
aircraft-nose standpoint nor from an IFR-flying viewpoint.

4. Flight Path Angie

Positive and immediate increase in flight path angle.
Smooth and constant increase in flight path angle to a maximum value of at least
2 63grees positive.
No tendency to sag or reverse direction during flight path angle increase.

Although quantitative data was produced, it was generally handled in a qualitative
fashion after meeting minimum values due to the many tradeoffs that had to be made to
determine recommended procedures and control parameter values.

Evaluation of the flare/touchdown subcategory of the terminal flight phase for the
externally blown flap examined techniques and configurations carried from the approach
and go-around subcategory evaluation. Although ground effect data was not available
for the evaluation, the effects of pitching moments and negative ground effect that
must be overcome by control technlAr.s and procedures were considered. The
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evaluation began at various flare heights using radar altimetry from a trimmed
-7 degree glide slope STOL configuration. The evaluation continued to landing gear
touchdown. The techniques used were:

1. Flare to final pitch attitude by pitching only.

2. Flare with power addition only.

3. Flare to final pitch attitude by pitching and power addition to overcome probable
negative ground effect ( 10 percent power addition).

Flare height evaluation above 100 feet was discontinued early in the study. These
altitudes not only increased air distances significantly but caused large dispers:ons
in sink rate at touchdown, as there was a marked tendency to balloon the aircraft.
In addition, having a flare height above a 100-foot decision height did not appear to
be operationally desirable. Flaring for touchdown could be accomplished without
a pitch change by full power addition (Technique 2), which produced acceptable
touchdown sink rates but left no margin for aiy negative ground effects. It also
produced increased air distances as compared to other techniques. A pitch cange
technique was required if acceptable air distances (distance from a 50-foot heig;It to
touchdown) and touchdown sink rates were to be obtained for other than nominal
laboratory test conditions. The following evaluation criteria were used to evaluate
landing performance for the techniques and configurations of this subcategory.

1. Airspeed. Airspeed decrease at touchdown desired but of minor importance
compared to minimizing air distances.

2. Flare Height. As wide a band of flare heights as possible to achieve acceptable
performance and allow for varying terrain conditions.

3. Attitude. A nominal 3 deg/sec attitude change rate appeared desirable. Attitude
increase over 15 d(,grees not desirable from a vis.bility-over-the-nose standpoint
or from a probable geometry-limited touchdown attitude 'or structural clearance.

4. Air Distance. Most important parameter to minimize total stopping distance.

5. Touchdown Sink Rate. A mean value of less than 10 fp.,-;/sec was desirable from
a design standpoint.

Evaluation of the transition subcategory of the terminal flight phase covered the
transition to a STOL approach configuration in order to conduct a STOL approach
to landing. This subcategory was divided into two phases, Phase I included transition
from a cruise flight condition to an intermediatA configuration and flight condition where
final transition to the approach glide path could begin. Phase U included the transition
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to a STOL firial approach configuration and establishment of the aircraft on the approach

glide path. T he intermediate configuration and flight condition achieved in the Phase I

transition was reverted to in executing a missed approach or go-around maneuver or

for flying a typical GCA box pattern. A total transition from cruise configuration to an

established approach glide path in one step was also evaluated. The following tech-
niques were used.

1. Initial Transition. Cruise configuration through initial transition configuration
chang,.

2. Final Transition. Initial transition configuration through final transition con-

figuration change on the approach glide path.

3. Total Transition. Total transition from cruise configuration through final

transition configuration change on the approach glide path.

The final flap setting for the approach configuration was carried from the previous

subcategory evaluations as the final flap position that produced the best overall per-

formance and response. The intermediate flap position to begin the final transition

was earried from the go-around subcategory evaluation recommendation. Operational-

ly, this flap position was suitable for flying typical GCA patterns and provided satis-
factory handling qualities at reasonable power levels. It also minimized the large

pitch changes that occurred during flap changes between 0 degree and the inter-

mediate position. If desired, the aircraft could be configured to the 0-degree flap

position for flying GCA patterns, but this is probably undesirable operationally
unless tactical conditions warrant higher speeds associated with the 0-degree flap
setting.

Although this subcategory evaluation used some quantitative data for purposes of

analysis, It was largely handled by qualitative Judgement using C/H ratings. Criteria

used in the evaluation included:

1. Minimum power changes with no tendency to reverse power changes.

2. Minimum stick action with gradual change characteristics and minimal stick

reverses,

3. Positive but no immediate large pitch change requirement with no tendency to

reverse pitch action.

4. Ability to capture glide slope smoothly and quickly.

5. Minimal tendency to climb during configuration changes and ability to hold

altitude with minimal stick and power adjustments.
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4.2.1 EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP (EBF) EVALUATION. The EBF configuration was
evaluated using the Convair Aerospace fixed-base simulator for the four sub-
categories discussed in the preceding paragraphs: approach, go-around, flare/
touchdown, and transition.

4.2. 1.1 EBF Approach. The STOL technique using 60 degrees of flaps at 80 knots
without the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes allowed accurate and precise co~itrol
with satisfactory response characteristics to pitch needle deviation (115 degrees) by
power changes alone. The tendency to overshoot the desired flight path when making
large corrections by power alone was very slight, although evident In attempting to
find the trim power setting required. This was only a minor annoyance, as the
tendency to overshoot damped quickly as the flight path errors were reduced. The
pitch-attitude-hold mode of the control stick allowed precise pitch attitude control
even with large power changes. It also appeared to allow good control of airspeed
during large power changes, although a large reduction in power to correct flight path
errors tended to allow airspeed to decrease 2 to 3 knots off the 80-knot trim air-
speed. Power additions, once the airspeed had been lost, had very little effect in
correcting the airspeed although it gave a large corresponding decrease in flight
path angle. Use of pitch to correct for the 2- to 3- knot loss was effective, although
a relatively long time was involved in making the airspeed correction. This decrease
in pitch attitude also appeared more effective in changing flight path angle which,
together with power, would correct the airspeed error. This resulted in an increase
in pilot workload to the extent that usually there was no feeling or desire to make a
rapid correction to the airspeed error but rather to set a trend condition of pitcb axd
power that would eventually resolve the error. The use of a large power correction
alone to effect a change in flight path angle had very little effect on airspeed, with a
typical increase of about 1 knot. This condition was rated at 3.

The STOL technique using 60 degrees of flaps at 80 knots with APPROACH and
AAUTOSPEED modes proved to be among the most accurate of all methods examined.
Pilot task loading was minimal aln natural enough to allow an excellent feeling of
control and response. The APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes, although probably
not required for these flight conditions, are desirable features in reducing pilot
concentration and task loading as compared to the same tasks without these modes.
The same minor annoyance of finding a trim power setting also existed. This
condition was rated at 2-1/2. The oonventional technique using 60 degrees of flaps at
80 knots without the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes was acceptable, but
Increased the pilot workload and concentration greatly. This did not appear to be a
natural method of control. Deviations and control inputs were large, with only a
slight tendency to reduce the deviations as the flight progressed. The control inputs

appeared to be chasing the deviations, giving the feeling th Lt flying this method was like
flying an actual aircraft in moderately turbulent conditions. It all)armd dcsir•ltlo to
attempt to trim the longitudinal axis due to the low frequency of these deviations.
Constant reference to the thrust indicator was required to attempt to fly closely around
the known trim conditions. This condition was rated at 6.
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The conventional technique using 60 degrees of flaps at 80 knots with the APPROACHI

and AUTOSPEED modes was better than without the modes, but did not reach the level
of the STOL technique without these modes. Although airspeed deviations wvere less
than 2 knots, pitch variations were only slightly less than without the APPROACH antl
AUTOSPEED modes. This reduced the pilot tasks slightly, but still required

considerable effort in pitch control. The glidepath deviations were less, but a
constant requirement to decrease the pitch attitude (-4 degrees) of the aircraft was
apparent as the aircraft approached the flare point. This was slightly uncomfortable,
although the situation was certainly acceptable. This condition was rated at 5.

The flapping technique using 60 degrees of flaps at 80 knots proved to be uncontrollabie
for conditions both with and without the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes. For
very small deviations below the glide path, there is no flap adjustment possible as
the flaps are already at the maximum lift condition of 60 degrees. For very small
deviations above the glide path, a flap angle decrease will increase the glide path
angle to correct the error. If this conrection is not large enough initially, the error
appears to diverge further. This requires another decrease in flap position which,

although initially effective in reducing error, allows the airspeed to increase sub-
stantially (10 to 15 knots), which again makes the flight path shallow. As power is
reduced to correct the airspeed error, control input oscillations begin, making
control of the aircraft impossible. This condition was rated at 10.

The STOL technique using 45 degrees of flaps at 80 knots without the APPROACH and
AUTOSPEED modes required a trim power setting of 61 percent as compared to
76 percent with 60 degrees of flaps. This allowed a more rapid correction of large
glidepath deviations. Attendent small errors were as closely controlled as when
60 degrees of flaps were used, but with a subtle feeling of better control of flight
path angle. Power changes created a slightly increased rate of airspeed change,
but the magnitudes did not appear to be noticeably larger than with the 60 degrees of
flaps. This caused some initial concern with thoughts of overcontrol, but no pro-

blems occurred. The chief effect of 45 degrees of flaps was to cause a deterioration
in the lateral-directional-handling qualities. This deterioration appeared to be in the
form of problems in turn coordination by large 9 excursions with limited damping and a
roll oscillation problem. As a rusult, there was an increased requirement on pilot
concentration to maintain ruaway alignment. This condition was rated at 4.

The STOL technique using 45 degrees of flaps at 80 knots with the APPROACH and
AUTOSPEED modes again allowed decreased pilot attention to airspeed control,
although the requirement for close control of airspeed without these modes has not
been apparent for the conditions examined thus far. The problems of turn coordination
and roll oscillation were again obvious, which tended to overshadow the desirable

rapid response of glide path angle to changes of power. This condition was rated at
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The conventional technique using 45 degrees of flaps at 80 knots without the APPROACH
and AUTOSPEED modes presented the same general problem as when 60 degrees of

flaps were used, although it caused wider pitch oscillations to control flight path angle.
The same annoyance of a loosening of the lateral-directional characteristics caused

a still further increase in pilot workload and concentration, all of which caused this

configuration to be termed unacceptable. This condition was rated at 7.

The conventional technique using 45 degrees of flaps at 80 knots with the APPROACH
and AUTOSPEED modes appeared acceptable, although considerable pilot attention
was required to achieve this acceptability. The comments concerning the 60-degree

flap condition are generally applicable for the 45-degree flap, with the addition of the
decreased desirability of the lateral-directional handling qualities and the require-

ment for larger pitch changes for glide path angle corrections. This condition was
rated at 6.

The flapping techniques using flaps nominally at 45 degrees at 80 knots with and with-

Sout the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes was initially somewhat h proved over the

60 degrees of flaps condition, although the flight deteriorated to the extent that
controllability was obviously lacking. For small errors, positive corrections could
be made by raising and lowering the flaps incrementally about a set value, but

interaction of the lift/drag relationship of the flaps and the throttle required maxi-
mum skill for control. If pitch needle deviations became large (> 3 to 5 degrees),
the interactions were much too degrading to allow positive control. This condition
was rated at 10.

Since the STOL technique was the obvious choice, further work used only this method.
Also, because of excellent airspeed and glidepath control without the APPROACH and

AUTOSPEED modes, it was decided to continue the investigation in the approach nub-

category without these modes. Although this was consistently thought to offer a

C/H rating of 1/2 less than when these modes were used, it offered a more identifi-
able pattern of responses for evaluation.

The 50 degrees of flaps at 80 knots condition constituted an improvement in the

Ilatoeal--direotional-handling qualities as compared to the 45-degree setting. The
rapid response to throttle coupled with precision control of both large and small

errors made the 50-degiree setting slightly more desirable than the 60-degrie con-figuration. This co.,dition was rated at 2-1/2.

Using 55 degrees of flape at 80 knots also improved the iateral directional-handling
qualities over the 50-degree setting, although only slightly. An improvement in

overall rating was offset by the slight tendency toward a more sluggish response of

power to flight path anglo control. ThIB condition was rated at 2-1/2.
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The use of 45 and 60 degrees of flaps at 85 knots showed good controllability aspects
but there was an annoying tendency to show too rapid an increase in airspeed due to
power changes for flight path angle corrections. This again appeared to be bound by
a • 3-knot margin, but the general feeling was one of discomfort because things ap-
peared to be movitg too fast both in flight path angle corrections as well as in speed
responses. This did not appear to warrant further evaluation. These conditions

* were rated at 3-1/2.

Using 45 and 60 degrees of flaps at 75 knots showed the same deterioration of lateral-
directional-handling qualities as in the 80 knot/45 degrees of flap setting, probably
due to the higher angle of attack. Trim power for 45 degrees of flaps was 77 percent
as compared with 82 percent for 60 degrees of flaps. The deterioration in glide path
angle response to power at 60 degrees of flaps for large glide path deviations was
obvious in moving to the higher trim power setting, giving less than well behaved
characteristics. These did not appear to be desirable conditions for further evaluation,
and were rated at 4.

The lack of enthusiasm about the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes was due to three
characteristics. The first was an appearance of insensitivity of airspeed to small
(• 2 to 3 degrees) pitch changes, although it w,as easier to lose 2 to 3 knots than to
gain airspeed. Once the airspeed was lost, an uncomfortable pitch change (> 4 degrees)
was required for precise flight-path following. When the airspeed had degraded 2 to 3
knots, however, the trim setting appeared to settle down and no more airspeed was
lost. The second characteristic was the addition of a pitch-attitude-hold capability in
the longitudinal axis. This tended to minimize anky longitudinal oscillations and thus
minimized further loss of airspeed due to those oscillations. It also appeared to
subdue the effects of the short-period frequency aRrd the phugoid being so close to-
gether. The third characteristic was the lack of a turbulence model at the time of the
EBF evaluation. The addition of turbulence could necessitate the need for these
modes.

The effectiveness of pitch attitude control of airspeed was demonstrated by reverting
to the bare airframe and flying without the attitude-hold feature. This also dnnion-
strated the importance of knowing the trim attitude for a particular configuration, air-
speed, and aircraft weight. Approacbes were made with 50 degrees of flaps at 80
knots uith the ADI attitude indicator offset about +9 degrees from the zero reference,

Diffictilty was encountered, and icreased pilot cotcentration was requircd to hold
airspeed within 5 knots and the flight director indicator (FDI) glide path needle do-
flections wtthln 5 degrees. A C/11 rating of 7 was assigned to this condition because

of the pilot's tendency to oscillate without findi, a trim point, even though it was
Iknown tlat+ 9 degrees would result in a fairly stable Ulimped of 80 knots. Il additioz.

to thc redluoed pitch damping of the unaugmented contrtoi mode, tht, lack of an attitudo
rfoCr,,netL nw.rk at the ,9 degreo attitude contributcd to the tendenc, to oscillate'. Thc
l(,Xt l1,1 WatS aCCozrmpl iSh(,h uider Uwe same covditions cxccipt that the 0--dogr:

xre~vriCe poiht on ()I, ..IA was usw.- as tho 404-k.ot trim *ttitude. This showod a

wcark•.d d.,r'x.se ii ,u Vwklo(- wiU) 0osiE.,rabic, iIIpro)V0It In aeCOUr Cv.



allowing a C/H rating of 5. Knowing that the trim airspeed attitude was at the
0-degree ADI position rather than at + 9 degrees demonstrated the large benefit
that could be achieved by knowing and being able to set the trim attitude reference
to 0 degrees for the variable parameters of the airceaft. This allowed reasonable
control and capture of airspeed, with resultant reasonable control of flight path
angle by virtue of power control.

4.2.1.2 EBF Go-Around. The test data indicated that 60 to 70 feet of altitude loss
was as good as could be obtained. A pitch rate increase to 6 deg/sec from a nominal
comfortable 3 deg/sec produced no noticeable decrease in altitude loss although it
tended to produce considerable oscillation in trying to stabilize on the target pitch
attitude. The power- addition-only technique was not investigated in depth because
the power addition introduced a transient pitchdown rate sufficient to excite a longi-
tudinal dynamic mode with a period of about 15 seconds. Techniques 2 and 3 were
evaluated fully, with 3 becoming the desired technique. Technique 2 was continued,
however, as it produced data of a safety nature describing the flight results if the
flaps were delayed upon initiating a go-around condition. For Technique 3, the flap
rates investigated did not appear to be a factor in achieving recommended pro-
cedures and parameters. If Technique 2 was used, however, the flap rate value of
5 deg/sec produced the best characteristics, largely by minimizing airspeed losses.
For Technique 3, performance appeared Insensitive to combinations of APPROACH

and AUTOSPEED modes. For Technique 2, it was desirable to keep the airspeed-
hold feature in operation until reaching the final flap position to prevent excessive
airspeed loss. Airspeed losses were greater at the 60,-degree Initial flap setting
than at the 50-degree initial setting when the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes
were not used.

Remaining comments in this paragraph apply to Technique 3, since it became the
baseline technique. Flight path angle response was very sensitive to final flap
position; a 40-degree final flap setting was found to be the desired value. This
sensitivity increased and performance deteriorated beginning with a 60-degree initial
flap position and going to a 50-degree initial flap setting. Although lower final flap
settings (< 40 degrees) allowed a very rapid and desirous airspeed increase, it did so
by allowing the flight path angle to sag and to have dangerous rpversal characteristics.
Airspeed increase with the 40-degree final flap setting was better at a 55-degree
initial flap setting. There was thus a compromise between a desirable airspeed
increase characteristic and an undesirable altitude loss. At the 50-degree initial
flap setting, airspeed increase was negligible with no noticable increase in flight
path angle or decrease In altitude loss as compared to other flap settings, although
the time below the 10o-foot decision height was slightly less (14 seconds) than for the
55- and 60 degree initial flap settings (17 and 18 seconds, respectively). The
55-degree initial flap setting with the 40-degree final flap setting appeared to offer
the best overall characteristics. The 40-degree final flap setting was a satisfactory
configuration for continuing a GCA pattern for another approach. The aircraft could
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accelerate safely to climb or cruise speed by manually raising the flaps from
40 degrees to 0 degrees at an average rate of 1. 5 deg/sec to continue the climn while
accelerating in airspeed. An automatic function for retracting flaps beyond the
40 degree stop, uhich was judged satisfactory, was also investigated. This scheme
would allow the flaps to retract all the way based on maintaining a designated mini-
mum positive flight path angle during retraction. Relief of pilot work load was the
primary advantage offered by this feature.

The go-around target attitude was investigated to examine the sensitivity to under-
shooting and overshooting the target attitude. The undershoot investigation of the

target attitude of 10 degrees by 5 degrees for the 60- and 55-degree initial flap
settings showed that about 100 feet of altitude would be lost. However, the aircraft
could accelerate approximately 20 knots by the time the aircraft had climbed backed
through its decision height of 100 feet (about 22 seconds). The general operational
tendency, however, would probably be an error in overshoot of target attitude. Again,
the 60- and 55-degree initial flap settings gave similar results for pitch overshoots,
which showed this to be a safe error. There was a desirable tendency for the air-
speed increase to be greater for the 55-degree initial flap setting.

Technique 2 simulated the effects of a delay in ilap retracti,-a upon initiating a go-
around. As found in Technique 3; this technique showed a nominal altitude loss of 60
to 70 feet. Using the 55-degree initial flap setting with Technique 2, the APPROACH

and AUTOSPEED modes proved valuable by minimizing airspeed losses and time
spent below the 100-foot decision height (3 knots loss and 24 seconds below 100 feet
as compared to 9 knots loss and 32 seconds below 100 foot without these modes). For
the 60-degree initial flap setting using the APPROACH and AUJTOSPEED modes, the
values were similar to the 55-degree initial flap setting without the APPROACH and
AUTOSPEED modes. Again, the 55-degree initial flap setting appeared to offer
safety for this type of potential pilot error.

The recommendation is to use Technique 3 with an initial flap vetting of 55 degrees,
going to 40 degrees at a flap rate of 5 deg/sec during the go-around procedure. A
pitch attitude change of 10 degrees should be accomplished. The C/H rating for the

go-around was a satisfactory 3.

4.2.1.3 EBF Flare/Touchdown. Data generally indicated that the minimum air
distance obtainable within the desired touchdown sinik rate was 350 to 376 feet.
Analyti( calculations showed that a total stopping distance of 1800 feet is required

for worbt-case weight and og locations. This distance. includes 400 foot of air distance,
leavbng 1400 feet as the total ground distance. If total runway plus overrun distance
is 2000 feet, air distances up t~o 600 could theoretically be used but air distance
should be minimizod for any rieommended tuclniquo or configumration.
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Pitch rate variations were evaluated from 2 to 7 deg/sec. The slower pitch rates

had very little effect. on air distance covered or touchdown sink rate as long as the
pitch attitude change was at least 5 degrees Immediately before touchdown. The

faster pitch rates could be used at the lower flare heights (60 feet), although this

was considered a maximum-effort technique for which timing was critical. For as
little as ± 10 feet about a 60-foot flare height, the aircraft would suffer a hard land-
ing or balloon at these initial altitudes. With the higher pitch rates, there was also

a marked tendency to overshoot the target attitude and to begin pitch oscillations.

There were only slight differences in landing performance when APPROACH and
AUTOSPEED modes were active. This was because the interconnections compensate

each other when pitching to flare; i.e., the flaps are raised 10 degrees automatically
to minimize speed loss but the power is increased about 10 percent to compensate

for lift reduction due to the flap action. Although these modes are primarily for the
approach subcategory, they have little effect on lanAing performance. Results

indicate there is no requirement to turn them off for the flare and touchdown sub-

category if they are being used iz the approach phase. This differs from the con-
clusion drawn in the go-around phase where it is recommended to turn these modes
off for optimum go-around results. Runs with flap settings of 55 and 60 degrees
"showed no discernible difference in landing performance. The effect on touchdown

sink rate by having the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes active depended on pitch
attitude change and flare initiation height. For a small attitude change starting at
the lower flare-initiation height, rate of sink at touchdown was slightly greater with
the modes active than without. However, when a higher pitch attitude change was

employed, the rate of sink at touchdown was somewhat less (by about 2 ft/sec) with
the modes active. There was no appreciable difference in air distance with ihe modes

active or inactive for runs employing similar techniques.

An increase in either pitch attitude change greater than 5 degrees or in flare height

above 70 feet tended to increase air distance with a decrease in touchdown sink rate.

This ranged from an air distance of 375 feet at an 11 ft/sec touchdown 2ink rate at
5 degrees of pitch attitude change and a 70--foot flare height to a severe ballooning
effect at 20 degrees of pitch attitude change and a 100-foot flare height. The minimum
sink rate of 4.5 ft/sec occurred at 15 degrees pitch attitude change and an 80-foot

flare height. Increasing either the pitch attitude change to 20 degrees or the flare
height to 90 feet caused the aircraft to balloon, which increased air distances about
125 feAt and sink rat to a ninminal value of 8 ft/aec. Using 10 degrees as a

refertnce pitch attitude change for flare heights between 70 feet and 90 feet showed

air dist.•noee increasing from 350 to ,52 feet, •ith rmspective touchdown sink rates of

i',' and 6.5 ft/sec. This appea•.d to be the best pitch atvitude cluungo for variations
hii flar• teight due t, operational considerations to provide the best overall latzling
px . ortnarice. 0,Qrtic:n'al tolerances suchi as pitch attitude change variations

bet veen 5 a•i 3 degr.,es still gave the desired ltading peforiwncv.
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The optimum and recommended conditions are thus a 10-degree pitch attitude change
occurring at a flare height of 80 feet to give a nominal value of 400 feet air distance
and 8 ft/sec touchdown sink rate. This technique carries with it the recommendation
from the go-around and approach subcategory evaluations of an initial flap setting of
55 degrees. Also, this technique and configuration can be flown equally well with or
without the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes.

A slight power addition of 10 percent was used with this recommended technique and
configuration to reflect the ability of a power increase to overcome the probable
negative ground effects. This power addition reduced the touchdown sink rate to
3 ft/sec, demonstrating the adequacy of power to overcome these effects. The control
system was considered adequate to handle probable aircraft pitching moments

resulting from ground effects.

The recommended techniques and configurations with operational variations considered
will safely warrant a C/H rating of 3, with pitch attitude changes greater than 15 degrees

dropping the C/H rating to 4.

4.2.1.4 EBY Transition. This discussion covers three types of transition: final,

initial, and total.

4.2.1.4.1 Final Transition. This evaluation included initiation at airspeeds from
125 to 80 knots. The faster flap rate of 5 deg/sec was regarded as inferior to the

lower flap rates because the pitch change required to maiutain altitude is too rapid.
The 5 deg/sec flap rate also created annoying and sometimes objectionable pitch

reversals, causing an added pilot workload. The slower flap rates gave the pilot
the impression of being in better control during the transition. The flap rate of
1.5 deg/sec was listed as unsatisfactory because it extended the transition time,
although it was an easy transition ti control. The 3 deg/sec flap rate produced the

* best overall C/H ratings. C/H ratings of 4, 4, and 3 accompanied the respective
flap rates of 5, 1.5, and 3 deg/sec at 115 knots. The remaining discumsions of
final transition pertain to the 3 dog/sec flap rate.

Although final transition to the approach glide slope could be performed acceptably
from initial airspeeds of 80 to 125 knots, the final transition for this study was
initiated only between 90 and 115 knots. In evaluating the final trznsition at an initial
airseed of 80 knots, there wee a large and immediate pitohdowv requirement of
about 12 degrees, with a power reduction requirement of nearly I" percent from the
86 percent level required for trimmed levol flight. These actions required critical
coordination and timing by the pilot and were considered ob*ectionable, resulting in
a C/H rating of 5. Tie associated angle of attack at 80 knots was also f~irly high
(14 degrees). At an initiation speed o$ 125 knots, which also rated a C/l1 value of 5,

the aircraft gave an u*,onfortable feeling of flying nose low with an angle cxf attack of
-1 degree. hn addition, the transition caused both pitch and stick reversals (to prewmnt

initially cliniling) and a subc'4uent excessively steep glide slope angle. The total
pitch change %-Aworsal was 10 degtees.
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At Initial airspeeds of 90 and 115 knots, the C/H rating was 3, indicating that this
range of initial airspeeds produced satisfactory results. The 90-knot initial airspeed
was satisfactory in that it produced positive and smooth restilts within about
12 seconds. A power reduction requirement of 7 percent and a pitch change require-
ment of 8 degrees with no reversals appeared comfortable and were easily controlled.
At 115 knots, the pitch change requirements were even smoother and more easily
followed. The pitch attitude required from the beginAng of final transition to the
pitch attitude required at the end of the transition was only 1 degree, although a non-
objectionable intervening pitch reversal of 4 degrees was required. There was no
power change requirement throughout the transition with this condition, as the trim
power setting was the same from the beginning of the transition to that required on
the glide slope. This was felt to be a very desirable characteristic. The 115 knot
initial airspeed transition, however, required nearly 33 seconds to complete. This
would require about 400 feet of vertical glide slope information to be displayed by
the glide slope bar to key the start of final transition. At 125 knots initial airspeed,
this would require about 1200 feet of the same information due to both the increased
speed and the increased time to complete the final transition.

The recommended technique, therefore, is to initiate final transition at airspeeds
between 90 and 115 knots, with a flap rate of 3 dog/see. Flight director compu-
tations should include the additional vertical glide slope information required to
allow the transition to be initiated in a timely fashion.

4.2.1.4.2 Initial Transition. This evaluation included the range of initial airspeeds
from 170 to 140 knots. Initial transition proved to be a more troublesome task than
final transition. None of the flap rates investigated were given a satisfactory C/H
rating. A flap rate of 5 dog/see at 155 kmots was unacceptable with a C/H rating of
7. With the higher flap rates, large and rapid pitch changes with large pitch reversals
were required. Although this condition was controllable, pilot compensation was very
high; even with the high compensation, altitude control was very poor. The 1.5 dog/see
flap rate at 155 knots was not satisfactory, but was awarded an acceptable C/H rating
of 4. The nearly 50 seconds needed at this condition was not detrimental for initial
transition, but pilot workload was greater than required for an initial transition at
145 knots and 3 deg/see. At the 155 knot, 1. 5 dog/see flap rate condition, pitch
reversals were slight and easily companrated by the pilot. Using a 3 dog/sec flap
ra1 at 155 knots created a peak pilot demand that tended to be slightly higher than the
1.5 dog/sec flap rate. This condition rated a C/H value of 5. At 145 knots aM
3 dog/soc flap rate, pitch reversals were not evident although the total attitude
change of 16 degreos wars an nmnoying charaoteristic, as it was at 15W knots. The
145 knot, 3 deg/soc flap rate condition was rated 4. At 170 knots, tho 3 dog/soc flap

rawt w•as rktcAt acceptable (!",f/ 6) due to objectionablo pitch reversal charactoriLstics.
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The recommendation for initial transition is to Initiate the transition between
145 (over-the-nose visibility restriction) and 155 knots at flap rates between 1.5 and
3 deg/sec. The airspeed envelope could probably be extended safely beyond 155 knots
by using a flap rate value of 1.5 deg/see, although this was not Investigated. Even at
flap rate values up to 3 deg/see, it was felt that the airspeed envelope could be
extended safely up to 170 knr'*s if a deterioration of precision flying and increased
pilot workload proved acceptable to the operational agency. Starting initial transition
below 140 knots was not desirable even assuming that visibility would be adequate,
because the 15-degree angle of attack cut into the gust margin of safety for stability
and control.

4.2.1.4.3 Total Transition. This transition, using an initial airspeed of 155 knots
and a 3 deg/see flap rate, was acceptable but at a rating of 6. It presented an un-
satisfactory demand on pilot concentration and workload even though there was no
doubt about safety, and was not considered a precise method of intercepting the
glide path for the approach. Transition to a STOL configuration should therefore
be effected in two separate steps. The intermediate flap position for the two-stop
transition technique should be 40 degrees for the EBF configuration.

4.2.2 INTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP (IBF) EVALUATION. Flight simulator evaluations
of the IBF configuration were conducted for two versions. Preliminary evaluatio-s
using a simple IBF version were unacceptable and gave way to a modified vemion in
which the non-diverted engine flow was vectored downward at the same angle as the
nominal flap setting.

4.2.2.1 IBF Approach. Evaluation of the simple IBF configuration produced some
unacceptable characteristics. In general, at 8peeds of 70 to 101) knots for flap angles
of 60, 70, and 80 degrees, the aircraft flew much the same as did the externally
blown flap config, uration. Engine response, however, was unacceptable due to the
ltrge time constant effective at the lower trim thrust levels. Irdtial attempts aL
acquiring and following a -7 degree flight path angle received a C/11 rathig of 9. The
engine response lagged sufficiently to cause a great deal of power lever overcontrol,
which at times nearly diverged into an out-of-control condition. Practice and dis-
cipline at setting the power at the required power setting between 30 and 40 percent
and using small incremental changes interspersed by tine delys produced C/It
ratings of 6 in this mechanical and controlled situation. Adding a drag device to bring
the rquired power setting up to a nominal 60,-pereont setting could conceivably pro-
duce satisfactory ratings for these configurations. (The control difficulties discussod
here resulted from the low trim power settings required for this configuration. At
those lower power aottings, the engino rospotwe to power change comminds Is quite
sluggish. The addition of drug brakes, which would incivase trim power require-
ments, was evaluated in a non-reM-timo simulation of this configuration. It was
found that, for the slow approach speeds desired, sXotd brakon1 of the largest rmason-
able size did not gunerate sufficient drag to Increase the trim power settings to a
rangi' whore engine ivesxmie was i ignificatly Uv.c r.)
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In addition, the flight path angle versus airspeed characteristics at the desired
STOL approach speeds produced a sharply deteriorated control condition upon loss
of airspeed at constant power settings. The aircraft handled and responded well for

airspeeds of 85, 90, and 95 knots at respective flap angles of 80, 70, and 60 degrees,

all of which produced angle-of-attack values of about 14 degrees. However, any
decrease in airspeed with constant power settings of as little as 2 knots led to stall

cofditions with angle of attack exceeding 25 degrees. It appeared that as the airspeed
decreased, causing the angle of attack to exceed a nominal 16 degrees, a subsequent
intcrease in airspeed by as much as 5 knots did not halt the increasing angle of attack

before exceeding a 20-degree angle of attack. This was unacceptable from an

operational consideration of turbulence and workload at these STOL airspeeds.
Higher airspeeds must, therefore, be used with the IBF configuration to avoid this
adverse control situation. An AUTOSPEED mode should also be used. This mode

could be initiated automatically when configuring to a STOL approach. The higher
airspeeds, however, appear to defeat the primary advantage of the STOL concept.
This IBF configurution would have to be improved before suitable C/H ratings of

handling qualities couid be generated.

4.2.2.2 IBF/VT Approach. The simulated IBF aircraft using vectored thrust (VT)
handled and performied much like the EBF configuration, with great improvement

over the IBF not incorporating partial vectoring of thrust. (For the IBF/VT con-
figuiration, thc undiverted engine Pow was vectored downward at an angle prc-
portional to the nominal flap deflection; i.e., AUTOSPEED flap motions were not a
factor in the angle of vectoring.) One major difference w.as noted, however: there
was a positive pitching momenL with an increase in power that proved annoying
during prelisi' flying. This pitch-up motion was a nominal 3 to 4 degrees with a
power increase of about 10 percent. A power reduction of the same amount, however,
produced only a 1- to 2-degree pitch-down attitude, tending to cause slight power
overcontrolling. As the aircraLft pitched due to a power addition to correct to the
glide slop,:., the horizontal needle on the ADI seemed to move indicating that a further
increase i: power was required. This problem appeared to dimish slightly through
experience, but it vras still noticeable throughout the evaluation at all flap positions.
The problem tended to beccmc more aggravated at the lower flap settings, which
required lower power seqtings to maintain a -7 degree flight path angle. Operating
at thesr, lower power settings involved longer time constants for power response,
further contributing to the apparent power oscillations in correcting glide slope
err-rs. The APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes contributed to more precise
fying and a reduction of pilot workload throughout the evaluation, especially at the
av.oer flap angles (-s compiared to the EBF configuration).

'~FM. hig.her flap ani, (up t~o 73 dcgreu) ailowecfl�ying iy t slow. r airspeods (down fc

70, inots) a' at, acceP abic rata,. H!owever, hese lower airspeeds withcul. the
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"APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes caused airspeed dispersions up to 4 knots in
some cases, which were annoying and caused an increased pilot workload in providing
more precise control of airspeed. At 70 degrees of flaps and 80 knots, the aircraft
was acceptably controllable although the pitch attitude gave an uncomfortable im-
"pression of flying nose-down throughout the approach. Angle of attack for this
condition was 3 degrees, as compared to 7 degrees at 70 knots and 70 degrees of
flaps. At 60 degrees of flaps and 80 knots, the aircraft appeared more lightly
damped in the dutch roll mode at a +12-degree angle of atack than in the 70-degree
flap conditions. The 50 degrees of flap at 90 knots condition with a 15-degree angle
of attack appeared about the same as at 60 degrees of flaps. A compromise of 65
degrees of flaps at 80 knots produced the best overall C/H rating of 3.

Representative C/H ratings (with and without APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes)
are shown below.

Flaps Airspeed With Modes Without Modes
(deg) (knots)

50 80 4 5
50 90 4 41/2
60 80 3 1/2 4
70 70 4 5
70 75 4 4 1/2
70 80 4 4 1/2
65 80 3 3 1/2

-The aircraft was also evaluated using conventional aircraft techniques, whereby
airspeed was controlled by power and glide path by pitch attitude. This technique
was unsatisfactory, resulting in a decrease in the C/H to 6 for 65 degrees of flaps
and 80 knots.

Engine-out conditions using 65 degrees of flaps and 80 knots during the approach were
considerably improved over the EBF configuration. Although sudden loss of an engine
produced very noticeable roll and yaw, it was controllable to the extent that a failure
at 800 feet AGL could be controlled and the approach could be continued to touchdown.
A bank angle of 8 degrees would balance the aircraft into steady straight flight with
no rudder force required. The APPROACH and AIJTOCPEED modes proved very
beneficial in controlling airspeed to negligible errors during and after the failure.

- This condition warranted a C/H rating of 6.

Turbulence evaluation using the Convair Aerc',paee modified MIL SPEC turbulence
model indicated that controllability was not in question at 65 degrees of flaps and
80 knots. Extensive pilot compensation, however, was required for adequate, per-
fornance. The longitudinal gusts, although very noticeable on the airspeed indicator,
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seemed to null around 80 knots of airspeed. The vertical gusts caused the most
challenging problem in tracking the glide slope. The lateral gusts continually excited
the dutch roll mode, but was controllable throughout. A C/H value of 6 was assigned
with the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes connected, and a C/H value of 7 was
assigned when the modes were not used. With the APPROACH mode on, angle-of-
attack changes would tend to automatically make the proper power correction to stay
on the glide path. Coupled with manual attempts at correcting power for deviations
in glide path, there was a tendency to overcontrol with manual participation. By
setting a throttle lever angle that corresponded to the required normal trim power,
manual power adjustments could for the most part be neglected. Using this
techbnique tended to cause a reversion back to conventional aircraft techniq., es where-
by glide path con-ectione could be better controlled by small pitch changes and air-
speed was controlled by the AUTOSPEED function. This was not observed on flights
without turbulence.

Further work in this area is recommended, as the observations suggest one technique
of control whea turbulence is encountered and another when turbulence is not en-
countered, leading to possible confusion in operational situations. The overall con-
dition recommended is 66 degrees of flaps and 80 knots for the approach subcategory
using the AUTOSPEED mode as desired.

4.2t 2.3 IBF/VT Go-Around. The IBF/VT configuration during the go-around sub-
category evaluation performed almost identically to the EBF configuration. Some
differences were noted, however. Tha chief problem lay in finding a flap angle to be
used as a final flap angle after retraction from 65 degrees such that airspeed would

increase during go-around reconfiguration, the flight path angle would not droop and
change directions, and a min'mum of altitude would be lost.

A, •-5-dogrce fina flap configruration proved the best compromise. Using the recom-
mended procedure of retracting flaps to 45 degrees at the same time a positive pitch
attitude and throttle increase were initiated, the aircraft could readily climb back to
nearly +7 degre-s flight path angle. Airspeed would increase nearly 8 knots and a
maximum of 60 feet of altitude would be lost. This occurred regardless of whether
the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes were used. Flap rates were investigated
from 8 deg/sec to t deg/see. The slower flap rates detracted both from the desired
airspeed increase and the smooth and steady increase of flight path angle up to its
maximum value. The higher flap rates appeared to offer the more desirable

performance. Pitch attitude changes from 0 to 15 degrees offered a tradeoff between
time spent below 50 feet (which was longer at the lower pitch attitude changes) and a
desired increase in airspeed (which was higher at the lower pitch attitude changes).
A pitch attitude change of 10 degrees was recommended.

The operational problem of delaying flap retraction until pitch attitude is obtained
was evaliuated. TisEh condition was not as flexible as that in the EBF evaluation.
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The IBF/VT aircraft was very sensitive, in that all flap rates produced a significant
loss in airspeed before airspeed began to increase as well as a reversal tendency of 4
the flight path angle. A 7 deg/sec flap rate minimized these conditions when the
APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes were connected. The same evaluation without
these modes produced unacceptable results of a 10-knot loss in airspeed and a
reversal of flight path angle back to nearly level flight before the aircraft began
accelerating again. Since the 7 deg/sec flap rate again proved best, it is recommended
for all operations.

For the go-around, a reconfiguration to 45 degrees of flaps from the initial flai
setting of 65 degrees is recommended. A pitch attitude change of +10 degrees using
a flap rate of 7 deg/sec with APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes connected is also

recommended. This was felt sufficient to warrant a C/H rating of 3 except for the
condition where APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes are not available and the pos-
sibility of a late flap retraction could occur. This latter set of conditions rated a
C/H value of 7, indicating that system design should ensure against these occurrences.

4.2.2.4 IBF/VT Transition. Performing transition in the IBF/VT configuration
proved to be more difficult than in the EBF configuration. In general, the IBF/VT
configuration was more difficult to control precisely, reversals appeared more
abrupt, and the change in technique from conventional aircraft control of attitude,
airspeed, and flight path angle to the recommended STOL techniques was more
apparent and required greater mental concentration to effect the change of techniques.

4.2.2.4.1 Total Transition. Complete transition from conventional flight to the
STOL configuration in a continuous manner was judged unacceptable, primarily
because of stick reversals (especially at 170 knots) and the difficulty in capturing
the -7 degree flight path angle at 80 knots. Flap rates greater than 1.5 deg/iec
greatly complicated control during the transition. Transition to the final STOL con-
figuration should definitely be conducted In two phases. Phase I includes the transition
to a 45-degree flap position, which is also the flap angle recommended for go-around.
The final configuration includes the flap change from 45 to t65 degrees. Representative
C/H ratings for total transition are shown in the following list. In general, higher flap
rates resulted in poorer C/H ratings for the total transition maneuver.

Initial Airspeed Final Airspeed Flap Rate C/H
(knots) (knots) (deg/sec) Rating

140 80 1.5 6
170 80 1.5 8

4.2.2.4.2 Final Transition. In the second phase of a two-phase transition, airspeeds
from 90 to 110 knots were considered the most acceptable initial speeds for configur-
ing to a STOL mode at 80 knots on a -7 degree flight path angle. Although the 80-knot
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initial speed point was considered acceptable, considerable pilot attention and tech-
nique were involved to prevent loss of airspeed. The airspeed range from 90 to 110
knots was not judged satisfactory because of the timing and precision of technique
involved between when to make power reductions and when to start pitch-down action
to intercept the glide slope and stabilize at 80 knots. At an initial airspeed of 110
knots, flight data appeared to be approaching a limit at which the interactions and
reversals would become slightly confusing and for which control would resort more
to a mechanical flying task rather than a precise control task. Although this was not
readily apparent from the data, it was felt that at 120 knots the reversals in pitch,
although slight, plus the power and pitch reversals required, detracted from per-
formance and required extensive pilot compensation for acceptability. An evaluation
of flap rates higher than 5 deg/sec also gave generally unsatisfa tory results. The
main objection was that trim change requirements occurred too fast for safe operation-
al control as compared to the flap rate of 1.5 deg/sec at the same airspeeds. Repre-
sentative C/H ratings for the final transition are:

Initial Airspeed Final Airspeed Flap Rate C/H
(knots) (knots) (deg/sec) Rating

80 80 1.5 5
90 80 1.5 4

100 80 1.5 4
110 80 1.5 4-1/2
120 80 1.5 6

90 80 3 5
110 80 3 6

-'4.2.2.4.3 Initial Transition. This area proved the most troublesome and resulted in
low C/1l ratings. The most noticeable problem occurred during the final few degrees
of flap deflection. As mentioned in the introductory comment, the change from con-
ventional aircraft control techniques to STOL techniques was "'elr apparent, with
highly objectionable pilot compensation required. This condition was about the same
for all airspeeds evaluated at the 1.5 deg/sec flap rate, and increasing the flap rates
caused unacceptable C/H ratings. With all the pitch and stick reversals, it was
extremely difficult to maintain altitude during the early part of the maneuver. This
portion of the transition was rated marginally acceptable to unacceptable for use
in precise control during IFR conditions. Therefore, initial transition should be
conducted well before intercepting the final course to landing, such as on a down-
wind leg of a GCA or perhaps at an intermediate altitude on a TACAN approach.
Representative C/H ratings are:
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Initial Airspeed Final Airspeed Flap Rate C/H

(knots) (knots) (deg/see) Rating

140 100 1.5 6

155 100 1.5. 6

170 100 1.5 6

140 100 5 7

170 100 3 7

The recommended procedure for transitioning to the STOL configuration is to con-

duct it in two phases. Initial transition should begin between 140 and 170 inots,

stabilizing between 90 and 110 knots. Flaps should be lowered from 0 to 45 degrees

at a flap rate of 1.5 deg/sec. Final transition should include the final flap lowering
from 45 to 65 degrees, also at 1.5 deg/sec, and should be initiated between 90 and

110 knots, stabilizing at 80 knots on the -7-degree glide slope. Guidance information

on the flight director needles should be available to give the proper lead for initiating

the final STOL configuration change so as to intercept and hold the glide slope.

4.2.3 VECTORED THRUST (VT) EVALUATION. This discussion covers approach,

transition, and go-around evaluations of the pure vectored-thrust configuration (no

internally &lown flaps).

4.2.3.1 VT Approach. In general, the simulated aircraft handled and performned

as well as the EBF configuration. Flying the approach at 85 knots proved to be

easier than at 80 knots, primarily in stability in tracking the gli!,, path using STOL

techniques. Although the VT configuration generally handled better at 85 knots,
sutbil;ty on the glide path deterioated as the flap angle was decreased below 70 degrees.

The configuration at 70 degrees of flaps at 85 knots was highly satisfactory and earned

a C/H rating of 2-1/2; the configuration at 70 degrees of flaps at 80 knots w-as also
judged satisfactory with a C/H rating of 3. The slightly poorer C/H rating for 80 knot

operation was the result of the lower trim power .setting for that airspeed. Engine

response characteristics were more sluggish and an annoying increase in pilot power

lever activity was required at the lower airspeed.

Airspeed control was gond throughout, with only slight sensitivity to power changes.

The response of airspeed to pitch attitude changes was also acceptable. Typical

power changes produced slight airspeed changpq, usually less than 2 knots, and

small pitch changes. With the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes engage(&. this

was not a problem and th_.- C/H ratings '-wil.h these modes improved to n satisfactory

3 for these same configurations. During evaluation of this subcategor', tests were

conduted using the pitch augmentation svxtem to determine the mnargins for pitch

maneuvers. At tho 80-knot trim airspeel for the rang o• a

po~itxv! pitch change of r.olc than 2.5 tc. ; degrees wou)d resuLO in an incrtabisig

an-le-of-attzick situetlo. l leCadji.., to loss o! control. Starting with an 8,-iuot t.'Im

j4irsiccd, ý. 5-Irec .ositive pitc. c:ing,' could he im•.dc and It was poss$b1c %-01
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restabilize the aircraft on its original -7 degree flight path angle. The ability to
ochieve this restabilized flight deteriorated with decreasing flap angle. (These
pilot observations clearly relate to the non-linear gamma/velocity characteristics
of this configuration. The positive pitch attitude change, maintained by the pitch
augmentation system, reduces airspeed and the negative d^Y/dV parameter increases
sharply at the 'Imee" of the gamma/velocity curve. The region of this knee in
terms of airspeed is a function of flap deflection and power setting. Increased flap
angle and power setting drive the knee region toward lower airspeeds.) Although
the pitch maneuver criterion may be considered similar to 3pecifying an approach
speed in percent of stall speed, an important difference was observed. The rate-
command/attitude-hold pitch system has proved to be highly desirable for the terminal
flight phase. Using this system, the pilot tends to use the pitch attitude for both com-
mand and performance information. The airspeed indicator becomes more of an
instrument to cross-check for trend and precision airspeed changes. Thus, it is
probably more important to establish an attitude change margin than to establish an
airspeed margin.

The approach evaluation using the modified gust model without the APPROACH and
AUTOSPEED modes dropped the C/H rating to an unsatisfactory level. The primary
problem was in achieving and holding proper runway alignment. The aircraft was in
a continuous roll oscillation. Although the dutch roll was well damped, it was easily
excited. Once excited, the control inputs that were applied seemed to be out of
phase and extensive concentration was required, with periodic cross-controlling to
achieve runway alignment. It was difficult to determine whether this was the result
of a long time constant or the fact that the gusts continually excited the dutch roll.
With the APPROACH and AUTOSPEED modes, the C/H ratings dropped to an un-
acceptable value. There appeared to be little control of flight path available to the
pilot, who seemed to be out of phase and fighting the automatic power changes
resulting primarily from alpha changes using the APPROACH mode system. Because
the pilot appeared to be fighting the power loop, an attempt was made to let the
automatic feature work for itself. To do this, the pilot set a medium power level and
flew pitch corrections when needed to adjust to the flight path. This was also con-
sidered tunacceptable.

The bare airframe with no augmentation was also evaluated, resulting in occasional
out-of-control conditions. This was evaluated without the gust model. The pilot
could only make very slight and cautious corrections, which almost always resulted
in a divergent condition. Large corrections nearly always resulted in rapid loss of
control.

Investigation of the engine-out condition with the augmented airframe indicated that
the vectored thrust configuration was well behaved. Although both were acceptable,
the 85-knot conditions were considered slightly better than the 80-knot conditions.
Only a slight roll and yaw occurred when the engine was lost. These could quickly
be controlled, although there was some difficulty in achieving and holding balanced
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flight conditions. Balancing of side forces seemed to be very sensitive to bank angle,
causing difficulty in maintaining precise control. With normal pilot training, the

operational aircraft suffering an engine loss above 800 feet could be safely controlled
on the approach to arrive in a position for a safe landing.

Representative C/H ratings for VT approach evaluations are:

Flap Setting Airspeed Technique Approach/Autospeed C/H
(deg) (knots) Mode On Rating

70 85 STOL No 2-1/2
60 85 STOL No 3-1/2
50 85 STOL No 3-1/2
70 80 STOL No 3
60 80 STOL No 3-1/2
70 85 STOL/Gusts No 6
70 80 STOL/Gusts No 6
70 85 STOL/Gusts Both 8
70 85 Cony/Gusts Both 9
70 85 B. A/F* No 9-1/2
70 85 STOL/EO** No 5
70 80 STOL/EO No 6

* Bare airframe

** Engine out

The configuration recommended for further evaluation is 70 degrees of flaps at
85 knots.

4.2.3.2 VT-Go-around. This suboategory compared very favorably to the EBF and
IBF/VT configurations. The go-around procedure was the same as for the other
configurations, and was considered straightforward, easily controlled, and repeat-
able, This overall suboategory was judged a C/H rating of 3, the same as the other
oonfigurations.

Unlike the IBF/VT configuration, however, go-Llrounld performance did not appear
sensitive to variations in the flap rates evaluated as long as a 10 dogroo or gm-,ator
pitch attitude change occurred, At lesh than this pitch attitude change, perfonrnuioe

detoriorated as the flap rate innreased over i. 5 dogtmws'Io ond. A pitch attitude
change ot 15 degrees was considered un.omfortabl, and undosirable since it did
n'ot Inmprovo performanco. When the flaps were raised to 40 dogrees at the saume
L-tiet go-aroumd was initiated, ther- appxo rexd to 1e little diftorm-eo between the
70 degr•so of flaps/50-knot. coadition and the 70 dcgrvu., ,t fhap/85-knot condiiOn.
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If raising the flaps was delayed until pitch attitude had changed 10 degrees, the
70 degrees of flaps/85-knot condition provided the better performance margins.

Go-arounds initiated upon sudden loss of a critical engine could be easily and safely
handled. The 70 degrees of flaps/85-knot condition was far superior to the 70 degrees
of flaps/80-knot condition, primarily in the amount of altitude lost in the recovery.
The 85-knot condition suffered only a 90-foot altitude lose as compared to a normal
60-foot loss for all engines operating. Airspeed loss was very slight, with a sub-
sequent airspeed increase trend observed.

For the VT go-around, a reconfiguration to 40 degrees of flaps from 70 degrees at
a flap rate of 5 deg/sec is recommended. At an initial airspeed of 85 knots, a
positive 10-degree pitch attitude change should be accomplished using a nominal
3 deg/sec pitch rate. Flaps-up should be initiated upon go-around initiation.

4.2.3.3 VT Transition. The VT configuration was better balanced than the EBF or
* IBF/VT configurations. Control was better throughout, over a wider range of flap

rates. As with the IBF/VT confr!uration, there was a point in the transition that
required some concentration to shift from conventional to STOL tuchniques.

4.2.3.3.1 Total Transition. Continuous transition from conventional flight to the
STOL configuration on the -7 degree flight path could be accomplished acceptably.
This was the only configuration examined that was rated acceptable for this type of

transition. This acceptability rapidly decreased, however, as flap rates increased
above 1.5 deg/sec or initial airspeed increased above 155 knots. It took nearly a full
minute to complete the total transition at 155 knots using 1.5 deg/sec. While this
was not considered unacceptable from an operational viewpoint, it does require
longer-lead glide path information for good intercept results. Having this long
time requirement minimizes the flexibility of the pilot to counter changing environ-
ment conditions by simply requiring a long period of concentration upon this task. It
is therefore recommended that transition be performed in more than one step.
Representative C/H ratings for the total transitions evaluated are:

Initial Airspeed Final Airspeed Flap Rate C/H
(knots) (knots) (deg/sec) Rating

155 85 1.5 4-1/2
155 85 3 6

4.2.3.3.2 Final Transition. This was a very easy and likeable transition task.
There were practically no control reversals, and confusing control requirements
wore nonexistent. The acceptable airspeed imnge for initiation of final transition at a
flap rate of 5 deg/sec was small as comrxrod to lower flap rates. At 3 deg/seo, the
desirable initial airspeed range was from 90 to 120 knots, although it -was almost
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satisfactory from 85 to 125 knots. Further decreasing the flap rate to 1.5 deg/sec
showed no beneficial effect. In fact, the slower flap rate tended to make the required

airspeed bleed rate almost too slow, especially at the higher Initiation airspeeds.

At the 3 deg/sec flap rate, the overall transition was nearly optimum at the 105- to
115-knot initiation airspeed range. There was only a slight pitch attitude change

required throughout the final transition, with power serving as an excellent control
for flight path angle change from 0 degrees to thie -7 degree glide path. Representative

C/H ratings for final transition are:

Initial Airspeed Final Airspeed Flap Rate C/H

(knots) (knots) (deg/sec) Rating

85 85 5 5
95 85 5 3

125 85 5 4-1/2
85 85 3 3-1/2

105 85 3 2-1/2
125 85 3 4
95 85 1.5 3

115 85 1.5 3-1/2

4.2.3.3.3 Initial Transition. Like the IBF/VT configuration, this was more
troublesome than the final transition task and was also very sensitive to flap rate.

Acceptable ratings over the airspeed test range from 140 to 170 knots could only be

achieved at 1.5 deg/sec flap rate. A power reduction to combat the tendency of the
aircraft to balloon while the flaps were being lowered was effective, although it
tended to be objectionable. It was uncomfortable to have to manipulate the throttle
in the approximately 20 percent thrust iange. The power response at these values

was very sluggish and added to the difficulty of the task. Pitch changes were
adequately controlled by considerable pilot concentration, with only a slight tendency

to exhibit reversals. At the 3 deg/sec flap r.te, it took nearly idle power plus an
unacceptable amount of pilot compensation for pitch changes at the higher airspeeds.
Representative C/H ratings for initial transitions are:

Initial Airspeed Final Airspeed Flap Rate C/I1

(knots) (knots) (deg/see) Rating

140 105 1.5 4-1/2
155 105 1.5 41/2
170 105 1.5 6

155 105 3 6

The recommoaded procedure for transitioning to the STOL configuration is tk cundua;
it in two plases. The initial transition should be Initiated botwvon 140 and 170 knots,
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stabilizing between 90 and 120 knots. During this phase, the flaps should be lowered
from 0 to 40 degrees at 1. 5 deg/sec. The second phase or final transition should
include the final flap lowering from 40 to 70 degrees at 3 deg/sec. This phase should
be initiated betwe'zn 1,.; and 120 knots, stabilizing at 85 knots on the -7 degree glide-
slope. Proper lead guidance should be available on the flight director needles to
direct timely initiation of the final transition to intercept the glideslope.

4.2.4 EBF EVALUATION ON THE LARGE AMPLITUDE SIMULATOR (LAS). The
evaluation on the LAS consisted largely of moving-base evaluations, with some fixed-
base evaluations for comparison to the Convair Aerospace fixed-base results and to
examine differences between the LAS moving-base and fixed-base results. In
general, the results of the woving-base simulations verified earlier Convair
Aerospace fixed-base results.

4.2.4.1 EBF Approach on the LAS. There was very little difference between the
LAS moving-base and Convair Aerospace fixed-base results. Variations in pitch
attitude as a result of flap angle and airspeed combinations were better represented in
the LAS fixed-base and moving-base evaluations. This was manifested by a feeling of
an extreme and uncomfortable nose-high condition using 45 degrees of flaps to a slight
feeling of diving at the ground with 60 degrees of flaps. Pitch variations using con-
ventional approach techniques were occasionally large, requiring a moderate to intense
degree of compensation by the pilot using the moving-base. The C/H ratings were not
significantly different from fixed-base work, although the reasons were more readily
identified using the moving base.

Applying the gust model made the STOL technique of flying the approach stand out very
clearly as the desirable technique aE compared to conventional technique. The C/H
ratings varied as much as 2, going from 6 for STOL techniques to 8 (unacceptable)
for conventional techniques using the same mode combinations. The APPROACH
mode by itself on runs without gusts appeared to make the task more difficult. When
used with the gust model, however, it appeared to be trying to damp out some of the
the glide slope variations. Without the gust model, the APPROACH mode seemed
to fight the pilot inputs. When the pilot applied power to climb to the glide slope,
for example, the system would apparently also look at the angle of attack (which
would be decreasing) and tiy to retard the power. The reason it appeared to help
with the gust model applied was because the system looked at the perturbations and
applied corrections that ternd to linit the amplitude of the error. The system could
normally perform these mane 'vcrs better than the pilot. In any case, undue
criticism of the APPROACH mode and its function is unjustified at this time.
Additional work should be auconhpli6hcd to refine this mode to determine its full
capabilit,. The phfinary reasoa for the low C/H ratings with the gust model applied
v•;s the relatively poor glide patl, control. iAunway alignrm nt did not appear to n:usc
m,'.re thai a moderatu (acceptable) degree of pilot compcni'atton.
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Because of the dramatic effects when a critical outboard engine was lost during an
approach, considerable attention was given this area. In general, the engine-out
evaluation concluded that an engine loss at 800 feet AGL using a 2-second delay
for recovery initiation and attempting to continue the approach to arrive at a
repeatable and controllable flare point produced overall unacceptable results. The
C/H ratings varied from 7 at a 45-degree flap setting to 10 using 60 degrees of flaps,
regardless of the modes used. These evaluations were conducted by leaving the
flaps in their existing position.

By raising the flaps to 45 degrees or less and increasing the approach speed, the
C/H ratings perhaps could have increased to an acceptable value, although this was
not attempted. Beginning at 55 degrees of flaps, the power margin seemed to be
slight and was felt to be insufficient for safe repeatable performance. After aircraft
control was established following an engine loss, it was difficult to get back to the
runway in the altitude remaining. Holding runway alignment proved extremely
difficult, as bank angle variations of as little as 2 or 3 degrees produced large side
forces.

Evaluations were also performed to determine when corrective controls should be
initiated. In addition to the two-second delay, a one-second delay and a minimum
time delay condition were evaluated to examine the potential for an automatic system
that could be armed on the approach. If an engine loss occurred, this system would
put inputs into control surfaces to enhance recovery and minimize aircraft motion
excursions. A delay In corrective action of one second or less was found to produce
acceptable C/H ratings for recovery of attitude control. The difference between the
minimum time delay and a one-second delay was slight. Although motion excursions
were obviously less for the minimum time delay, the pilot tended to overcontrol on
the initial correction control inputs as compared to a delay of one second. This was
felt to be as a result of seeing and feeling the motion for at least one second, during
which good approximations of the amount of control and coordination needed culd be
better judged. When delaying over one second, the C/H ratings suffered greatly.
Sufficient advantage for using some automatic system with arming capability to
enhance engine-out recoveiy is felt to warrant further design work in this area.

Engine-out investigations with a bare airframe using both a one-second delay and a
two-second delay receivMd C/H ratings of 10, regardless of flap position. There was
simply not enough control authority available to continue the approach while cor-
recting back to the runway centerline for the lower flap positions. At the higher flap
posit.on, there was itwufficient control authority to regain control of the aircraft.

The bare airframe investigation for normal appr-oaLes without the gust model or
engine-out conditions indicated that the basic airframe was well behaved, with a
C/1 rating of 4. The chief annoyance wvas that positive powor applications praducml
negative pitching moments, which tonded to cause oscillations that continually
excitel the longitudinal dynama Mi c m dleW (a lth1ugh hWy wer (4atUSfa c1tUiy conLtrolled).
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Bare airframune evaluations of off-nominal cg and weight conditions (± 10 percent) using
STOL techniques were considered acceptable. Considerable pilot compensation was
required, however, as a result of the negative pitching moments due to power

increases for the forward cg, heavier weight condition. The apparent stability
decrease at this condition was what might be expected in the aft cg, lighter weight
condition. The aft cg, lighter weight condition required less pilot compensation
and was more desirable. Evaluating the augmented aircraft with the same STOL
techniques produced the same ratings as normal cg and weight conditions to slightly
less desirable for the forward cg, heavier weight condition. Power available was
considered marginal using 60 degrees of flaps. Again, the negative pitching moment
due to power increases caused considerable difficulty in achieving adequate per-
formance. The net effect was to produce one continuous glidepath oscillation fed by
power changes and pitch changes. (The increased pilot work load for the unaugmented
aircraft with the forward cg, heavier weight condition ws due to a decrease in longi-

tudinal dynamnic stability. Later analysis determined this to be the result of a simu-
lation trimn discrepancy. The software logic that adjusts the horizontal stabilizer
to trim the aircraft prior -o a run did not ensure against trimming on the back side
of the stabilizer's lift curve. For the forward cg, heavier weight condition, this did
occur and contributed a dek'tabilizing influence.)

Evaluation uf the approach using 90-degree crosswinds up to 30 knots mean value
combined with the gust model produced some question as to whether the pilot could
consistently arrive at the flare point for touchdown. Glidepath control -was normal
for the conditions evaluated, but the principal difficulty was in achieving runway
alignment and timing the decrab maneuver for landing. It was difficult to determine
when runway lineup had been achieved and to hold this alignment against varying wind
conditions as altitude was lost. More critical, however, was the timing of the
decrab maneuver for loading. Although generally satisfactory, timing was considered
,oo sensitive for daily operational use. With the wind and gust model applied, an
automatic decrab system or a system that does not require a decrab maneuver would
be required for operational use. Flying these environmental models using con-
vcntiona! tW-chniques highlighted the undesirableness of these techniques. The pilot
was at the limit of concentration, such that any problem occurring during the approach
with these environmental models would require a go-around to maintain aircraft montrol.
'lThe wind profile used for this work was rmlatively severe. It was the mean wind pro-
filr that would ba exceeded•l les than 5 percent of the time at Cape Kennedy and w-as
oxt.rapoiarw.d for altitudeC, gre•ter thar 500 feet AGL. For the 90-degree crosswind
ufsed, the ,qyproximate crab angle for an approach at 80 knots would be 2e degrees

)'P 1200 &,,L AGj, reducing to 18 degLivos at a nominal flare raltitudo of 100 fee& and tc
1,'• dogroeo-, ,inmm.iJiicly !,rinr to tf)uchdrwn.)
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4.2.4.2 EBF Go-Around on the LAS. The evaluation of go-aroun,1 pErformance on
the LAS produced results nearly identical to the Convair Aerospace fixed-base
results. The motions of the moving-base simulator added little if anything to pilot
assessment of the difficulty of performing the maneuver or of the merits of various
procedures. One exception to this general opinion was that when pitch attitude
changes reached or exceeded 15 degrees, the motion cues stimulated a feeling of
undesirably large nose-up attitudes for the situation under evaluation.

The evaluations examined go-around performance and handling qual tties with a critical
engine out. Although the go-around procedure called for an initial flap retraction to
40 degrees, this did not provide adequate performance in termns of !3lity to gain
altitude or to prevent loss of airspeed. By using the stick trigger switoh to com-
mand further flap retraction (i. e,, by '!milking" the flaps up gradually in small
increments from 40 to about 25 degrees), a significant increase in perfoecmance
could be achieved. The automatic system evaluated on the Conva~r Ac, -,space fixed-
base simulator, which commanded further flap retraction when flight pat ujngle
exceeded a designated minimum positive value, would have greatly bondMh'd the
evaluation. In any case, there would be an altitude loss of about 300 feet bMfore

a positive climb could be effected. In other words, the aircraft is commhttd to
land wln it descends to 300 feet AGL. This is not desirable, because it i. al.mnost
certain that the aircraft would 'aot touch down on the runway because of the side forces
developed during engine failure (two-second delay) and while corrective control is
being applied. Adequate control of the aircraft could be achieved (largely beca'Ise of
flap retraction), but the aircraft woute no longer be lined up with the runway.

The other go-around evaluations showed an insignificant difference from the norm
achieved in the Convair Aerospace fixed-base simulation work. The only signifIcant
area was with the forward eg, heavier weight condition. This condition exhibited
a very objectionable tendency to oscillate in pitch if Lhe pitch rate exceeded the
normal 3 to 4 deg/sec by 2 or 3 dog/sec.

4.2.4.3 EBF Transition on tlx LAS. Results of the LAS transition evaluation were
also similar to the Convair Aerospace fixed-base results. The techniques did not
vary significantly between the two simladitors, although the LAS moving-base
pr-oduced certain subtle effects that were not obsevved on the fixed-base sibnulator.
These effects wore primarily in the pilot reaction to aircraft attitude char, g( during
transition maneuvers, and weiv oaused by motion =1d periphorsd vision oueo. The
coordtnation required to prevent climbing durbig the tramsition at the higher flap
rates w".s perhaps betr definied on the moving lxwe, although the task still
presonted the same degruv of difficulty. :airoduction of the gust model produoed only
minor changes. With turbulenc, it seems to take slightly longer to get established
on the proper glide slope, In addition, the rate of climb indicator, while providing
a good semstlvity ratio for approaches, was de-med too sensitive for transitions
with tlh gust modul. The standard sensitivity ratio on present indicators would be
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preferred for operational transition. The t, : ;ion maneuver was evaluated under
assumed operational conditions using a 90- heading offset and different initial
altitudes. The technique for transitioning t . A-wrmediate flap position and air-
speed was found to vary somewhat oCvcr the range of initial airspeeds examined.
This variation in technique with different initial airspeeds is undesirable. The
situation was improved somewhat by using flap rates of 3 deg/bec or less.

4.3 MOVING BASE VERSUS FIXED BASE EVALUATION

Evaluation o. ie STOL transport EBF configuration between fixed-base simulation
and moving-base simulation produced many effects and subtleties that are difficult
to describe and nearly impossible to quantify. The oft-stated opinion that '!movlng
Sbase simulation prd�uces better engineering results the more the flight task changes
from steady straight flight to maneuvering flight" should be reemphasized as im-
portant. The bet'er the simulation, whether fixed base or moving base, the better
will be the qualitative results, and quantification of results will be enhanced as well.
If not well morelled and executed, the moving-base simulation could cause evaluations
to be less accu).ate than those obtained on a good fixed-base simulation. For example,
while evaluating the ZIF configuration on the moving-base simulator, a confusing
effect was observed during steady level flight before beginning the transition to STOL
approach conditions. After several runs, it was discovered that the simulator
cockpit was experiencing a slight pitch-up rate with no associated indication on the
cockpit tmwrtments or data recording facility. This was confusing because it im-
parted to the pilot that a pitch rate, a power increase, or a longitudixr I acceleration
was occurring. This was not observed in the fixed-base simulation. Once the pro-
blem was recognized, the effects were ignored and were not considered further in
the evaluation. This was apparently an example of an inaccurate drive equation and
was relatively simple to identify. If this type of drive equation error were buried
in sonie coupled mode of flight, it could conceivably influence qualitative as well as
quantitative results. It may be difficult to ferre't out these non-realistic movements
in an engineering development program, and engineezing Judgement and perhaps design
solutions could he adversely affected. Motion drive equations are not required for
fixed-base siniulation, and amall inaccuiacies in visually re-presented motion are less
likely to influence pilot evaluationa because they are somewhat difficult to resolve.
This is not to say that eng�neering simulation should be fixod-base because mechaniza-
tion errors are better hidden. It does point out, howevor, that moving-base simulation
requires great care in the development and execution of the constrained-motion drive
equations because of the pilot's sensitivity to motion cues. In any case, sufficient
software enginecring should be conducted to minimize these degrading potentials
to within the bandwidth of errors exp*ctod in any simulation progritn.

In general, Cooper/Harper ratingta on the same equipment in the same f4sne period
wore the same to one point better for the LAS than for tte fi--xl-base simulation.
For the conditions evaluated, however, the rating differec,=c were never oufticient
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to cause a jump across major decision points (such as 3 to 4 or 6 to 7). When
comparing the LAS fixed-base results with the Convair Aerospace fixed-base
simulation results, the ratings at Convair Aerospace were scattered around the
LAS results. This scatter ran from one point better to two points worse on the
Coavair Aerospace fixe -base facility. Part of this difference can be attributed to
additional training provided by the additional evaluation work and part by the dif-
ference of the Lime period in which the evaluations were conducted.

One major factor, however, was felt to contribute significantly to the diffcrences.
During an evaluation on the LAS with fixed-base operation, the earth/sky contrast
oazt of the video projection system failed leaving only the target runway and
surrounding terrain features. Fortunately the run being evaluated was a reasonably
difficult task for which ,•plicit memories remained from the evaluation on the
Convair Aerospace fixed-base simulator. Quite dramatically, the situation seemed
to focus back on these memories and the critique conducted during the prior evaluation.
From this and other experience, thcre seem to be three definite levels of simulation
for pilot-in-the-loop evaluations where visual presentations are available.

The first of these is a fixed-base simulator that incorporates video projection of a
fixed target but is limited I- an included viewing angle of oily a few degrees. This
is o.ly slightly better tha --ideo presentation and is probably the least expensive
of the three simulation levels. This first ievel is quite useful for gross design
studiies that require maneuvers primarily a &'clated with closing on the fixed target
or performing longitudinal maneuvers with r*x.turbation studiel- of lateral or
directional motion. Even this usage is limited, because the visual effects are
stimulating only a portion of the visual sense of perception. The difficulty is that the
pilot must wait until the movement has built to a sufficient value that position effects
can be detected visually and a correction can be made, if needed. The limitation
noted here is particularly bad for lateral motion. For non-maneuvering flight, the
lateral information delay created by the pilot's dependence on limited visual in-
formation led to a small-ampliMude lateral-directional limit cycle, which ceased
when the pilot released the control stick. For some time, the pilot believed the
problem to be caused by a poor turn coordinator; however, when IFR approaches
were simulat-d, the lateral-directional oscillations were not present. A chief
criticism of this level of simulation for approach or landing is that the visual system
creates an effect of almost accelerating foiward to the runway as the runway or
decision point is approached. The missing critical items are the rate cues provided
by lateral peripheral vision from the cockpit. It becomes difficult to judge runway
alignment or the amount of control correction required to correct to the runway and
to provide for accurate timing of turn rollout initiation to bracket the runway center-
line.

The second level of simulation is achieved by providing wrap-around or wide-angle
horizon cues to a first-level simulation. Qualitatively, this provides nearly a
70 percent improvement over the first level of simulation. If cloud features move
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relative to the aircraft motion and horizon and if scattered terrain features with
vertical development are provided, meaningtul improvement can again be realized
(to perhaps an 80 percent improvement over level one). Because of the many features
seen with various perspectives, this level of simulation achieves nearly optimum
advantage of the visual sense. The ability of sight to grasp a spectrum of events or
relative motion in reference to a wide-angle horizon and to interpret it without pause
provides such realism to the pilot that he relies very little on his other senses.
This is especially true for the lower frequency events occurring during roll maneuvers,
slightly less for pitch and yaw, and essentially not applicable for translation in any
direction. Interpretation capability during the EBF evaluation in the LAS moving-
base simulator (but without motion drives activated) was sufficient to allow thorough
understanding of the control system and to provide engineering Judgement with a
significant improvement in accuracy over the first level of simulation. Although the
rating differences between this level and the first level were inconsequential (perhaps
for the reasons mentioned earlier), the chief gain was that the evaluation pilot could
make more incisive judgements and comments. In other words, he may react to a
particular aircraft response nearly the same regardless of the simulation level, but
with the second level he can understand and .communicate more thoroughly just why
he likes or dislikes the aircraft response. The peripheral cues along with the

additional visual features is felt to be the reason for this.

The third level of simulation provides for level two visual presentations with the

addition of a moving--base capability. The larger the amplitude of movement capability,
of course, the closer the actual aircraft movement can be simulated. The amount of
movement that should be included is difficult to assess, but it must stimulate the
senses sufficiently to allow accurate representation of the initial movement effects.
Since a moving-base simulation must be constrained, the lack of motion after reaching
the limits may actually confuse the evaluation pilot. This occurred during engine-out
evaluations of the EBF configuration, causing the evaluation pilot to revert entirely
to the visual sense of perception and to consciously ignore the movement sers'ation
until back into steady straight flight. The initial effects of moveme:.t probably
allowed an additional 20 to 30 percent improvement over the second. level of simulation,
and raised the evaluation pilot ts confidence in providing qualitative ratings. Per-
haps the most important aspect of motion is that the pilot feels the initial aircraft
response to control inputs and is less likely to overcontrol during simulated flight.
This overcontrol ,id exist to a noticeable degree during the second level of simu-
lation.

The importance of this realistic feel is borne out in an observation by the Chief Pilot

of American Ai.lines while the test pilot on this study was evaluating the Boeing 747
moving-base simulator. He observed that typically, as in an actual aircraft, the
pilot can be seen to make control movements without seeing any visual movement.
In other woIrid, simulator movement allows the se-ses to react before the need is

seen in the visual presentation. Although the observation was made in reference to
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moving-base simulators used in pilot training, it is equally valid for engineering
simulators. Evaluations conducted on the moving-base simulator demonstrated
this phenomenon clearly; the effect of pilot sensitivity to physical motion was that
the lateral-directional limit cycle was eliminated and lateral control was easier.
This raises a question as to accuracy of pilot work-load evaluations in fixed-base
versus moving-base simulators. Fine resolution of work-load effects is not usually
essential for development work normally performed on fixed-base simulators. For

a careful assessment of pilot work-load, however, the motion cues of the moving-
base simulator may prove significant.

Probably the most important characteristic of the moving-base simulator is its ability
to impart short-term translational motion cues to the pilot. Interpreting these
motions from visual presentations is very difficult and evidently includes an ef-
fective time lag while visual interpretation is being performed. By stimulating the
pilot's sense of feel, the moving-base simulator permits a better evaluation of
control devices that produce linear accelerations in the aircraft; e.g., drag-increase
devices, power effects, side-force-generating devices, and direct lift devices.
These must be considered meaningful areas for evaluation - as important as any of the
attitude control devices. If these or similar devices are present on the aircraft to
be simulated, an increase in capability of nearly 100 percent over the second level
of simulaton is provided by moving-base simulation due to the difficulty in visual
perception of the effects of these devices. Additional benefit was achieved with the
moving-base simulation during evaluation of the EBF configuration. Better aircraft
control was achieved with positive damping of external disturbances during runs with
the turbulence model and where relatively large amplitude aircraft excursions
(10 degrees or greater) we-'e needed. With the motion being fed back to the pilot, the
tei•.ienc.y tf. )vercontrol was minimized with a subsequent improvement in the C/H
ratings.

As stated earlier, the EBF configuration was evaluated better with the third level of
simulation than with On- second level, although the difference was not sufficient to
change the conclusii design. Other evaluation programs or different aircraft
could, of course, JL ie need for the third level of simulation for the reasons

V • mentioned earlier. For example, an evaluation of a helicopter conducted with ar.
exceptionally good visual simulation coupled with a very limited moving-base
capability proved the need for even a very limited amount of motion. While flying
a specific task on this simulator with the moving base active, the C/H rating was
at 5. When the moving-base portion was deactivated while retaining the full visual
presentation, the flight quickly went out of control and was rated at 10. While the
reason for the drastic change was not fully evaluated, there are evidently situations
in which at least a limited amount of moving base capability is required.
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SECTION 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommendations resulted from the flight control tech-
nology studies.

1. Simulated flight operations for the internally blown flap (IBF) version were
totally unacceptable in the presence of even mild disturbances at low ap-
proach speeds desired for STOL operations. A modification was incor-
porated that vectored the non-diverted engine flow at the angle of the nominal
flap deflection. This proved quite acceptable and was the basis for all subse-
quent IBF/VT simulation activities.

2. Longitudinal low speed control analysis Ehowed all three (EBF, IBF/VT,
and MF/VT) configurations to have adequate control power but deficient
handling qualities, specifically in flight path stability, acceleration sensivity,
phugoid damping, and short period frequency. A stability augmentation
system (SAS) was synthesized so that the closed-loop handling qualities meet
the specifications of both MIL-F-8785 (conventional aircraft) and MIL-F-83300
(V/STOL aircraft). The longitudinal SAS consists of a pitch loop to the elevator,
a throttle flight path loop (APPROACH), an airspeed loop to the flaps (AUTO-
SPEED), and appropriate cross coupling.

I, Lateral-directional low speed control analysis showed all three configurations
to have adequate roll and yaw control power. Engine-out control characteristics
for the EBF configuration are marginal. Handling quality analysis shows
deficiencies for all three vehicles in dutch roll stability, spiral stability, and
roll-induced sideslin excursions. A lateral-directional SAS was synthesized
to meet both specifications.

Flight simulator results showed that all three configurations could be flown
without augmentation under nominal flight conditions with moderate to large
increase in pilot workload. The addition of the augmentation features im-
proved pilot ratings to acceptable or satisfactory levels for all three con-
figurations.

3. The AUTOSPEED function, provided by modulation of flap position in the STOL-
approach configuration, proved an efficient speed control. Its use was not
considered important under ideal environment, I conditions, but it was very
helpful and was rated essential in the presence of turbulence and/or wind
shear.
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4. The APPROACH function, designed to decouple aircraft responses to stick
and throttle inputs, was considered helpful under turbulent conditions and

of questionable value for smooth conditions. Optimization of the decoupling
effects will make this feature an asset for STOL operations under all
environmental conditions.

5. In regard to piloting techniques for STOL terminal area flight operations,

there is clearly a preference for the STOL mode of flight path control (i.e.,
power lever adjustments for flight path error corrections with relatively
constant pitch attitude maintained by a pitch-attitude-hold mode and airspeed
regulated by the AUTOSPEED function). Pilot workload is significantly
reduced with this concept. Mechanization of this control scheme requires
simpler decoupling provisions because the power level is inherently a better
control of vertical velocity than forward velocity when the aircraft is in the
low-speed, STOL configuration.

6. For voluntary (four-engine) go-around, all three configurations required
some flap reduction from the full STOL-approach configuration to minimize
altitude loss alter go-around initiation. For the baseline data used, the
minimum altitude loss was between 60 and 70 feet. This required a high
level of pilot activity. Conversely, an automatic feature that reduced the
flaps to the correct intermediate setting reduced the pilot activity require-
ment significantly.

7. Failure of the critical engine in a STOI-approach produced significant

variation among the three STOL configurations. For the EBF, it was con-
siderably more difficult to regain control of attitude. During recovery,
departure from the desired approach path was so great that a go-around on
three engines was often required. Altitude lose was greatest for the EBF
version and least for the MF/VT version. Cooper/Harper ratings assigned
"to evaluations were poor when a two-second delay preceded recovery
attempts. An automatic system with an arming capability for STOL approach
is highly desirable to enhance engine-out recovery.

8. Transition from cruise to STOb-approach using constant flap deflection rates
proved to be a challenging pilot task. Considerable control activity by the
pilot was required during transition flight since no constant flap rate would
result in trimmed lift, drag, and pitching moment throughout the maneuver.
It is recommended that the transition be performed in two steps, with an
intermediate configuration and speed used to maneuver the glide path engage
point to alleviate these control difficulties. Again, this is a piloting task
problem that can be simplified by the use of automatic features to perform
or assist in the transition maneuver.
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9. The mechanization trade study concluded that fly-by-wire mechanization is
preferred over the more mechanical version, primarily because the more
mechanical version would require significant fly-by-wire features to achiecre
the required augmentation and decoupling. The maximum mechanical
implementation is rated a close second choice.

10. The Cooper/Harper ratings assigned during flight simulator evaluations
did not show any one of the STOL configurations to be significantly superior
to the others. For the subcategories of flight simulation, the ratings given
were quite comparable (except for the loss of a critical engine during STOL
approach). Because the IBF/VT and MF/VT configurations showed superior
engine-out characteristics over the EBF version, the aggregate of pilot ratings
for these configurations was probably somewhat better.

11. Pilot evaluations using the rate-command/attitude-hold pitch system showed a
tendency to use the pitch attitude indicator for both command and performance
information. It was suggested that for STOL flight operations it may be more
important to establish an attitude change margin for maneuvering limits than to
rely on the traditional speed margins.

'C
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APPENDIX I

CONVAIR AEROSPACE TRIM-STAB DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM

TRIM-STAB is a Fortran IV program that has evolved at Convair over many years.
The program interfaces with an AERO subroutine, which is generated for the epecific
class of vehicles being analyzed. Data is stored in the AERO subroutine so that for
specified inputs, total force and moment coefficients are computed. The TRIM-STAB
program (Figure I-1) can be used in a symmetrical three-degree-of-freedom mode
or with six degrees of freedom. A thrust subroutine gives gross thrust and Cpfor
specified throttle, speed, and altitude. Linear interpolations between stored data
points are used. Data is stored as functions of oni, two, or three variables. For
the EBF vehicle the nonlinear data of Reference 2-1 is stored as:

C f(a, Cl, F

C f(c, C , 6 ) I TAIL-OFF PARAMETERS

C 1 =D fF ( 0,6
C --f(= C , f 6F)

TAIL CONTRIBUTIONS
CH f(aH e

In general, it is preferred to detennine moments frorn stored force and CP data, but
stored moment data is used when more convenient or more available. Tail angle of
attack is computed from

C= a-E+H + (b+ dE/da&)At/V

thus accounting for 0 and & effects.

The trimming procedure is based on an iterative linear simulataneous closure of three
or six degrees of freedom. A square matrix of accelerations due to increments from
an assumed first guess in each of the trim variables Is generated. Four passes through
AERO are required to generate the matrix equation:

iiTH ti/a U/6 1 ATH
H i 1

V/TH */a ýv/6 H A 1 =- i Vss

L //H /• /5 J A- qss
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This equation is inverted to solve for the three increments to form a second iteration.
Few problems have been encountered in trimming a variety of vehicles. A combination
of trimming very near the stall, extremely nonlinear data, and bad initial guesses can
force runs to be repeated.

The STAB portion of the program is used after a trim is established. The body axis
variables, including u, w, ', &, 6e, 6 H, 6FL, and throttle, are perturbed one at a
time. Dimensional derivatives are computed and printed out.

Matrices are formed and characteristic roots, as well as zeros, for any selected
numerators are calculated. For the longitudinal data both a 3 x 3 fourth-order matrix
and a 2 x 2 second-order short-period matrix are formed. The polynomial constants
are used to calculate such parameters as d6e/dV and dY/dV in the former case and
nz/a and 6e/g in the latter.

Transients to steps can be calculated from residues. The residues can be used to
calculate such handling quality parameters as POSC/PAVG.

The program can also use the stored nonlinear data and by numerical integrations
generr•e time histories for any specified initial condition or time history input,
such as engine failures.
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APPENDIX 11

MODIFICATIONS TO mIL-F-8785B TURBULENCE MODEL FOR
STAI SIMULATION TASKS

1. INTRODUCTION

The STOL Tactical Aircraft Investigation (STAI) studies require, as a part of the flight
simulation tasks, the use of a low-altitude, non-gaussian turbulence model for pilot eval-
uation of the candidate STOL configurations. Digital implementation of a Dryden spectral
form turbulence model using MIL-F-8785B rms values and scale lengths produced unreasont-
ably severe turbulence simulation at and near ground levels. Modifications were made to the

* MIL-F-8785B rms and scale length parameters to provide an acceptable turbulence model
for use in the STAl Simulation tasks. Details of the problem and the xin.-Ddifications made
to improve the model are presented in this report.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

A number of problems arose in the course of digitally implementing a non-gaussian turbulence
model for, use in the simulation tasks of this program. Early attempts to activate turbulence
were completely unsuccessful. Mean values of gust components departed dramatically from
zero and tins values did not match expected values. These early problems were traced to
the irregular integration intervals used in the real-time simulation program and modification
to the softw~are corrected these deficiencies. In seeking out the cause of these disc repanciles,
thei dlgltal ly- generated noise (both Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise generators were devoloped)
wvas analyzed and verified repeatedly. Yet when the Dryden form filtering specified it,
MIL-F-8?85fl was used the turbulence aimulation becameo so severe at near-ground altitudes
as to mnake landing on the runway nearly impossible. With the correctniess of the noise
genertion already well confirmed, attention centered on the filte fom. Plots of the
Rpecified scale lengths for the three gust components were made. These plots for L ,L

anid L are shown In figures 1, 2 and 3, respectively. They tire identified by theUV
notnte(I reference to M1L-F-878513. Clearly each of these scale longths goes to zero at
ground ievel. Also plotted wore the rins vaiuets (a u, ora and (7 ) of the gust compovnents.
These are shown In figures 4 and 5. The dramatic upsweep 01 a and ry results from Vihe

U
way that the gust component scale leng-ths of the M!IL-spec approac~h zero as the aircraft
approaches the ground.



III. SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

One alternative, allowed by the MIL-spec, to avoid this problem is to fix the scale lengths
and rms values to their 500 feet-above-ground values thus providing a simulation of
relatively constant turbulence conditions. This seems to be a rather significant compromise
of the near-ground turbulence situation. Recent crosswind landing studies conducted at
Convair used a turbulence model developed from extensive low-altitude wind data compiled
by NASA. The turbulence effectE of this study were considered to be quite typical and it
was therefore determinad to adapt the MIL-F-8785B turbulence model to incorporate the
near-ground turbulence characteristics defined in NASA docufrient TM X-64589. Linear
approximations of the low-altitude gust component scale lengths derived by Fichtl, et al
in TM X-64589 were designed to coincide with the MIL-F-8785B values for a 1750 foot
altitude above ground level. These "Modified Schedules" can be seen in figures 1, 2 and 3
along with the NASA specified schedules. Note that the NASA schedules of scale length are
held constant at the 60 foot altitude values when at or below 60 feet above ground level. Rms
values of the gust components are defined the same as in the MIL-spec. For this simulation
the value of 7 specified in MIL-F-8785B was used, with the zero altitude value extrapolated
to be G.8 fps. The modified values of % and cr are plotted on Figure 4. It can be noted
that these values are significantly higher than the NASA values of Figute 4. This is due to
the desire of having the low-altitude values coincide with the MIL-F-87S5B spec. at 1750
feet above ground. Figure 6 is a plot of o2/L for all three schedules. Note that all three
turbulence models use the relationship that -

2 2 2

L L LU V W,

For an assumed typical approach speed of 80 lmots (135 ft/sec) the corner frequencies
of the gust component filters change with altitude and are plotted in figures 7, 8 and 9.

IV. VALIDATION AND APPLICATION

Non-Gaussian and Gaussian noise sources were passed through the shaping filters whose
parameters wore varied as already described to produce the gust components for the
simulation task. Generated noise distributions werc plotted against calculated values
and" found to mat.ch quitc;l well, Turbulence spectra and output distributions to Gaussaian
noise were plotted Und verified to be close to exact solutions. Results of this v'a1il ati.4n
\wrk arc rcuortcd ic GD/Convai:" inte-rnal M.nio AD-71 -({ "Turbulence Generator -o
Flying Qua, :ty Ixvs' igat:,:v. G. R. F'riedmarn. The .si.,ctfon of _cal, factor:, to bc

11-2
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applied to the magnitude of the gust components was established through qualitative evalu-
ation using the fixed-base simulator. The significant parameters for judgement were

visual observations of the visual scene and flight instruments. It was f-clnd that, when
the turbulence components were introduced at unity scale factor, turbulence responses
of the aircraft were unreasonably severe relative to actual flight experience. All gust
component scale factors were reduced to 0.5 and the w and v gust responses were still
considered too large. Scale factors which were eventually Bettled upon as acceptable
were 0.5, 0.3 and 0.3 for the u, v, and w gust componert s, respectively.

I
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APPENDIX III

REPRESENTATIVE STAI SIMULATIlON DATA

The data runs in this appendix (which constitute about five percent of t11 total data)
rfetmaterial that Is representative of the significant finldinlgs uB ...-l pilot rec-

paraimetrics, and t~he use of varying levels of simulation hardv , ,-. The data does
not somayof the combinations and considerations elimtnat, I early in the eval-

Theevauatonsprogressed from simulations of the externally blown flap, ternally
blow flp (ithand without par'tIal vectoring of thrust), and vectored thrust config-

bratose o h Convair Aerospace fixed-base simulator to fixed-base and moving~-
baseevauatonsof the externally blown flap configuration on the largo amplitude
simuato (LS).The LAS fixed-base evaluation of the externally blown flap(EBF)

thRt hyso h ffcso ehiueviomn,'fgrtoconigzatonwas used to establish a data base for identical data runs accomplished
or- te CnvirAerospace fixed-base simulator. These fixed-base runs were then

evalatedforthose identical data runs to determine the significance of using a mc~vir:
base simulator for future evaluations. The data was generally the. same regardless
of the tpofsimulation used, although the accompanying qualitative commnents w03,0

usualy oreincisive for the LAS moving base where a significant ano~uit of motion
was being simulated. The similarity of LkS fixed-base. data runis anti the. moving-
base runs wais shown only for a small representative~ oample. Data runs that were

primrilyperformance orientated (such as in the go-around Fubcategory) were not
shown for the LAS, as they were flot sensitive to that type of slijulAtion.

4
ou bategre o- he, ierrinal flight phaise were invetigatW.- approwtch, flare/

toccc hown. go,-paround, n rwto.TuapuLhsbaeoyicue dept

approxcimately 100 foot above groundi levol (Aril,) to arrive at a point fromn which) a4
suboequent n'an-euver to Mlre aad toiUctKIoW could W~ accoinpli6Aiod. Thfa fre/toucL -
down ouhcategury began -vith the aircraft 9tabiliztxd on tho glidesoeakd MWCoiterline
in a position to initiatit the flareo. It eo'tlnued throuh the fkaro until touchdrewv-i Notd

Ell ~been achieved. Thij subeatugory was ovaluated on)y on the Convair Aeroqpace rxd
base simulator and Is of questionable value lkwause of Owhi a-I of groanki -effect &fat
at the time of the evaluctions. Tho gza-artyund subcategory twtgan with tkhe aircraft
stabillwod on tbe gltdoolopcv and 4mnterhin(. Go-aroUnd was Initia, ttod at A ouffifciont
height to preclude imidvce'tent ground contact and cotiffnuod through to the, pointl r!
wldch the aircraft was climbhing back through the go-around zMinition height or it
wiia evidont What a successful go-around couild not We accomplished.

&n-
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The transition subcategory began with the aircraft in conventional cruise flight with
the gear down and included all airspeed and flap changes necessary to arrive on the
glidepath in the landing approach configuration. The transition subcategory was
evaluated in three separate ways: total transitioa, initial transition, and final tran-
sition. Total transition included one continuous configuration and airspeed change
from cruise to appra-tcl flight. Because of the difficulty in precise flying through
this transition, it was decided to break the transition into two phases. Initial tran-
sition included the transition from cruise flight to an intermediate flap angle and
airspeed that was identical to those used in the go-around subcategory. An aircraft
so configured could conceivably be used for flying a GCA pattern or it could be con-
figured to these intermediate conditions on a base leg. Final transition included the
final airspeed and flap changes to the STOL configuration for intercepting and arriv-
ing on the proper glideslope for the landing approach.

Where applicable, the Convair Aerospace fixed-base simulation data runs are ref-
erenced to the LAS data runs. These are cross-correlated in Table 111-1 to show
which runs are identical by lieting the run numbers for the two simulators on the
same line, with the page number directly following the applicable simulator type

and rnim number.

The following abbreviations and definitions are used in this appendix.

• •Flap position (degrees)

Flap movement rate (deg/see)

i 6 Initial flap position (degrees)
F

f 5 Final flap position (degrees)

A/S Airspeed (knots)

i A/S Initial airspeed (knots)

f A/S Final airspeed (knots)

Plus pitch attitude change (degrees)

8 Pitch Rate

NOM • 4 deg/sec

SLOW • 2 deg/sec

FAST p 7 deg/see

MH-2



MODES Control System Configuration

NO Normal: pitch attitude hold, turn coordina t ion

plus pitch, lateral and directional damping

A/S Autospeed button plus NO

APP Approach button plus NO

BOTH Autospeed and approach button plus NO

B. A/F Bare airframe, with no augmentation or damping

TECH Control Technique

CONV Conventional aircraft control of airspeed and flight
path angle (y by pitch, airspeed by power)

STOL STOL aircraft control of airspeed and flight angle

(y by power, airspeed by pitch)

COND Conditions of Aircraft or External Source

30 KT Variable 90-degree crosswind with mean value

of 30 knots

G With gust model

EO-2 SEC With critical engine out - 2-second delay

UP 40 Flaps raised to 40 degrees simultaneous with

Sf go-around pitch maneuver

PITCH 40 Flaps raised to 40 degrees after pitch maneuver
(A9) complete

FWD Most forward cg location

AF T Most aft cg location

Lightest aircraft weight

HVY Heaviest aircraft weight

CFB Convair Aerospace Fixed-Base Simulation

LAS Large Amplitude Simulation

M. B. Moving base

F.B. Fixed babe

EBF Externally blown flap aircraft configuration

IBF/VT Internally blown flap with partial thrust vectoring configuration

VT Vectored thrust configuration

111-3



LONG Longitudinal parameters

LAT Lateral directional parameters

FLARE HT Flare initiation altitude (feet above touchdown)

C/H Cooper/Harper pilot rating

"y Flight path angle (degrees)

yCONTROL STOL technique
BY POWER

y CONTROL Conventional technique
BY PITCH

FULL AUG Using AIRSPEED and APPROACH modes

CONTROL

PITCH AUG No AIRSPEED and APPROACH modes
ONLY

DECISION Altitude at which go-around is initiated
HEIGHT

6 C Pilot's control stick displacement
STICK

6 LVElevator position

q Pitch rate

0 Pitch attitude

Sideslip angle

r Yaw rate

6 Rudder position
RUDDER

Bank angle
ed p Roll rate

6 Aileron position

AILERON

6 LER Spoiler position

F Flap position

AGI, Ahove ground level (fomt)

TU-4
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Table 111-1. Run Cross-Correlation and Location

EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP (EBF)

Approach Subcategory

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)

CFB Page LAS Page

F Airspeed Technique Modes Runs No. Runs No.

60 80 STOL Both A 111-12 -

60 80 Cony Both B 111-13 A36 M.B. 111-18

60 80 Cony No C 111-14 A24 M.B. 111-19

45 80 STOL No D HI-15 A2 M.B. 111-20

55 80 STOL No F I1H-16 A8 M.D. 111-21

60 80 STOL No G 111-17 A6 M.B. 111-23

C Large Amplitude Simulator (LAS)

CFB Page LAS

6_F Air..kee Technique Modes Runs No. Runs

60 80 Cony Both B Id-13 A36 M.B. rn-i8

60 80 Conv No C 111-14 A24 M.B. T1I-19

45 80 S'I1eL No D 111-15 A2 M.B. 111-20

655 80 STOL No F 111-16 A8 M. B. II-21

66 80 STOI, No G 111-17 A6 F. B. 111-22

60 80 STJL No G I-17 A6 M.B. 111-23

55 80 STOL/G No Norne - A53 M. B. 111-24

f 55 80 C hrnv/G No None - A54 M. B. 111-25

4. 80 STOL/EO-2 so," No None - A69 (Long.) M.B, 111-26

45 80 STOL/.O--2 sec No None - A69 /Lat.) M.B. B 11-27

55 80 STCL/EG-2 svc No Non - A77 (Long.) NI, B. 111-28

55 80 STOL/EO-2 roc No -N1qono - A77 (Lat.) MB. 111-29

60 80 STOLI'O-" sue No N.ne - A81 (Long.) M.I. [11-30

(JO 80 STOL/EO-2 soc No None As I (lat.) Mi. -I. 111-31

55 so STO, B. A/F None It' ? M. Ii. 111-32

855 86 TO./G n. A/F None - &'I (Long.) M. 1. 111-33

IN STCL/G 11. A/F None A Ag (kt.) N.- 11. 111-34

55 I0 (TOL/EO-2 see B. ^/F Non,• - A95 (Long,) M, I. 111-;1

%380 S'Oi,'q-') .c Ii. A/F None - A95 (Lat.) M.It. II1-5ii

'455 80 S101,/30 kt No None - 'W 1 Nt. II. 111-37

80 STOJ,/30 k,'G rjo None - ('W 3 NM. It. 111-38

80 STOL/30 kt/'1 B. A/." N.n" CW U M.I. 11I-39

111-5



Table rn-1. Run Crrss-Correlation and Location, Cont

Flare/Touchdown Subcategory

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)

Flare CFB Page LAS

F TechNraqe Height 5 Runs No. Run

55 Normal 8 80 5 A 111-40 None

55 N')rnalO 80 15 C. 111-40 None

6 Normal e 80 10 F TU-Ci None

55 Normal 70 10 D II. -I. NGZe

55 Normal 8 80 10 B 111-41 None

55 Normal 90 10 E 111-41 None

55 Fast 6 80 10 I 111-42 None

55 Slow 8 80 10 J 1l-42 None

60 NornmalO 80 10 L 111-42 None

55 +10% Power, Normal 8 80 10 G III-43 None

55 4 10% Power, Normal 0 80 10 H 111-43 None

55 Full Power 80 0 K m-43 None

Go-Around Subcategvry

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)

CFB Page LAS

OF Airseed &F Teco,.qlu. AQ Modes Runs No. Runs

55 80 5 Op 40 10 Nom Both F 111-44 None

55 80 5 Up 40 10 Fast Both M II1-44 None

55 •0 5 Up 40 5 Nora Both L 111-45 None

55 40 5 Up 40 15 Noam Both B W1--45 N one

50 80 5 Up 40 10 Noni Both D 111-46 None

60 80 5 Up 40 10 Nonn Both , 111-46 None

55 60 5 Pitch 40 10 Nora Both I1 11-47 None

55 80 5 Pitch 40 i0 Non, No J 111-47 None

Lat-go Amplitudo Simulator (LAS)

Teohnique/ . C FB 'ago LAS Page
16F, Air.pe 'F CondIti•' 4W A Modoe Luns No. Runs No.

55 5 Up 40/EO- 10 Nora No None G35 M.B. I1-48

2 saco
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Table II-1. Run Cross-Correlation and Location, Cont

Transition 'Eubcategory

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)

C FB Page LAS PageAirspeed f Airspeed 6F i _F f 6F Runs No. Runs No.

140 115 3 0 40 A HI-49 IT2 M.B. 11-58

K5 115 3 0 40 B 111-49 IT6 M.B. YII-59

170 115 3 0 40 C IHi-50 IT1 M.B. El-60SISE 115 5 0 40 D YII-50 IT7 M.D. I11-61

S155 115 1.5 0 40 E II-.51 IT5 M. B. HI-62

so 80 3 40 55 F 111-52 FT2 M.B. II1-63

90 so 3 40 55 G M1-52 FT6 M.B. 11-64
115 80 3 40 55 H III-53 FT10 M. B. MI-65

125 so 3 40 55 I Ell-53 FT14 M.B. 11-66

.90 80 5 4J 55 J II-54 FT7 M.B. IH-67

5 K 111-54 FTII M.B. 111-68
115 80 1.5 40 55 L 111-55 FT9 M.B. 111-69

115 80 3 0 55 M 1I-56 TT5 M.B. 111-70

Large Amplitude Simulator (LAS)
CFB Page LAS

Airspeed f Airspe 5F i 6F f F .uns No. Runs

140 115 3 0 40 A IUI-49 IT2 F.B. M-57

140 115 3 0 40 A M11-49 IT2 M.B. 111-58

15) I15 3 0 40 H 11-49 IT M.R. 111-59

170 115 3 0 40 C IU-60 ITI0 M.B. 111-60

Ib5 115 5 0 40 1) rn-50 IT7 M. B. 111-61
s 1s5 115 1.5 0 40 E M11-61 I'r5 M.B. 111-62

s 80 3 4 55 5 111-52 FT2 M. B. II-63

90 80 40 55 G U1-42 FT6 M. B. I-64

115 80 3 40 55 H 111-53 IT ro M.B. I11-65

126 80 3 40 55 1 111-53 FT14 M. B. 111-66
, 90 80 5 40 5a 111-64 VT?7 M.11. IU-67

115 80 5 40 55 K W11-64 FT11 M.D. 111-68

115 80 1.5 40 55 L UT-55 F19 hi.1B. I11-69

165 80 3 0 55 I-56 TTS M. a. 111-70

Kt-1



f1Table III-1. Run Cross-Correlation and Location, Cont

INTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS WITH PARTIAL VECTORING (IBF/VT)

Approach Subcategory

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)

CFB Page LAS

F_ Airspeed Technique Modes Runs No. Runs

"60 80 ;aTOL No B M11-72 None

65 80 STOL No C HII-73 None

70 75 STOL No D M11-74 None

65 80 STOL Both F M1-75 None

65 80 Cony Both H 1M1-76 None

65 80 STOL/EO-2 sec Both I I1-77 None

60 80 STOL/G No J M11-78 None

60 80 STOL/G Both K 111-79 None

Go-Around Subcategory

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)

CFB Page LAS

i6F Airspeed 6F Technique 4 1 Modes Run_ No. Run_

65 80 5 Up 45 5 Nom No K 111-80 None

65 80 5 Up 45 15 Norn No I 111-80 None

65 80 5 Up 45 10 Non. No D 111-81 None

65 80 7 Up 4i 10 Norm No H I11-81 None

65 80 5 Up 45 10 Fast No F 111-82 None

65 80 3 Pitch 45 10 Nom Both M ni1-82 None

"65 80 5 Pitch 45 10 Norn Both N 111-83 None

65 80 7 Pitch 45 10 Norm Both C TI1-83 0ont

65 80 5 Pitch 45 10 Nora No P 111-84 None

65 80 5 Up 45/EO- 10 Norm Both Q UI-84 Norna

:1 8ee
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Table IlI-i. Run Cross-Correlation and Location, Cont

VECTORED THRUST (VT)

Transition Subcategory

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)

CFB Page LAS

i Airspeed f Airseed 6_F i 6F f 6.F Runs No. Runs

155 100 1.5 0 45 B 111-85 None

170 100 1.- 0 45 C m- 'jne

170 i00 3 0 45 E IlI-P7 N'one

80 80 1.5 45 65 A Nio- No

100 80 1.5 45 65 C M. .9 N~.ne

120 80 1.5 45 65 E IL-90 None

110 80 3 45 65 G 1ft-91 None

170 80 1.5 0 65 B IM-92 None

Approach Subcategory

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)
CFB Page LAS

6 Airspe Technique Modes . uns No Runs

70 85 STOL No A 111-94 None

70 80 STOL No D It1-95 None

70 85 STOL/G No F 111-96 None

70 85 Conv/G B oth H 111-97 None

70 85 STOL/G Both 1 111-98 None

70 95 B. A/F No J 171-99 None

70 85 STOL/EO-2 sec No K U1-100 None

Goo.Aroux1 Subcategory

Convair Vixed Base (CFB)

C F13 Page LAS

i 6F Mrped 6 F 'ochniquo A40 Modes Ruis No. Runs

70 85 5 Up 40 5 Norm No D 11-101 None

?o 85 5 Up 40 15 Nom No E 111-101 Nonm

70 85 5 Up 40 10 Norw No F 111-102 Aowo

70 85 7 Up 40 10 Norm Ne N M11-102 None

70 85 5 Pitch 40 10 Nora Both K 111-103 None

70 85 7 PIich 40 t0 Norm Both L 111-103 None

70 85 5 Up 40/AO- 10 Nom Both M ID-104 Nonet

70 80 5 Vp 40.EO- 10 N.)m IBnth N F.- 104 None
2 tic'
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Table IlI-1. Run Cross-Correlation and Location, Cont

Transition Subcategory

Convair Fixed Base (CFB)

CFB Page LAS
I Airspe fAirspeed _F i6F f 8F Runs No. Runs

155 105 1.5 0 40 B M1-105 None

155 105 3 0 40 D M1-106 None

115 85 1.5 40 70 H II-107 None

85 85 5 40 70 A fl-1oS None

15 85 3 40 70 D MH-109 None

105 85 3 40 70 E M1-110 None

95 85 1.5 40 70 C JIU-111 None

155 85 1.5 0 70 A IH-112 None

.1.
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APPENDIX TV

EVALUATION CRITERIA AND QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
STOL TACTICAL AIRCRAFT INVESTIGATION (STAI)

This questionnaire is designed to extract information from the evaluation pilot during

and after the simulation evaluation. It is intended to provoke thoughts for discussion
as well as providing rationale and criteria that can aid in arriving at a Cooper/Harper
(C/H) pilot rating. It is not an all inclusive probe of the flying qualities of the simu-
lated aircraft, but it felt that the questionnaire can serve as an aid in evaluating

handling qualities, aerodynamic coefficients, design synthesis, and desired techniques
for flying the aircraft in an operational manner. The questionnaire is intended to
provide a descriptive answer more than merely yes or no.

The questionnaire is broken down into three subcategories of the terminal flight phase:
transition to the STOL configuration; approach; go-around. Transition is further
broken down into a one-configuration change, a two-configuration change, and a general
transition questionnaire.

'v-
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"APR QACH

1. Is airspeed better controlled by pitch or by power?I

2. Is flight path angle better controlled by pitch or by power?1

3. Which of these techniques for flight path control and airspeed

control appear better s uited for flying STOL approaches?

4. Are there objectionable features of flight path control by one of

these techniques which affect performance and control ofI] airspeed?

5. If so, what are they?

6. Are there objectionable featuref, of airspeed control by one of

these techniques which affect performance and control of flight

path angle ?

7. If so, what are they?

8. Can airspeed and glide path corrections be accomplished in a
natural precise manner by the desired technique?

*9. Is power response satisfactory?

10, Is thecre an objectionable tendency to ziuffer power oscillations

while trying, to stabilize on the glide path?

11. Do power changes ere~ate objectionablc airspeed changes?

I Z. Is~ pitch attitode oasily rmaintainew4?

* ,~* * .~ V-*



13. Do power changes create objectionable pitch changes?

14. Do pitch changes create objectionable airspeed or angle V
attack changes ?

15, Is Lat-Dir control easily maintained?

16. Are there any objectionable Lat-Dir modes?

17. Do the Lat-Dir time constants appear satisfactory?

18. Does the addition of turbulence create any objectionable

characteris tics ?

19. If so, what are they?

ZO. Is adequate control of all flight modes available during

turbulent conditions ?

21. Could landings be safely and repeatably performed from the approach

during turbulence using a 60-feet by 2000 feet runway?

22. Is visibility adequate darin•g the approach?

.3. T, there uncomfortable feeling of flying noie low during the

approach?

24. Does an engine out situation occuring on the approach create a

need for an objectionable amount of pilot compensation for

control?

I
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25. Can an approach be safely continued to landing assuming an

engine out occurs during the approach?

26. Must an approach be abandoned on the occurrence of an engine

out for safety of flight purposes?

27. Is there a point in' the approach at which neither a continued

approach to touchdown nor a go-around can be successfully

accomplished upon loss of an engine ?

28. If so, where is that plint?

29. Are there any objectionable control techniques required for an

& engine out approach?

30. Is the pitch trimming system satisfactory for normal approaches?

31. Does the augmentation system contribute signific.antly to control

of flight path angle, turn coordination, Lat-Dir modes, Longitudinal
modes?

32. If so, which ones?

33. What contribution does the Autospeed mode provide during the

approach without turbulence ?

34. What contribution does theAutospeed mode provide during approich

with turbulence ?

35. Wh.vt contributioni doecs the Approach mode provide! wuring the

approach without turbulence •

AI -





GO-AROUND

1, Can a go-around be successfully accomplished without
a flap change?

2. Can a go-around be successfully accomplished by raising the

flaps all the way up in one step?

3. Is this dependent upon the flap rate?

4, If an intermediate flap selection is used for a successful

go-around, can the flap change be accomplished in a safe

repeatable fashionn?

5. Is this intermediate flap position suitable for flying a subsequent

GCA or missed approach pattern?

6Should the flaps be raised on initiation of the go-around or

should the retraction be delayed until after the pitch change

if any is accomplished?

7. If the recommendation is for the flaps to be raised upon go-around

initiation, is it safe if a delay occurs in flap retraction to the

intermediate position?

8. Is the aircraft performance for a potential delay in flap retraction

sensitive to such things as flap position, flap rate, pitch attitude

change, or pitch rate?

9. If so, which ones?

IV-(;
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10. If the flaps are retracted simultaneous with go-around initiation, is

the aircraft performance sensitive to such things as flap position,

flap rate, pitch attitude charge, or pitch rate?

11. If so, which ones?

12. Assuming the go-around is initiated at a 100 foot Decision

Height (DH), can the go-around be safely and repeatably be

performed in less than 100 feet?

13. Is successful accomplishment of the go-around within 100 feet

of altitude loss objectionably dependent upon special techniques

or sensitive to variations in technique, pitch rates, pitch attitude

changes, or control schemes?

14. If so, which ones?

15. Is there any tendency for the airspeed to droop during the go-around?

16. Does the airspeed appear able to either accelerate or at least

hold to the approach value?

17. Does the angle of attack approach any value which makes control

a questionable arca?

* 18. Is the airspeed performance objectionably sensitive to flap position,

* flap rates, pitch rates, pitch attitude changes, techniques, or control

schemes?

t



19. If so, which one s ?

20. Is the pitch attitude change easily obtained and held?

21. Is there a tendency for the flight path angle to droop or

take ac unacceptably long time to establish a climb during

the go-around?

A
22. If so, which one?

23. Is a desired steady increase in flight path angle to an acceptable

climb value objectionably sensitive to pitch attitude, pitch rate,

flap rate, technique, or control scheme?

24. If so, which ones?

Z5. Can Lat-Dir control be easily maintained during go-around?

2.6. Is the attitude necessary for a successful go-around comfortable

from a crew/passenger viewpoint?

27. Is visibility at this attitude satisfactory?

z8. Does the Autospeed mode enhance or degrade the go-around

operation ?

Z9. Does the Approach mode erhiiice or degrade the go-around

operation ?

IV-8



30 D the pltitaedautomatic fla retraction features poide

for safe single pilot operation?

31. Are they required?

4.
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INITIAL TRANSITION

1. -'s it difficult t.k, maintain constant altitude during the transition ?

2. Are special techniques required?

3. Is pitch or is power the primary means of altitude control ?

4. Does the prtmary means of altitude control change during

the transition?

5. If yes, is this objectionable or confusing or is it satisfactory?

4:
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FINAL TRANSITION

1. Is there any tendency to oscillate with power in achieving

trim conditions on the glide path ?

2. Is power response generally satisfactory ?

3. Is plich control easily maintained during the transition?

4. Is altitude loss easily controlled when Intercepting the

glide path during the transition?

5. Does the aircraft tend to balloon during the transition?

6. If so, is it objectionable or is it satisfactory ?

7. Does It take an excessive t1me to acquire the glide path

during the transition ?

4V
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TOTAL TRANSITION

1. Can the transition to the final STOL configuration from

conventional flight be safely conducted in one step ?

2. Is it practical and operationally sound to transition in one

step at low pattern altitudes ?

3. Does the altitude tend to balloon or droop without adverse

control compensation?

4. Does the control technique change during the transition in an

objectionable or confusing manner?

JV-J2



TRANSITION GENERAL

1. Does airspeed bleed off if necessary in a controllable manner ?

2. Can airmpeed be accurately controlled or held to any int6rim value

or fUpal target airspeed?

3. What are tkese probienws if any?

4. Are they objectionable or are they satisfactory ?

5. Can airspeed be stopped at the desired value without confusing

techniques ?

6. Are there any pitch stick reversals ?

7. Are they objectionable or are they satisfactory?

S. If objectionable, is this because of magnitude, rapidity, or both?

9. Are there any power change reversals ?

10. Are they objectionable or are they satisfactory?

11. If objectionable, is this because of magnitu..e, rapidity, or both?

12. Are there any pitch change reversals?

IV-13
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13. Are they objectionable or are they satisfactory?

14. If objectionable, is this because of magnitude, rapidity, or both ?

15. Are there any appar6nt non-linear gradient changes in either pitch

stick force or deflections during pitching mom ents ?

16. Are they objectionable or are they satistactory?

17. Are there any apparent non-linear gradient changes in either

pitch stick force or deflections during airspeed changes ?

I:
18. Are they objectionable or are they satisfactory?

19. Is the pitch trimming system adequate throughout the transition?

(Phugoid, Power Effects, Pitch Changes).

20. Are there any Lat-Dir stabilizing problems?

21. Are they objectionable or are they satisfactory ?

22. Does this appear to be as a result of poor stick or rudder

centering or is it as a result of exciting the Lat-Dir modes?

23. Are the Lat-Dir time constants satisfactory for the Lat-Dir Modes ?

24. Is it easy to excite these modes ?

IV-14



25. If so, which ones?

26. Is the damping satisfactory for these modes ?

27. Can turns be easily coordinated ?

28. Is visibility adequate throughout the transition?

29. Is there any uncomfortable feeling of flying nose down at any

time throughout the transition?

30. Does pitch augmentation significantly improve the capability

of perform Lag any part or all of Lhe transition?

31. Would an altitude hold mode be desirable or required for the

transition phase ?

II
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APPENDIX V

TEST AND EVALUATION PLAN FOR THE STAI (`BF)
ON THE MOVING-BASE LARGE AMPLITUDE SIMULATOR

This appendix shows the plan for evaluating the EBF version of a medium STOL trans-
port on the moving-base, large amplitude simulator (LAS). Not all of the runs
tabulated herein were performed at the moving-base facility. A late review of this
plan eliminated some runs which fixed-base studies showed to be of lesser significance
to the evaluation objectives. Attempts to relate this plan to the sample data of
Appendix III should recognize that some moving-base runs may have been eliminated
on engineering judgment and that the included data samples were selected from a much
larger number of moving-base evaluation runs.

. A" ABBREWVATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

6F- Flap position in degrees
F - Flap movement rate in degrees/second

1iF - Initial flap position in degrees
f5F - Final flap position in degrees
A/S - Airspeed in knots
iA/S - Initial airspeed in knots
fA,/ - Final airspeed in knots

- Pitch rate

Nom - 4 degrees/second
Slow - 2 degrees/second
Fast - 7 degrees/second

0 8 - Pitch attitude change in degrees
Modes - Control Systn Configuration

No - Pitch attitude hold, turn coordination, pitch-lateral-

direcAtional damping
A/S - AUTOSPEED button plus No
App - APPROACH button plus No
Both - AUTOSPEED and APPROACH button plus No
B. A/F - Bare Airframe, without any augmentation or damping

Tech - Control technique

Cony - Conventional A/C control of airspeed and flight
path angle (Yby pitch - A/S by power)

STOL - STOL A/C control of airspeed and flight path angle
(Y by power - A/S by pitch)

V-1



Cond - Conditions of aircraft or external source

30 kt - Variable 90-degrees crosswind with initial value
of 30 knots

G - With gust model
EO -2 sec - With critical engine out - 2-second delay recovery

Up 40 - Flaps raised simultaneously with go-around to
40 degrees

Pitch 40 - Flaps raised afterAO complete to 40 degrees
Fwd - Most forward C. G. location
Aft - Most aft C.G. location
Lt - Lighest aircraft weight
Hvy - Heaviest aircraft weight

CFB - Convair Fixed-Base Simulator
LAS - Large Amplitude Simulator

* - Record data runs for comparison of Convair fixed-base simulation

to LAS
IC - Initinl Condition
AGL - AboveGround Level (feet)

INITIAL CONDITIONS

A. Approach .12,000 ft from ed of runway threshold (X-distance)

Trimmed for -I' flight path angle, (y)

200 ft offset to right of localizer/runway centerline
Heading parallel to runway heading ( ¢ = 0°)
1200 ft AGL

B. Go-around 5100 ft from end of runway threshold (X-distance)
Trimmed on -7' flight path angle (Y)
On localizer/runway centerline
Heading parallel to runway heading (0= 0°)

C1. Transition 16,000 ft from end of runway threshold (X-dlistance)
(Final) Trimmed for 0' flight path angle (y)

On localizer/runway contorline
Heading parallel to runway heading (0= 00)
1200 ft AGL

C2. Transition 21,000 ft from end of runway threshold (X-distanco)
(Initial) Trimmed for 0' flight path anglo (vY)

On localizer/runmwy centerline
Heading pandlol to runway he'ading (0 0°)

V-2



C3. Transition 24,000 ft from end of runway threshold (X-distance)
(Operational) Trimmed for 00 flight path angle (Y)

10,000 ft left of localizer/runway centerline
Heading 900 right of runway heading (4= 900.)
2,000 ft AGL

Table V-1. Approach (CFB rata Runs) for Establishment of a Data Base

CFB LAS
6F A/S Tech Modes Run Run

60 80 STOL Both A A20
60 80 CONV Both B A36
60 80 CONV No C A24
45 80 STOL No D A2

80 STOL No E A 4
55 80 STOL No F A6
60 80 STOL No G A 8

S60 80 STOL A/S H A12
S60 STOL No I A 7

Table V-2. Approach (C±.B Data Runs) for Establishment of a Data Base

CFB LAS
i6F 6F Tenh/Cond AG Modes Run Run

Z 60 5 Up 40 15 Nom Both A G8
55 5 Up 40 15 Norm Both B G1455 5 Up 40 10 Nom No C G17
50 5 Up 44 10 Nom Both D G60
55 5 Up 0 10 Nomr Both E G4
55 5 Up 40 10 Norm Both F G60
60 5 Up 40 10 Nom Both G G0I
55 5 Pitch 40 10 Nom Both H G23
55 3 Pitch 40 10 Nom Both 0 G62
55 6 Pitch 40 10 Norn No J G25
60 5 Pitch 40 15 Nom Both K G63
55 5 Up 40 5 Nom Both L G64
55 5 Up 40 10 Fast Both M G64
60 5 Up 40 20 Nom Both N G66

V-3
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Table V-3. Transition (CFB Data Runs) for Establishment of a Data Base

CFB IAS
iA/S fA/S 5F i6F f6 F Run Run

140 115 3 0 40 A IT2
155 115 3 0 40 B IT6
170 115 3 0 40 C IT10
155 115 0 40 D IT7
155 115 1.5 0 40 E IT5

80 80 3 40 55 F FT2
90 80 3 40 55 G FT6

115 80 3 40 55 H FT10
125 80 3 40 55 1 FT14

90 80 5 40 55 J FT7
115 80 5 40 55 K FT11
115 80 1.5 40 55 L FT9
Ise 80 3 0 55 M TT5
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Table V-4. Approach (Moving Base-LAS)

6F A/S Tech/Cond Modes Run IC

45 75 STOL No Al A
*45 80 STOL No A2 A

50 75 STOL No A3 A
*50 80 STOL No A4 A

55 75 STOL No Ah A
*55 80 STOL No A 6 A
*60 75 STOL No A 7 A
*60 80 STOL No A8 A

45 80 STOL A/S A9 A
50 80 STOL A/S AIO A
55 80 STOL A/S All A
60 80 STOL A/S A12 A
45 80 STOL App A13 A
50 80 STOL App A14 A
"55 80 STOL App A15 A
60 80 STOL App A16 A
45 80 STOL Both A17 A
50 80 STOL Both A18 A
55 80 STOL Both A19 A
60 80 STOL Both A20 A
45 80 Cony No A21 A
50 80 Cony No A22 A
55 80* Conw No A23 A

A 80 Cony No A24 A
45 80 Cony A/S A
50 80 Cony A/S A26 A
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Table V-4. Approach (Moving Base-LAS), Cont

5F A/S Tech/Cond Modes Run IC

55 80 Conv A/S A27 A
60 80 Conv A/S A28 A
45 80 Cony App A29 A
50 80 Conv App A30 A
55 80 Cony App A31 A
60 80 Cony App A32 A
45 80 Conv Both A33 A
50 80 Coniy Both A34 A
55 80 Cony Both A35 A

*60 80 Cony Both A36
45 80 STOL/G No A37 A
45 80 Conv/G No A38 A
45 80 STOL/G A/S A39 A
45 so Conv/G A/S A40 A
45 80 STOL/G A pp A41 A
45 80 Conv/G A pp A42 A
45 80 STOL/G Both A43 A
45 80 Conv/G Both A44 A

S80 STOL/G No A45 A
50 80 Conv/G No A46 A
50 80 S"OL/G A/N A47 A
50 80 Conv/G A/S A47. A

50 80 STOL/G A pp A 49 A
50 80 Conv/G A pp A50 A
GO 80 ST4€L/C Both A51 A
50 80 Conv/G Botl. A52 A
55 80 STOL/G No A53 A
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Table V-4. Approach (Moving Base-LAS), Cont

6F A/S Tech/Cond Modes Run IC

55 80 Conv/G No A54 A
55 80 STOL/G A/S A55 A
55 80 Conv/G A/S A56 A
55 80 STOL/G App A57 A
55 80 STOL/G App A58 A
55 80 STOL/G Both A59 A
55 80 Conv/G Both A 60 A
60 80 STOL/G No A61 A
60 80 Conv/G No A62 A
60 80 STOL/G A/S A63 A
60 80 Conv/G A/S A64 A
60 80 STOL/G App A65 A
60 80 Conv/G App A66 A
60 80 STOL/G Both A67 A
60 80 Conv/G Both A68 A
45 80 STOL/EO-2 see No A69 A
45 80 STOL/EO-2 sec A/S A70 A
45 80 STOL/EO-2 sec App A71 A
45 80 STOL/EO-2 see Both A72 A
50 80 STOL/EO-2 see No A73 A
50 80 STOL/EO-1 seo No A73-1 A

50 80 STOL/EO-Min Time No A73-2 A
50 80 STOL/EO-2 see A/S A74 A

k 50 80 STOL/EO-2 sec App A75 A
Z 80 STOL/EO-2 soc Both A76 A
55 80 STOL/EO-2 sec No A77 A
55 80 STOL/EO-2 see A/S A7S A
55 80 STOL/EO-2 see App A79 A
55 80 ST'OL/EO-2 se0 Both ASO A
60 80 STOL/EO-2 see No A81 A
60 80 STOL/EO-1 soc No A81-,1 A
60 s0 STOL/EO-Min Time No AP81-2 A
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Table V-4. Approach (Moving Base- LAS), Cont

6F A/S Tech/Cond Modes Run IC

60 80 STOL/EO-2 sec A/S A82 A
60 80 STOL/EO-2 sec App A83 A
60 80 STOL/EO-2 see Both A84 A
45 80 STOL B. A/F A85 A
50 80 STOL B. A/F A86 A
50 80 STOL B. A/F A87 A
65 80 STOL B. A/F A87 A
60 80 STOL/G B. A/F A89 A
45 80 STOL/G B. A/F A98 A
50 80 STOL/G B. A/F A91 A
05 80 STOL/G B. A/F A92 A45 80 STOL/EO-G see B. A/F A93 A

50 80 STOL/EO-I sec B. A/F A94 A
50 80 STOL/EO- B. A/F A94-1 A
55 80 STOL/EO-2 sec B. A/F A95 A
60 80 STOL/EO-2 see B. A/F A96 A
45 80 STOL//Fwd No A97 A
50 80 STOL/FwO-d No A98 A
55 80 STOL/Fwd No A99 A
60 80 STOL/Fwd No A100 A
45 80 STOL/Aft No A1.01 A
50 80 STOL/Aft No AI02 A
55 80 STOL/Aft Nn A103 A
60 80 STOL/Aft No A104 A
45 80 STOL/Aft-Lt No A105 A
50 80 STOL/Aft-Lt No AI06 A
55 80 STOL/Aft-Lt No A107 A

60 80 STOL/Aft-Lt No A108 A
60 80 STOL/Aft-Lt B. A/F A08-1 A
45 80 STOL/Fwd-Hvy No A109 A
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-' Table V-4. Approach (Moving Base- LAS).. Cont

6F A/S Tech/Cond Modes Run IC

50 80 STOL/FWd-Hvy No AllO A
55 80 STOL/'Fwri-Hvy No A111 A
!30 80 STOL/Fwd-Hvy No A112 A4
(30 80 STOL/Fwd-Hvy B. A/F A113 A
60 80 Conv/1 -Hvy No A114A
60 80 Conv/Fwd-H-vy B. A/F 'A 1.15 A
55 80 STOL/30 kt No OWl A
55 80 Conv/30 kt No C2A
55 80SOL3 k/ No CW3 A

558 onv/3 k-t/G No 0W4 A
55 80 STOL/310 kt 1B. A/F CW5 A
55 80 STOL/30 kt/G B. A/F CW6A
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Table V-5. Go-Around (Moving Base-LAS)

iOF OF Tech/Cond AO Modes Run IC

60 5 Up 0 15 Nom Both GI B
60 5 Up 35 15 Nom Both G2 B
60 5 Up 45 15 Nom Both G3 B*55 5 Up 0 10 Nom Both G4 B
55 5 Up 35 10 Nom Both G5 B
55 5 Up 45 10 Nom Both G6 B
60 5 Up 40 15 Nonm No G7 B

*60 5 Up 40 15 Nom Both G8 B
60 1.5 Up 4) 10 Nom No G9 B
60 3 Up 40 10 Nom No G10 B
60 5 Up 40 10 Nom No CI B
60 7 Up 40 10 Nom No G12 B
55 5 Up 40 15 Norm No G13 B

*55 5 Up 40 15 Nom Both G14 B
55 1.5 Up 40 10 Norm No G15 B
6 5 3 Up 40 10 Nom No G16 B

*55 5 Up 40 10 IIorm No G17 B
55 7 Up 40 10 N('n No G18 B
60 5 Up 40 5 Nom No Gi9 B
55 5 Up 40 5 Norm No G20 D
60 5 Pitch 40 10 Norm Both G21 B
60 7 Pitch 40 10 Norm Both G22 B

*55 5 Pitch 40 10 Nom Both G23 B
*55 7 Pitch 40 10 Noin Both G24 B
*55 5 Pitch 40 10 Nom No G25 B

55 7 Pitch 40 10 Nora No G26 B
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Table V-5. Go-Around (Moving Base-LAS), Cont

OiF 6F Tech/Cond a 00 Modes Run IC

60 5 Up 40/G 10 Nom No G27 B
55 5 Up 40/G 0 Nom No G28 B
60 5 Pitch 40/G 10 Nom Both G29 B
55 5 Pitch 40/G 10 Nom Both G30 B

60 5 Up 40 10 Nom B. A/F G31 B
55 5 Up 40 10 Nom B. A/F G32 B
60 5 Up 4C/EO-2 sec 10 Nom No G,3 B
60 7 Up 40/EO-2 sec 10 Nom No G34 B
55 5 Up 40/EO-2 sec 10 Nom No G35 B
55 7 Up 40/EO-2 sec 10 Nom No G36 .9
50 5 Up 40/EO-2 sec 10 Nom No G37 B
-• '50 7 Up 40/EO-2 sec 10 Nom No G38 B

60 5 Fwd/Up 40 10 Nom No G39 B
61 5 Aft/Up 40 10 Nom No G40 B
55 5 Fwd/Up 40 10 Nom No G41 B
I55 5 Aft/Up 40 10 Nom No G42 B

60 5 Fwd-Hvy/Up 40 10 Nom No G43 B
60 5 Aft-Lt/Up 40 10 Nom No G44 B
55 5 Fwd-Hvy/Up 40 10 Nom No G45 B
55 5 Aft/Lt/Up 40 10 Nom No G46 B
60 5 Up 40 10 Slow No G47 B
60 5 Up 40 10 Fast No G48 B
60 5 Fwd-Hvy/Up 40 10 Slow No G49 B

60 5 Fwd-Hvy/Up 40 10 Fast No G40 B
60 5 Aft-Lt/Up 40 10 Slow No G51 B
"60 5 Aft/Lt/Up 40 10 Fast No G52 B
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I J..Table V-5. Go-Around (Moving Base-LAS), Cont

O6F 6F Tech/Cond AO 0 Modes Run IC

55 5 Up 40 10 Slow No G53 B
55 5 Up 40 10 Fast No G54 B155 5 Fwd-Hvy/tlp 40 10 Slow No G55 B
55 5 Fwd-Hvy/Up 40 10 Fast No G56 B
55 5 Aft-Lt/Up 40 10 Slow No G57 B

55 5 Aft-Lt/Up 40 10 Fast No G58 B
*50 5 Up 40O0 Nm Bt 5

*50 p4 10 Nom Both G60 B
*0 5 14010 Nomn Both G61 B

*55 3 Pitch 40 10 Nom Both G62 B

*60 5 Pitch 40 15 Nom Both G63 B
"155 5 Up 40 5 Nom Both G64 B
5 b5 5 Up 40 10 Fast Both G65 B

*0 5 Up 40 20 Nom Both G66 B
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Table V-6. Transition (Moving Base- LAS)

iA/S LA/S 6F Cond i6F f6F Run IC

80 81 1.5 40 55 FT1 C1

80 0 3 40 55 FT2 Cl

80 f0 5 40 55 FT3 C1

80 80 7 40 55 FT4 C1

90 80 1.5 40 55 FT5 Cl

*90 80 3 40 55 FT6 Cl

*90 80 5 40 55 FT7 CI

90 80 7 40 55 FT8 Cl

"*115 80 1.5 40 55 FT9 C1

"*115 80 3 40 55 FT10 C1

*115 80 5 40 55 Fri1 Cl

115 80 7 40 55 FT12 C1

125 80 1.5 40 55 FT13 C1

*125 80 3 40 55 FT14 C1

125 80 5 40 55 FT15 C1

125 80 7 40 55 FT16 Ci

90 80 1.5 Fwd-Hvy 40 55 FT17 C 1

90 80 3 Fwd-Hvy 40 55 FT18 C1

90 80 5 Fwd-Hvy 40 55 FT19 C1

90 80 1.5 Aft-Lt 40 55 FT20 C1

90 80 3 Aft-Lt 40 55 FT21 C1

90 80 5 Aft-Lt 40 55 FT22 C1

115 80 1.5 Fwd-Hvy 40 55 FT23 C1

115 80 3 Fwd-Hvy 40 55 FT24 C1

115 80 5 Fwd-Itvy 40 55 FT25 Cl

115 80 1.5 Aft-Lt 40 55 FT26 C1
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Table V-6. Transition (Moving Base- LAS), Cont

IA/S fA/S Cond iF f6F Run IC

115 80 3 Aft-Lt 40 55 FT27 C1
115 80 5 Aft-Lt 40 55 FT28 C1
140 115 1.5 0 40 ITI C2
140 115 3 0 40 IT2 C2
140 115 5 0 40 IT3 C2
140 115 7 0 40 IT4 C2

*155 115 1.5 0 40 IT5 C2
*155 115 3 0 40 IT6 C2
*155 115 5 0 40 IT3 02

155 115 7 0 40 IT8 C2
170 115 1.5 0 40 IT9 02

*170 115 3 0 40 IT10 C2
170 115 5 0 40 ITI9 C2
170 115 7 0 40 IT12 C2

90 80 1.5 Gust 0 40 IT13 02
90 80 3 Gust 0 40 IT14 C2
90 80 5 Gust 0 40 IT15 C2

115 80 1.5 Gust 0 40 IT16 C2
115 80 3 Gust 0 40 IT17 C2
115 80 5 Gust 0 40 IT18 C2
155 115 1.5 Gust 0 40 IT19 C2
155 115 3 Gust 0 40 IT20 C2
155 115 5 Gust 0 40 IT21 C2

K
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Table V-6. Transition (Moviug Base-LAS), Cont

iA,'S fA/S 6F Cond i6F f6F Run IC

140 80 1.5 0 55 TT1 2

140 80 3 0 55 TT2 C2

140 80 5 0 55 TT3 C2

155 80 1.5 0 55 TT4 C2

155 80 1.5 0 55 TT4-1 C3

"*155 80 3 0 55 TT5 C2

155 80 3 0 55 TTI-1 C3

155 80 5 0 55 TT6 C2

170 80 1.5 0 55 TT7 C2

170 80 3 0 55 TT8 C2

170 80 5 0 55 TT9 C2
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